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Preface 

International Conference on Business, Technology and Innovation is an international 
interdisciplinary peer reviewed conference which publishes works of the scientists as well as 
practitioners in the area of business, law, technology, architecture, etc. 

The main perspective of the conference is to connect the scientists and practitioners from 
different disciplines in the same place and make them be aware of the recent advancements in 
different research fields, and provide them with a unique forum to share their experiences.  

It is also the place to support the new academic staff for doing research and publish their work 
in international standard level. 

This conference consists of 5 sub conferences in different fields:  

• Management, Business and Economics 
• Law 
• Computer Science and Information Systems 
• Mechatronics, Robotics and Systems Engineering 
• Architecture, Spatial Planning and Civil Engineering 

 
This conference is the major scientific event of the University for Business and Technology. 
It is organizing annually and always in cooperation with the partner universities from the 
region and Europe. 

In this case our partner universities are the University of Vlora “Ismail Qemaili” and 
University of Tirana – Faculty of Economics. 

We have to thank all Authors, partners, sponsors and also the conference organizing team 
making this event a real international scientific event.  

This year we have more participants and publication than last year. 

 

Congratulation! 

 

November 2013                                                                      Prof Edmond Hajrizi 

                                                                        Chairman of ICBTI 2013, UBT 

 

Other professional partners in this conference are: Kosova Association for Control, 
Automation and Systems Engineering (KA – CASE), Kosova Association for Modeling and 
Simulation (KA – SIM), Quality Kosova, Kosova Association for management . 
This conference is sponsored by Ministry of Education, Science and Technology of Republic 
of Kosova, AEP Project and EUROSIM - The European Association of Simulation.

This Chapter presents the contributions of researchers for the Computer Science, 
Information Systems,Mechatronics Engineering and Robotics
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Project scheduling and role of IT 

 
Besnik Skenderi1, Diamanta Sken d er i2 

1University for Business and Technology, Information Systems, Email:  
2Tax Administration of Kosovo 

besnik_skenderi@yahoo.com1, diamanta_skenderi@yahoo.com 2 

 

Abstract: In the current business environment, companies around the world are 

conducting   their   business   operations   through   project   implementation. 

Moreover, project management as a profession is developed by bodies of knowledge   

and   companies   are   investing   in   capacity   building   and   in improvement of 

their internal procedures. Nowadays, different standards are used in a field of project 

management. However, despite the investment in the field of project management and 

hundreds of hours of delivered training to project managers, around 60% of the 

initiated projects in the world are failing and project scheduling is among identified 

reasons for project failure. Companies that are implementing projects, are using 

different project management logical frameworks  like PMP, PRINCE2 or ITIL[4], 

however, none of those logical frameworks and guidelines are not providing any 

suggestion regarding the use of software for project scheduling. 

 

Keywords: MS Project, Schedule. IT, Project Manager 

 

 

1   MS Project 
 

In order to fulfill business objectives, mission and vision, nowadays companies need to have better 

scheduling tools, faster calculation and just in time information.  For this purpose most of companies 

rely upon IT [8].  Moreover, “Information technology matters to business success because it directly 

affects the mechanisms through which they create and capture value to earn a profit” [3]. 

As a result of implementation of IT in management, the field of project management is also affected 

from IT innovations and implementation of IT in project management shows that project management 

is “considered core competence of the organization”  [20].   In   addition,   project-based  organization  

are   using   project scheduling software in order to schedule, track and report project progress [1], 

[14], [15], [19], [24], [33], and many companies have resources to  develop their own project 

scheduling software  and  to  adopt  existing IT  solutions [1].    In  addition “Information and 

communication technology enables the formation of virtual project teams that can operate at different 

virtual times and geographical locations” [34],while “A manager of an ongoing project has a 

responsibility to understand how long a 

project will take to get to its destination and what it will cost” [27]. 

However, the field of project management is influenced by technological innovations and different 

project scheduling software is used by project managers. Among the most preferred software for 

project schedule is MS Project, and this software is consistent with project management philosophy 

and it is continuously updated. . 

MS Project is a software that was developed by Microsoft and is among the most used applications 

for project scheduling. In addition, MS Project can be integrated with MS Project Server and then 

through PWA (Project Web Access). This way information between project team members and project 

manager can be shared. “Sharing project information and facilitating a friendly environment for 

communication are key ingredients in building an atmosphere of collaboration” [31]. 

The project manager and  project team members can collaborate online, which is enabled by using 

MS Project and MS Project Server which creates virtual project  environment,  where  project  team  

members  can  share  information  and complete their task from different physical locations [26]. 

However, implementation of IT in project management requires investment on training and on 

software licenses and  companies  are  investing  a  lot  on  software  and  training  related  to  project 

scheduling [5]. 

mailto:besnik_skenderi@yahoo.com
mailto:diamanta_skenderi@yahoo.com
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In order to have successful implementation of project scheduling software, companies need to be sure 

that their staff has basic knowledge of computer s kills and good understanding of project management 

[16].  Knowledge of project management principles is not the issue for project managers, but project 

managers that are using project scheduling software are not aware of all software features [24]. 

MS Project provides information regarding the project activities in Gant Chart view, and the goal 

of project scheduling is to provide project managers with information regarding the project progress 

compared to the project baseline. “MS- Project's Gantt chart is a tool to be used for thinking, 

discovering new and better ways to carry out the work, and for communicating the overall strategy 

to all involved” [11]. 

MS Project can display resource over allocation and under allocation and has the capability to create 

reports in different formats. It can also provide information and calculation based on the inputted 

data, but the issue remains with human factor, since during the process of updating project tasks, 

mistakes can occur and in this way project team members can be demotivated [2]. 

In addition, MS Project is consistent with PMI philosophy [7], and implementation of MS Project 

could help project managers to track project progress and to see over allocated resources.  MS Project 

focuses on managing programs in the life  cycle,  which corresponds to  the  Investment Management 

(IM)  (for  program sponsors and managers.  Moreover, bridging of MS Project, and MS Access plays 

an important role on project scheduling and JIT (just in time), [21].  JIT information is valuable for 

project managers since this information can be used for rescheduling uncompleted project tasks. 

MS Project is exclusively targeting project managers [15]; however, decision makers in a company 

should be aware that during the implementation of project scheduling software, resistance to change 

may occur. Moreover, companies should be aware of “the importance of involving user in the choice 

and design of IT systems” 

since cannot all potential users will be able to use the latest scheduling software [12] Project 

scheduling software’s are continuously updated.  For example, MS 

Project 2007 had introduced new category of resource, the cost resource, while MS Project 2010 had 

introduced option inactive task.  Moreover, MS Project provides the possibility for creating customized 

fields for task and resources and on those field, project managers can create customized calculation 

fields. As shown in Figure 1 custom field window of MS Project. 

 

 
 

Fig.1 MS Project 2010, Custom Field Window 

 

In MS Project, project manager can create four different task dependencies, like Start to Finish, Start 

to Start, Finish to Finish and Finish to Start.  An example of linking task with MS Project is shown in 

Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2 Task dependencies on MS Project 2010 

 
Moreover, in MS Project, project managers can add different constrain for activates, and those options 

are shown in Figure 3 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Constrain Type in MS Project 

 

MS Project is user-friendly software, and it offers different information in graphical and in 

table view.  Moreover, MS Project can create reports in MS Excel and MS Visio, and with proper 

use of those tools, the project manager will have opportunity to create different scenarios and so called 

what if analyses (Goal Seek, Data  Table,  Scenario,  Solver,  Trend  Analysis).    In  addition,  results  

from  those analyses can help project managers to re-plan and to reschedule uncompleted tasks for 

project. 

 

 

2   Other Project Management Scheduling Electronic Tools 

 
Project managers had started to use  project scheduling tools in the last century and among  those 

tools were critical path method, PERT, and Gant Chart; however, as a result of technological 

innovation, in 1960 and 1970 the first scheduling software was introduced [30]. Moreover, after 

introduction of GUI (Graphic Users Interface) in 

1990,  project-scheduling software  had  become  more  user-friendly,  and  with  the 

invention of internet, online collaboration between project manager and project team members was 

enabled.   Moreover, “the nature of ICT innovation demands the fast diffusion of new ideas”, [6]. 

Nowadays, many companies are offering different project scheduling software, for example 

single query for project scheduling software in Google had displayed 5.8 million results (Figure 4), 

and this fact shows that demand for Project scheduling software and solution exists among project 

managers and project-based companies. 
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 Fig.4, Result for Project Scheduling Software in Google 

 
Technology enables better collaboration between the project manager and the project team, and at the 

same time, the proper use of technology has a positive impact on project duration. Considering the fact 

that project success is measured by three constraints: time, quality and cost, [8], [18], [22], [23], it is 

evident that proper use of IT is playing an important role on project success or failure, since project 

scheduling software like MS Project can calculate fixed and variable costs for project activates. 

Moreover, MS Project can display total cost, baseline cost, variance cost, actual cost and reaming cost. 

Example is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5, Cost Table in MS Project 

 

Despite information regarding project costs, MS Project can provide information regarding project 

scheduling and in a same time MS Project will calculate slack. Example of schedule table is shown in 

Figure 6. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.6, Scheduling Table in MS Project 

 

All of this information can be used by project managers to schedule and to reschedule uncompleted 

project activities while taking into consideration variables such baseline cost, remaining cost and free 

slack. 

Nowadays, companies have project management tools that enable collaboration [25].  However, 

possession of tools and skills does not mean that project managers and project team members are 

willing to use them. Most project management software is designed to conduct project planning and 

to track progress [10]. However, “More firms are embracing tools that manage scheduling, job cost 

accounting, estimating, office engineering, and data  management, in an  effort to measure the 

course of individual jobs and chart mid-project corrections to achieve 

project schedule and cost objectives” [13]. 

Margea and Margea (2011) and Romano (2010) provided lists of project management and 

collaborative software.  Both listed MS Project, however, according Margea and  Margea (2011), MS 

Project is categorized as a software that does not provide collaboration and document management 

capabilities, and   Table  1 shows their findings. 

 

 

 

 

Table  1,  Synthetic  comparison  of  presented  Open  Source  Project  Management solutions [15]. 

 
Feature 
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Software 

 

 

 

 
Collabtive  Windows, Linux,        
  Mac OS        
dotProject  Windows, Linux        
eGroupWare  
(Community 

 Windows, Linux,        
Version)  Mac OS        
Gant Project  Windows, Linux,        
  Mac OS        
Open Workbench  Windows        
OpojenProj  Windows, Linux,        
  Mac OS        
Redmine  Windows, Linux        
Task Juggler  SuSE Linux        
Microsoft Project  Windows        

 

 

MS Project can be used for any kind of project, and it provides coordinated collaboration [25].   Table 

2 shows collaboration level of collaborative project management software. 

 

Table 2 Collaboration Level of Collaborative PM Software [25] 

 

However, the process of decision making regarding purchasing project scheduling tools often remains 

or it is delegated to the IT department. This task is delegated to the IT department, since software is 

purchased with the IT budget. The IT department also has the responsibility to install and maintain 

software. However, this way the IT department takes a leading role and is transformed from 

supporting unit to a strategic unit.   The tendency of the human resource department in every company 

is to hire IT professionals, however, IT professionals have tendency to use latest technology and the 

latest software. There is a risk that IT department will purchase scheduling software that is difficult 

for the project managers and project team members to use. 

3   Conclusion 

 
Project management is one of the fastest growing disciplines in organizations today [30], and 

companies are investing in improving project management processes, and for this purpose, “companies 
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are spending on average $177,000 per year” [17] However, companies are still facing a large number 

of failed projects since around 35% of projects are failing [32]. 

Since 1969 when PMI was established, project management methodology has evolved, and 

nowadays companies have adopted predefined standards for project management like PMP (Project 

Management Professional) and PRINCE2 (Projects In controlled Environments), and IPMA 

(International Project Management Institute in Switzerland).However, none of the Project 

Management standards recommend any scheduling  or  planning  tool,  and  planning  and  scheduling  

tools  are  left  to  the discretion of the project manager.   Project scheduling remains among the 

reasons identified for project failure [10], [13], [23]. 

As a result of innovation in the field of IT, and also in project management, the latter has been affected, 

and many companies use different project scheduling software.  The most commonly used software 

for project scheduling is MS Project [14], [15], [19], [24] and [23.] 

Companies are undertaking projects in order to launch new products, new services, and to improve 

their business processes.  Project initiation is triggered as a result of competition, customer demand 

and technological innovation.  According to PMBOK, “a project is a temporary endeavor undertaken 

to create a unique product, service, or result, based on a project charter and it has a limited amount of 

resources” [23]. The academic literature defines project success, according to modern project 

management and bodies of knowledge, as a project that delivered project products according to a 

predefined cost, quality and time. [8], [9], [18], [22].  Adaptive Project Management Model, argues 

that, “According to this model projects are not just a collection of activities that need to be completed 

on time. Projects are business related processes that must deliver business results” [28], [29]. 

Role of IT department is shifting from support unit into business strategic and new product 

development unit. It is time that project management bodies of knowledge evolve their project 

management curriculum and to include project scheduling software as a part of project management 

logical frameworks. 
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Using Machine Learning Techniques to Customize the User's 

Profile, Helps Intelligent TV Decoder’s Design 
 

Alketa Hyso1, Roneda Mucaj2 
12 Computer Science Department, “Ismail Qemali” University, Vlore, Albania  

{alketa.hyso1, roneda.mucaj2}@univlora.edu.al 

Abstract. In today's society due to the increase of the quantity of information is becoming 

more difficult to find the information we search. "Data mining" offers us the most 

important methods and techniques in data analysis. Through this work, we aim to study 

the several data mining techniques, methods and applications in specific areas. We 

experiment with an “open software" WEKA, to perform some data analysis, presenting 

the reliability and advantages of data mining classification technique. We use the decision 

trees technique to achieve the task of classification, to customize user profiles based on 

their requirements and needs. This paper presents also how machine learning methods 

can be integrated with agent technology in building more intelligent agents. Using 

machine learning techniques makes it possible to develop agents able to learn from and 

adapt to their environment. So a TV decoder can be adapted to the demands of TV 

viewers. If the decoder initially trained by the demands and needs of viewers, it can 

display intelligent behavior, suggesting viewers, according to the profile created for each 

one, shows and movies. The paper concludes with our contributions concerning the 

application of data mining techniques to customize services according to the requirements 

and needs of users. 

 

Keywords: machine learning, data mining, data analysis, WEKA 

1   Introduction 

Internet, computer networks, data collection systems, enable us to collect and preserve large amounts 

of data. Scientific research, and different aspects of social life have accumulated large amounts of data, 

that bring difficulties in extracting useful information. Analysis of the relationships to the data to find 

useful information there is a need. But computer technology and techniques of data collection can not 

help us to analyze and understand the data. A few years ago, for the extraction of knowledge, We used 

the usual methods, such as analysis, filtering, and comparison. Based on them, we take out knowledge 

and create rules.  

Today, at a time when the majority of data are stored in data warehouses, old methods do not work 

anymore. In response to these challenges was developed data mining technology. Data mining enables 

the transformation of large amounts of data in useful information, readily understandable by humans, 

and widely applicable to various applications. Data mining technology emerged as a technology-

oriented application. Information and knowledge can be widely used in various applications, including 

business management, production control, market analysis, engineering design and scientific 

exploration. 

Data—mining technologies have been around for decades, without moving significantly beyond the 

domain of computer scientists, statisticians, and hard-core business analysts. New data mining 

technologies developed can support personalization. Personalization technologies treated as a process -

oriented perspective [1].  Are developed systems which construct personal profiles based on customers' 

transactional histories. The system uses data mining techniques to discover a set of rules describing 

customers' behavior and supports human experts in validating the rules [2]. New improvements are 

made in data mining and its application to personalization in E-commerce[3]. Personalization is what 

merchants and publishers want to do to tailor the Web site or advertisement and product promotion to 
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a customer based on his past behavior and inference from other like-minded people examine [4]. The 

need for new marketing strategies such as one-to one marketing and customer relationship management 

brings personalized recommendation that helps customers find the products they would like to purchase 

by producing a list of recommended products for each given customer [5]. 

In this paper we will treat personalization technology that gives us, information about the person, so we 

can predict his attitudes and behaviors. Personalization takes place by making recommendations to the 

user. A case study will be analyzed to profile the behavior outlined in the viewers about television 

programs. Furthermore, the model obtained after analysis of the data is implemented on a TV decod er. 

This model provides viewers with recommendations on TV programs that are classified in the group of 

his favorites. Finally, we summarize our contributions concerning the application of data mining 

techniques to customize services according to the requirements and needs of users, extracting 

knowledge and helping decision making, as well as bringing suggestions for future research.  

2   User’s Profile 

Personalization technology provides information about persons to predict their attitudes and behaviors.  

"A user profile is a description of an individual user and contains the most important or interesting facts 

about him. It is necessary to build user profile, because users have different preferences, interests, and 

purposes. These differences form the bas is of personalization. There are several types of information 

that can be stored in a user profile [6]: 

Personal information. Includes age, gender, city, state, etc. Interests of a user, are essential part that 

makes personalization. Interests may be related to hobbies, work issues, etc. Behavior, is the type of 

information collected in a non-obvious way. The goals of the user, are important to detect. Information 

can be obtained implicitly and explicitly, through surveys of their behavior, based on geograp hic 

location, social groups, etc. Models can be detected using techniques such as machine learning and data 
mining, turning the collected information into a value. 

 

3   Recommendation 

Assume that we have a system that monitors the preferences of a person watches TV, in order to 

recommend to him, other performances, that he may please. The viewer is open to suggestions. 

Recommendations can be entered here. A variety of recommendation techniques has been developed 

[7]. Recommendations can be made according to the following categories: 

Recommendation by the program: recommendation is based on the program itself. This approach uses 

a content-based filter. There are recommended programs with similar content. One way to do this is 

through the use of tag. Another way is through machine learning techniques such as neural networks or 

decision trees. 

Recommendations based on social group, part of which the user is : recommendation of programs is 

based on similar audiences’ preference. This approach uses collaborative filtering. The viewer is 

suggested programs, that social group prefer. The idea behind this is that, the viewer receives 

recommendations from people with similar tastes. Collaborative filtering has been used in a number of 

different applications such as recommending web pages, articles and products. 

Personalized recommendations. Recommended programs are based on past behavior of viewers. This 

approach combines based filtering by content and collaborative filtering. Recommendations are based 

on the programs that the user has previously preferred and other programs favored by other viewers, 

with whom they have similar tastes and preferences. 

An adaptive decoder automatically improves the organization of programs according to the preferences 

of viewers by learning from the viewer preferences data. Reorganization of the programs may vary in 

consistency. Displaying proper program to a particular viewer can be seen as a prediction of behavior, 

prediction of the behavior of a viewer. Although personalization can create advantages for many 

viewers, personalization technology should be applied with caution. There are several problems 

associated with personalization, which should be taken into consideration when implementing such 
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techniques [9]. One concern is that personalized filters limit what appears to the viewer, influencing so, 

the way we think and learn. Presenting things that we know, things that we are interested in at the 

moment can prevent us from treating different perspectives from ours. This can strongly influence on 

personal development. 

4   Case Study 

In today's society, where people are offered by private television stations to multiple programs, it is 

increasingly difficult for viewers to determine the program, they want to watch. In order to provide a 

viewer to the right information, it is important to collect information about viewer, processing it, and 

suggesting further information, that he would be interested. Therefore, it is necessary to collect specific 

information about him, and to create a profile of viewer’s behavior in relation to television programs. 

Decision trees, is a method that we have chosen to achieve the task of classification. We address the use 
of decision trees to gather information for viewers based on their preferences. 

4.1 Data Preparation 

In our study we have taken into consideration 12 examples. Films are categorized as follows: comedy, 

history with doctors, lawyers, or action movie with guns. In the table below we have collected 

information on the preferences of the viewer on TV movies. A taxonomy of the movies can be seen as 
follows: 

 

Fig. 1. A taxonomy of the movies  

We will use this set of data, Table 1, to find the values of attribute “like”, (ie, to predict what movie 

would have liked the viewer based on the attributes of the film on TV). So, we use an open software 
WEKA, where we apply the decision trees technique. 

Table 1.  Examples of training. Data tuple. 

Example  comedy  doctor  lawyer  action movie 

with guns  

Like 

e1  false  true  false  false  false 

e2  true  false  true  false  true 

e3  false  false  true  true  true 

e4  false  false  true  false  false  

e5  false  false  false  true  false  

e6  true  false  false  true  false 

e7  true  false  false  false  true 

e8  false  true  true  true  true 

e9  false  true  true  false  false 

e10  true  true  true  false  true 

e11  true  true  false  true  false 

e12  false  false  false  false  false 
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WEKA provide a uniform interface to many different learning algorithms, tools for preprocessing the 

data, called filters, and for evaluating the result of learning schemes on any given dataset. So, we can 

preprocess a dataset, feed it into a learning scheme, and analyze the resulting classifier and its 

performance. Another way of using WEKA is to apply several learners and compare their performance 

in order to choose one for prediction [10]. WEKA system supports three types of data file, files imported 

from local database files, site database, or databases. We use the data format called ARFF (Attribute-
Relation File Format). ARFF data format for our study case is as follows: 

 

@relation preferenceTV 

@attribute examples {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10, e11, e12} 

@attribute Comedy{True, False} 

@attribute Doctor {True, False} 

@attribute Lawyer {True, False} 

@attribute Guns {True, False} 

@attribute Like{True, False} 

@data 

e1 ,False ,True ,False ,False ,False 

e2 ,True ,False ,True ,False ,True 

e3 ,False ,False ,True ,True , True  

e4 ,False ,False ,True ,False ,False  

e5 ,False ,False ,False ,True ,False  

e6 ,True ,False ,False ,True , False  

e7 ,True ,False ,False ,False , True  

e8 ,False ,True ,True ,True , True  

e9 ,False ,True ,True ,False , False  

e10 ,True ,True ,True ,False , True  

e11 ,True ,True ,False ,True , False  

e12 ,False ,False ,False ,False , False 

The ARFF file can be divided into two parts: 

(1) Head information: @ relation defines the name of  data set, equivalent to the name of a database 

table. @ Attribute defines an attribute of the data set; it contains the at tribute name and possible values 

of attribute or the attribute type. 

(2) Data information : @ defines the start of data set records, followed by the entire data set records.  

 

Levels of data mining process are: 

 Data input layer: This is the preparation phase of the whole data mining.  

 Data mining layer: This includes preprocessing, classification, clustering and other functions;  

 Model evaluation layer: It takes model assessment on the result of data mining, analyzes the results 

of data mining. 

 Visualization layer: It achieves data visualization, mining process visualization, and mining result 

visualization. 

 Storage layer: It uses a specific format to store the mining results. 

4.2 The Usual Data Mining Method - Classification 

Data mining combines artificial intelligence methods and machine learning with traditional methods of 

statistical analysis, mathematical methods, scientific visualization. Methods aim to find useful patterns 

in the data and gain knowledge. Categorization reveals a number of common characteristics of data in 

a database, and the classification model divides data into different classes, in order to classify data 

elements from the database in a given category, providing target discrete variables [11].  
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Classification is a data mining task that categorizes a set of cases in a database into different classes 

according to a classification model. For this task, a model set (i.e., a set of cases whose class labels are 

known) is first analyzed and a class ification model is constructed based on the features available in the 

data of the model set. Such a classification model is then used to categorize a score set (i.e., a set of 

cases whose class labels are unknown) [12]. The most popular classification method is the decision tree 

induction which builds a decision tree and performs classification on the given data using it.  

4.3 Extraction of the decision tree, that recommends the movie to the viewer 

Based on WEKA, after training the data set in Table 1 with Decision Tree algorithm J.48, to learn the 

decision tree, we arrive at a decision tree as in Figure 2; Based on the decision tree model, we can 

easily draw some rules, that can be used by decoder to recommend the viewer. In the tree above we 

can read starting from the root and descending towards each leaf: 

 

rule 1. 

if subject is ( “lawyer” and “comedy” ) 

then target “Like” is TRUE; 

 

rule 2. 

if subject is not ( “lawyer”) 

then target “Like” is  FALSE; 

 

rule 3. 

if subject is ( “lawyer” and “ not comedy” and “guns”) 

then target “Like” is TRUE; 

 

rule 4. 

if subject is ( “lawyer” and “not comedy” and “ not guns”) 

then target “Like” is False; 

 

Fig. 2. Visualization of the decision tree preferences for TV movie viewer 

We evaluate the error in the decision tree model. This error is 0.5. This is because the set of examples, 

we have taken into consideration is small. If data set grows and we take into consideration more 
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attributes, the decision tree will clearly present the viewer preferences. The overall flow of 

recommendation is presented in figure 3. 

                                                

Fig. 3. The overall flow of recomandation 

 

 

4   Conclusions 
 

Through this paper we presented a data mining methods - classification. We implemented the technique 

of decision trees, as a step to enable the recommendation according to the viewer profile. Data mining 

is compelling tools that can be used not only for successful extraction of knowledge but also in decision 

support and predictive analysis, helping to adapt our household equipment and self-management of 

information systems. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the web interface Maple T.A. which is used for 

mathematical education at the Vienna University of Technology. Maple T.A. is based on 

the computer algebra system Maple. This fact offers the possibility to test and assess the 

students in easy but also complex mathematical matters in an uncomplicated way. This 

interface was first used only for the refresher course. This course takes place in the first 

3 weeks of the semester and deals with the repetition of all the important themes of th e 

school mathematics. Maple T.A. is also used for the basic and advanced mathematical 

courses in the first two years in the study of electrical engineering. For these courses the 

use of Maple T.A. includes the offer of assignments for every chapter of the lecture but 

also homework and tests are realized in it. 

Keywords:  Maple T.A., E-Learning, mathematics, exam methods, engineering 

education 

1   Introduction 

At the Vienna University of Technology Maple T.A. is used since 2008. At that time the vice rector for 

academic affairs asked the research group for modelling and simulation at the Institute for Analysis and 

Scientific Computing to organize a refresher course for the students of electrical engineering. The 

pegged requirement for this course included the usage of an e-learning system. Many different existing 

courses of other universities and various models of such courses were compared. The concept of 

Blended Learning fit best. Blended Learning stands for a combination of ordinary lectures and practises 

with e-learning. 

In 2008 the first refresher course for the students of electrical engineering was offered. Since then the 

number of students attending the refresher courses rises every year. In 2013 around 1800 students of 6 

different fields of studies were attending the refresher course. 

Since 2009 Maple T.A. is also used in the basic mathematical courses for students of electrical 

engineering and since 2011 also in the advanced mathematical courses. These courses are located in the 

first, second and third semester. The courses are supported by examples on the e-learning system. In all 

three courses the students have to pass two of three Maple T.A. test during the semester. 
Every year the number of examples in the e-learning system heightens and the complexity raise.  

2  Maple TA 

Maple T.A is based on the computer algebra system Maple. Maple T.A. is an interface where the 

creation and coordination of questions and examples is done. There are different types of question, for 

example multiple choice, fill in the blanks, numeric, formula and maple graded. The choice of the right 

question type depends on the goal of the question. There is a difference in creating examples for the 

students of the refresher course or for students of electrical engineering in the th ird semester. 

For the programming of examples in Maple T.A. one can use the common commands of Maple or one 

can use special commands which are only working in Maple T.A. 
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Table 2.  In the Table below the difference of the commands in Maple and Maple T.A. are shown. 

 Example for programming  

Maple code if a<b then a else b end if  

Embedded Maple code $c = maple(“if a<b then a else b end if”)  

Maple T.A. code $c=if(gt(a,b), b, a)  

 

Table 1 shows the variety of possibilities how to use commands either from Maple T.A. or Maple. In 

some cases it will be cheaper, regarding the calculation time, to use the special Maple T.A. commands. 

If the examples get more complex it is necessary to use embedded Maple code. For such examples it is 

possible to embed whole Maple procedures in a Maple T.A. variable. For example if you want to create 

a regular matrix you can make a small procedure which first creates a matrix, checks if it is regular and 

in certain cases changes it before saving it in the variable. 

Another advantage of using Maple T.A. is the randomization of questions. This fact is important to 

guarantee that the students have the possibility to practise on the system without limit due to the number 

of different examples. In the program code of the examples there are randomized numbers, functions or 

expressions. That means that the expression in the question changes at every attempt. If someone wants 

to create an example dealing with integration of functions the expression to integrate will be different 

at every attempt. In the following figure an example is given where all the numbers and also the function 
cos(x) change. 

 

Fig. 1. In the figure a typical example is shown. The function and all the numbers except the power of 

x are randomized at every attempt. 

Due to the raising complexity of the examples for the basic mathematical courses some libraries were 
developed to cope with the challenges of complex examples. 

2.1   Maple Libraries 

There are two important libraries for the development of the questions for the basic and advanced 

mathematical courses. The first library enables the developer to create complex questions in a short  
time. This library includes the following commands: 

• Random[FromSet] 

• Random[VecInts] 

• Random[MatInts] 

• Random[MatsIntsDef] 

• Random[MatRatsEig]  

 

All these commands support the randomisation of numbers, expressions, vectors and matrices. 

Random[FromSet] picks one or more expression randomly out of the given set. Random[VecInts] 

creates an integer vector with given dimension and limited values. Random[MatInts] creates an integer 

matrix with certain dimension, rank and zero counts. The last two commands specialis es the 

characteristics of the matrix. One can choose the definition of the matrix or constrain the eigenvalues. 

This package focuses on problems which occur during programming examples for Linear Algebra. 
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The second library concentrates more on the needs of the students. It consists of several commands 

which enables partial grading of the examples.  

 Grade[Expr], Grade[ExprDiff] 

 Grade[Set] 

 Grade[ParFrac] 

 Grade[Vec] 

 Grade[Mat] 

 

Grade[Expr] is usually used to grade ordinary expressions by checking if the complex number or the 

circle constant are written in the correct way. Grade[Set] checks how many entries of the students set 

are right and how many are missing. If the result consists of 4 entries and the student enters only 3 and 

one of them is wrong then the student will get 50% of the points. Grade[ParFrac] was the reason for 

developing both libraries. Calculating the partial fraction expansion is very complex. One small mistake 

would case no points. This grading routine compares the fraction and not only the whole result. 

Grade[Vec] and Grade[Mat] compare the value of every entry. This library raises the acceptance of the 

students noticeable. 

2.2   Moodle Connection 

The Vienna University of Technology uses a website called TUWEL (Technische Universität W ien E-

Learning) which is based on Moodle. On this website the lecturers have the possibility to create a page 

according to their course where all the additional materials can be stored. TUWEL also offers the 

administration of homework. Students can upload their homework which could be a text or a program 

code. In some courses the students can lop off the examples they did for homework. 

 

Fig. 2. This figure shows a TUWEL page of the refresher course as an example for the connection 

between Maple T.A. and Moodle. The links in the green circle are two assignments of Maple T.A. In 

the left section one can see the link to the “Gradebook” where all the results are stored. 

These facilities were already used for the education of mathematics in electrical engineering. When we 

got to know about the possibility to connect Maple T.A. and TUWEL, the two websites we were already 

using, we decided to install that connection. Up to then the students had to generate a password through 

another website to get into Maple T.A. Additionally they got the password for the system of the 

university too. So they have to know different logins to use the e-learning platform. That often creates 

confusion. 

The connection of Moodle and Maple T.A. was installed during the summer break. Since this semester 

the students need one single login to get to the course materials and to the e -learning system. All the 

examples are now embedded in the TUWEL system. Maple T.A. also offers the students to check their 
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grades and mistakes at any time via the “Gradebook” which is linked to TUWEL as well. The points of 

the tests or exams done in Maple T.A. are also stored in TUWEL. The students can check them any 

time. But also the lecturer can use this stored points to create the grades for the students directly in 
TUWEL. This connection supports lecturer as well as students. 

 

3   Courses 

3.1   Refresher Course  

The refresher course was initialised in 2008. At that time this course was only offered to students of 

electrical engineering. Every year we tried to integrate another field of study into the course. This year 

we offered a separate course for 6 different fields of study and also a course fo r all other interested 

students. The course is held in two turns.  One is in the last week of September, before the semester 

starts, the other one is in the first two weeks of October together with the semester start. This course is 

a voluntary offer to help students who made a break between school and university due to military or 

other reasons. 

The refresher course consists of a lecture and an exercise part. The exercise takes place right after the 

lecture to strengthen the just learned mathematical facts  and skills. In the exercise a tutor presents the 

examples and answers appearing questions. For every topic of the lecture examples in Maple T.A. exist. 

They are pooled in smaller lections to coordinate the students learning. 

 

Fig. 3. In the figure some results of the refresher course are shown. The left graphic describes the results 

of the test at the beginning of the refresher course. The right one shows the results of the test in the end 
of the course. 

To give the students a chance to check their knowledge an anonymous test is offered. This test is an 

overview regarding the mathematical level of pupils. With the help of this test the students can decide 

if the refresher course is necessary or not. At the beginning of the course the students have to do an  

entrance test to see which topics they should repeat and which topics they already know. The result of 

this test does not matter. There is also a test in the end of the course. The students have to pass the 

second test to receive a positive grade. Additionally these tests offer the possibility to observe the 
changes in the results of the students as shown in  Figure 3. 

3.2   Basic Mathematical Courses  

Maple T.A. is no open software therefore we decided to use it for other lectures too. In the mathematical 

courses for electrical engineering in the first and second semester this e-learning system was integrated. 

The structure is similar to the refresher course. The courses consist of a mixture of lectures and practise. 

Four times a week the students have a lecture held by the professor. Once a week there is the exercise. 

The students have to prepare 6 to10 examples for this exercise every week. The exercises are instructed 
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by a tutor. The students have to present their prepared examples with the help of the tu tor. At the end 

of the semester the students have to prepare at least 60 percent of all the examples.Additionally to the 

lecture and the exercise in the class room the students have to pass two of three tests on the e -learning 

System Maple T.A. Every week new examples, matching to the homework of the exercises, are included 

in the Moodle system.These examples are available the whole semester for practicing for tests and 

exams. Another offer is a voluntary homework in Maple T.A. one week before the test. The  results of 

this homework also influences the necessary points for the following test. The result of the homework 

counts as bonus points for the test. 

 

Fig. 4. This figure shows the results of the three tests spread through the second semester. 

In Figure 4 the three tests of Mathematics 2 are shown. The blue one was the first test of the semester. 

Some of the students have not attended the refresher course and had to learn how to handle Maple T.A. 

The red one represents the second test. An increasing of the total points of the second test can be seen. 

The last test of the semester, the green one, was only made by half of the students due to the constraint 

to pass two of three tests. To receive a positive grade for the exercise the students have to pass 2 te sts, 

prepare 60 percent of the examples and present them in a good way. For the lecture the students get a 

separate mark after passing a written and oral exam. The written part can be made in an ordinary way 

on paper or in Maple T.A. This exam verifies the calculation skills. With a positive written exam the 
students have an oral exam where the professor checks the theoretical background of the students.  

3.3   Advanced Mathematical Courses  

In the third semester Mathematics 3 takes place. It also consists of a lecture and an exercise. In this 

course the exercise is a combination of the exercise of the refresher course and the basic mathematical 

courses. It is only every second week. The students get the examples one week before and can present 

them voluntary. Otherwise the tutor presents the examples and answers occurring questions.  

In this course there are also three tests during the semester. As in the basic mathematical courses the 

students have to pass two of them. One week before the test takes place a homework similar to the test 

is offered. This homework should activate the students who would have started learning one day before 

the test. The homework arrangement is an improvement which will be evaluated after this year. We 

hope that there will be a positive impact compared to the years before. 

The students only get one mark for this course. It is necessary to pass two tests but the presentation of 

examples during the exercise and the points from the homework bring bonus points. There is only an 

oral exam. Nevertheless the professor gets all the information about the provided performances of every 

student. 

3.4   Examples 

In the following paragraph some examples of the different levels of the courses will be explained.The 

first example is one of the refresher courses. The example in Figure 5 shows a sine or cosine with a 

certain amplitude, frequency and shift up or down. To provide confusions due to the coordinate ystem 
all the coefficient are integers. The recognition of curves is very important in all technical studies. 

1.UE-Test

2.UE-Test

3.UE-Test
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Fig. 5. The example above is taken out of the refresher course. It shows a cosine and the students have 
to determine the certain coefficients.  

The second example deals with differential equations. The equation at the beginning of the example 

describes a certain jacobi field. The students have to match the equation to the right jacobi field. 

 

Fig. 6. The figure shows an example of the basic mathematical course in the first semester. The students 

have to match the differential equation with the according jacobi field. 

The last example in Figure 7 is one of the questions of the Linear Algebra. The students have to pick a 

vector out of the kernel of the matrix. That means that the chosen vector multiplied by the matrix results 

zero. In this special figure one can see the effect using the specially developed library. The chosen 

vector was graded with a quarter of the points because only the multiplication with the first row gives 
zero due to the zero entry in the third column of the matrix. 
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Fig. 7. This example deals with Linear Algebra and is used in the second semester. 
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Abstract. This paper focuses on the treatment of intelligent systems and their application 

in the financial area. Types of intelligent systems are numerous, but we will focus on 

those systems, which based on their ability to learn, are able to predict. The concept of 

inductive reasoning, how these systems learn and reason inductively, the role and their 

integration in financial services are some of the concepts that will be addressed. The 

second and the main part focuses on the application developed in the design of an artificial 

neural network for financial forecasts. Recognizing the need for better predictive models, 

not just traditional statistical model, we considered with interest the development of an 

application that will predict currency exchange rates, USD-ALL, given the time series of 

real data in years 1995-2012. We test some of the learning algorithms in our system and 

conclude that one of them is most suitable for this problem. This intelligent system 

reached to create a relational model of data, on the basis of which is able to output 

satisfactory results  forecast. After the presentation of experimental results , the paper 

closes with a discussion on possible improvements  that could be made in the future. 

 

Keywords: prediction, time  series,  currency  exchange  monetary,  neural network 

1   Introduction 

It is said that a computer program learns from experiences E with respect to a particular task T and 

performance measure P, if its performance at this task T, improves with experience E. This is the 

definition, given for machine learning and the answer to the question how to create intelligent systems 

that improve their performance in certain tasks through experience.  

One popular technique of implementing the machine learning in prediction is Artificial Neural Networks 

(ANN). ANN is actually an information processing system that consists of a graph representing the 

processing system as well as various algorithms. ANN is a complex and sophisticated computer 
program. It is able to adapt, to recognize patterns, to generalize, and to cluster or to organize data. 

2   Knowing the Problem  

Our project consists in the currency exchange rate forecasts . Monetary exchange market is the largest 

financial and liquid market. It is influenced by a variety of factors including economic, political events, 

and even psychological state of traders and investors. These factors are linked and interact with each 

other in a very complex way. All these interactions are highly volatile and dynamic. This complexity 

makes prediction harder in international markets.  

The ability to predict accurately the rate exchange changes, affects in increasing profits. Trading on 

time with relatively precise strategies may create huge profit, but a trade based on wrong moves could 

risk big losses. Using the right analytical tool and appropriate methods, the effect of errors can be 

reduced and the profitability can be increased. 

Pattern recognition performs on monthly data of monetary exchange rates to forecast future exchange 

rate. This value is forecasting using time series analysis. A suitable type of error analysis is used to 
determine which function is more efficient. 
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Fig.1 Time series data of exchange rate USD-ALL the years 1995-2012 

2.1 Description of the data 

We use monthly series of monetary exchange rates. The training and test data are real monthly rates 

from 1995 to 2012. There are two vectors of data. Time series are sequentially data. The inputs have 

two dimensions, one is year and the other is month. The output data is with one dimension, the exchange 

rate. 

 
2.2 Data Processing 

The rule of data processing is the learning rule.  

∆ω = (target − output) input′ = gabimi ∗ input′ 

The larger the input vector, the larger is its effect on the vector of weights. Its solution is to normalize 

the data, thus reducing them. This normalization sets the data in the range 0-1. This improves the 
performance of the network.  

 
2.3 Partition of the data 

In our application, about 65-75% of the data will be used for training and the rest will be used for testing 

and evaluation. Evaluation set is used to determine the performance of the neural network when data 

are not trained before. Its primary aim is to avoid overlapping of data during the training phase. Test set 
used to check the overall performance of the network.   

 

2.4 The choice of transformation functions  

Each input vector is weighed with a particular matrix. Bias b is added with the weighted entry and set 

as entry transfer function. The transfer function gives an output value which can have a value between 

minus and plus infinity and then normalize it to a value between 0 and 1 or between -1 and 1 depending 

on the type of function used. Another reason why a function is used is to prevent the influence of n oise 

in the training process of the network. We will use tan-sigmoidal function as a function of the hidden 
layer and linear function as a function of output layer. 
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2.5 Creating neural network 

This section presents the network architecture with multi-layer feed-forward. We will use the network 

with two layers, based on research for this application a large and more complicated network would 

cause overlapping.  

The hidden layer of network has three neurons and output layer has one neuron. The transfer function 

of hidden layer is tansig and output layer function is purelin. The training function is traind.  

 
2.6 Training 

The learning procedure is determined by different training algorithms. Choosing the training algorithm 

is very important to build the best model possible. It affects network performance and its prediction. 

We will train different algorithms, testing each of them to find then the best predict model for our 

problem.We use supervised learning rule in which the weights and bias are modified according the 

error. Feed-forward networks have several algorithms. It is this variation that allows us to build different 

models to fit the problem.The based implementation of backpropagation network consists in updating 

weights and bias in the opposite direction with error. There are two methods to implement the gradient 

descending algorithm: incremental method and grouping way. In the first mode the gradient is calculated 

and bias with weights are updating after each input. In the second method the gradient is calculated and 

weights and bias are updated after all inputs are applied to the network. 

3   The Experiment Results  

3.1 Comparing the performance of different algorithms used for training the network. 

There are some parameters, different values of which affect positively or negatively in network 

performance. We are focused on two key parameters: accuracy and training speed. Backpropagation 

algorithm has several different types of training. We will test some of them to monitor each 
performance, during training, to choose then the most appropriate algorithm for our application. 

 Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 

 Descent gradient in series algorithm 

 Variable learning rate algorithm  

 
3.2 Descent gradient in series algorithm  

Gradients are evaluated at each trained entrance and are summarized to determine changes in weights 

and bias. These two change the opposite direction with the gradient. 

 

 

Fig.3.2.1 Performance curve algorithm training with discount gradients in series 
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Fig.3.2.2 Curve of gradient changes 

We see that the MSE is approximately 0.1 for the parameters that we set. 

 
3.3 Variable learning rate algorithm 

This algorithm uses the guidelines techniques and is developed from a performance analysis  of the 

descending standard algorithm. The difference is  that the learning coefficient is not constant during 

training. For this reason it is not possible that the learning rate achieve optimum value before completion 

of training. This also affects performance.The algorithm tries to improve performance by increasing 

learning rate step by step. This value is responsible for the local error. If the new error exceeds the old 

error more than a predetermined value-max-perf-inc, new weights are decreased. Also the learning rate 
is decreased. If a new error is smaller than the old error, then this rate is increased. 

 

Fig.3.3.1 Training performance curve by backpropagation algorithm with variable learning rate 

 

Fig.3.3.2 Changed gradient curves  
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We see from the figure that its convergence is faster than the previous algorithm, but quadratic error is 

not stable. This is because the training process has not big increase of error.  The function of this 
algorithm combines a rate adaptive training with momentum coefficient. 

3.4 Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 

Levenberg-Marquardt is an algorithm very usable for nonlinear problems. It follows an iterative 

procedure to locate the minimum of a function which is expressed as a sum of squares of nonlinear 

functions. When the current solution is far from the real solution, the algorithm behaves like a gradient 

descent, but it is certain that it will converge. When the current solution is close to the exact solution it 
behaves as GNA algorithm. 

 

Fig.3.4.1 Training performance curve by Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 

 

Fig.3.4.2 Variability of gradient 

We see that the selected algorithm Levenberg-Marquardt has better performance and 
converges faster than other algorithms. 

3.5 Comparison of algorithms 

Training results showed that gradient descent algorithms, generally, are very slow, because they require 

small training rates to have stable training. Conjugate gradient algorithms converge quickly, but their 

performance is not very well. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was the algorithm that results faster and 

more accurate. This algorithm appears to be best suited for problems that need very accurate models. 

We need this in our problem, an algorithm that creates more accurate model under which we may 

perform forecasting and for more in a shorter time. Based on this empirical analysis, we decided to train 

our application with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.We give some features and differences of tested 

algorithms. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm will converge faster in those networks which have less than 

a hundred weights. However, with the increasing number of weights efficiency of this algorithm can be 

reduced.Backpropagation algorithm with variable learning coefficient generally is slower than other 

algorithms as we saw during testing. 

3.6 Simulation 

In this section you will see all the steps in which the solution passes.  

We use real data: monetary exchange rate from USD to ALL from 1995 to 2012. The main steps: 
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1. Creation of data input and target variable.  

2. Normalization of data.  

3. Creation and training  

 

 

Fig.3.6.2 Linear Regression curve between the network outputs and target outputs. 

4. We have to convert output values in real values. So, we use a built -in function. 

 

Fig.3.6.3 Comparison between the output of the network with real value and target series. 

5. After training the network, the required pattern is detected. Now is test phase 
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Fig.3.6.4 Forecasting Simulation 

As seen from the figure, the testing process gives satisfactory results. Curve network outputs, during 

the test phase, matches satisfactorily with the curve of the target outputs. So, the network has managed 

to create a forecast model successfully. 

 

4  Conclusions 

The application, that we discussed, presents the implementation of an intelligent system in prediction 

of monetary exchange of USD in ALL. We chose artificial neural network, as an intelligent technique, 

and designed it according to the data and requirements of the problem. Since it was a problem where 

the data were entered in the series (time series) we chose the feedforward network and trained it by one 

of back-propagation algorithm. Training is based on supervised learning, in Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm. We tested some of back-propagation algorithms and according to their performance, it 

resulted that Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was most suitable for our problem. As a simulation 

environment was used MATLAB. It provided functions for designing, implementing, visualizing, and 

simulating neural networks. It speeded up training and handle large data sets. From the simulation of 

this system was noted that the forecasting created model resulted successful. We saw that the network 

was able to train very well and did this in a short time. Also during the test phase, which is the main 

phase of the evaluation, the results were very close to reality. However the network still needs further 

improvements. Restrictions that we may encounter in forecast accuracy or space complexity are so me 

of the elements need to be improved. 
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Abstract. The Increasing of today's Internet services as are online video gaming, video 

games, video conferencing  and video on demand in terms of multicasting has changed 

the concept of the classical approach to the networks because these services requires 

broadband frequency  for data communication. The rapid expansion of the customer 

network, require wide bandwidth and increasing of energy expenditures. To gain energy 

efficiency we propose a novel architecture. The solution of these problems is solved by 

using of passive optical networks which are able to transmit data simultaneously in a 

broadband communication by using of optical multiplexers. The important parameters on 

the designing of an optical telecommunication network are energy consumption and 

energy efficiency of the network.   

Keywords: Architectures, technologies, energy consumption, energy efficiency. 

1   Introduction 

Continuing demand for increasing of services on the Internet connection makes necessary the use of 

such networks which use bandwidth, high transmission speed and high capacity data access on the 

Internet network. Wired networks of copper conductors can't fulfill these requirements because of their 

rapid growth, that’s why the last few years it is evident the use of optical cable communication on 

metropolitan networks and on Wide Area Networks in all communication space and levels. This implies 

designing of computer network architectures and advanced technologies which are possible to carry 

traffic with more speed and provide services which require broadband communication. 

Constantly are in use two types of optical networking technologies passive and active technologies. On 

the optical network technology every user has access to the network and possibility to exploit it in the 

entire transmission frequency band without limitation through optical multiplexer. 

To reduce the impact of electronic-optical converter equipment and optical-electronic convertors on the 

hybrid networks we are using Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer which provides construction of transparent 

network and an entirely optical signal from the source of the information to its user. 

2   Architectures of Optical Netowrks  

By using of optical fibers we may design an optical network with high data transmission speed. This 

network also is very safe in data transfer and is transparent in relation of the signal transmitted. This 

network provides unlimited frequency bandwidth for transmitting or receiving data bits for each 

subscriber. Optical network can be passive or active either depending of the type of consisting elements. 

If optical network is consisting of passive elements as optical fibers, splitters, couplers and connectors, 

than this is passive optical network. In order to avoid a conflict of information here a transmission 

medium is divided into certain frequency bands between the users. By sharing of network resources 

according to space, time, frequency or code domain may be realized multiple data access. Some of 

techniques for multiple data access approach in optical networks are [11]:  

1. Wavelength Division Multiple Access (WDMA). 

2. Subcarrier Multiple Access (SCMA). 
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3. Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). 

4. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). 

 

With massive increase of data volume and challenge of new applications the existing standard network 

with copper wire can't stand with the fast pace of this change. Because of these requirements it is 

imposed the new designed network made by the optical fibers. Steadily is working such optical networks 

to be expanded in size and capacity but at the same time the energy efficiency and the price of upgrading 

of such networks to be minimal. Multifaceted optical network requires applying of system of open and 

innovative standard from which we will have social and industrial benefits. 

Optical networks of the next generation are expected to be designed with the opportunity to be integrated 

into one unit the transfer of packets and actual optical data transmission. These technologies of the 

service providers provide fast services with lower price of maintenance of the network. 

The problem is about the control of the network communication in optical networks. The question is 

does this control should be integrated with the level up to the IP or the IP is implemented independently 
on the optical network? From this point of view we have the following architectures of optical networks: 

1. Network architecture where optical network has full control over its resources. However this 

control is realized independently from the network development strategy. 

2. Network architecture in which the control is fully integrated on the optical networks through 

IP routers and optical switching nodes (OXC) [4]. 

 

Automatically Switched Optical Network (ASON) is a type of network which is fully controlled by an 

independent control in which the network communication with clients is conducted through network 

user interface. This network interface carries in itself all signaling information for the network control.  

Connections with clients in ASON networks are running over through optical channels which channels 
are offering the following type of service: 

 permanent connection via optical channel  

 soft permanent connection through the optical channel 

 automatic switching  connection via optical channel 

 

In the second network architecture, optical network and control network are built into one new common 

integrated network where one protocol is activated for setting the connection through all elements of 

the network. This architecture is scalable without duplication of functions and without conflicts in 

network control. As long as are using the IP routers, this kind of network is a cost -effective and 
evocative for use. An interesting question which requires a response is:  

Which telecommunication network architectures are cheaper for using, maintenance and expansion of 

its amount of capacity whether it is optical or electronic network architecture?  

A very important fact is also made whether this technology of the network architecture during the time 

is still capable to perform its functions smoothly and which is the price of it? It is obvious that over the 

time the price of the electronic technology falls faster than on the optical technologies for the 

construction of a network or architecture. 

From these point of view we may conclude that the advantage of optical network is not in its price but 

in its huge capacity and the possibility to increase more with little equipment or replacement of 

components with other systemic network components. The goal is to increase the capacity of the 

frequency band. 

The trend of the replacement of the electronic nodes, switches and gates should be expand in all spatial 

levels of the network, both in term of access network and global network. 

If in the optical network we are installing active elements as for example optical active amplifiers than 

we have an active optical network. These optically active amplifiers replace the electronic access nodes 

of the network. Other part of the access network remains as unchanged passive optical networks. 

Such amended architecture of the network access is represented in the Fig. 1. This architecture can work 

at up to 10 Giga bits per second with thousand of user sites in each amplifier of t he passive optical 

networks [1,10]. 
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Fig.1. Optical network architecture 

3   Technologies of passive optical networks  

If we can say for Electronics and Computer engineering that they are on the top of their development 

and achievement of their technologies. The same conclusion we can't say for the Optical science and its 

application to build the most modern optical network communications which may resist to the present 

time. This means it is necessary to build one new common technology which in the best way can absorbs 

all the challenges that comes from the electronics , optical science and software engineering and 

incorporate them on building a modern optical network technology. 

Passive optical network represents a cheap and optimal network which is present everywhere with the 

Ethernet technology. The challenge of the technology is how to use optical fibers for building 

telecommunication networks and computer networks in all areas and levels of the network starting from 

end user, LAN network, WAN network and national networks and wider. 

By using of optical fibers and other passive optical network components we expect to improve the 

network performances as are the speed of the data transfer, the data volume, increasing the number of 

users and data transfer for each user with the low price of labor technologies. But today's  and mostly 

for the next time we have more need to increase the bandwidth of data transmission which request new 

WDM technology and applying it in two-way communication both in reception and in data transmission. 

Initiative for using passive optical network with WDM although dated from eighties it is not yet in its 

full swing due to lack of possible sufficient wide bandwidth. Also insufficiently modern technology in 

order for such design, lack of appropriate protocols and necessary software support for thes e networks 

architecture are some of the problems left to this network technology. Passive optical network 

geographically may be expand to 20 km and in a few cases with special additional equipment and up to 

100 km with the transmission speed of up to 100 Giga bit per second for each wavelength of the optical 

fiber . 

In the local communication may be use and wireless optical network technology for the transmission of 

data from the central office to the end users of the network. With the WAN network architecture are in 

a consideration also and the use of optical multiplexers which multiplies optical data bits in order to 

transmit data to many users simultaneously. In the national networks and other networks of the wide 

scope are using and so-called Dynamic Optical Circuit Switching (DOCS), which enable efficient and 

the dynamic dense flow of data and packages through these networks. 

WDM technology can transfer a large volume of data on the range of some 1012  bit per second. Each 

dysfunction of any network component as are for example links of the optical fibers, amplifiers, 

transceivers and optical connectors can cause data transmission loss. On the interest of the further 

analysis is: how much should be the scope of the error in case this network to survive and  when this 
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network is functioning partially? When the network is out of work for large robust errors during 

transmission? 

These questions are looking for solution because various people have different approach to network and 

use entirely different volume of information and data, as well as various levels and parts of the network. 

Commercial data transmission among optical network is using most comprehensive wavelength from 

1530 nm to 1565 nm by using DWDM which is characterized with a significantly small da ta 

transmission loss [9]. In general, the use of optical cables in the world in the next decade is expected to 

be increased to 25% [2]. 

About 70% of the total real communication is used for data transmission from one node to another node. 

This is a reason of using multiplexers instead of switching circuits or routers. Multiplexers are in the 

situation to send further a part of necessary data which is required and the other part of the data to 

discard as unnecessary. Such a multiplexer is known as Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer (OADM) [4][9]. 

With such a selective approach of the data and with the help of the optical add -drop multiplexer is 

possible to release desirable channel with a certain wavelength in a given node of the network where 

we want to set a communication. The other channels that are not in use are returned back at the network 

for next use. 

This provides a low price data communication but does not allow the reconfiguration of the architecture 

of the network. If we want to reconfigure the network we set a switcher in optical add-drop multiplexer. 

These multiplexer will not let unused bandwidth to fail but under certain condition or questionnaire will 

bring it back into network and so it will be active. This way of networking with reconfigurable 

multiplexers is used in Wide Area Networks. 

The advantage of optical network technology in data transmission is that is offering services with higher 

quality. The facilities are on using the less number of network devices under condition that we have 

data transfer in wider band without using of boxes and the port counter. Network operators require 

optical networks to be in a position to link and manage with the prerequisites of the optical - electronic 

architectures without any problems. 

The opportunity of optical communications through the switcher is cheaper and will replace 

transponders which are out number. Transponders are placed in each end of each channel with a certain 

wavelength in the electronic ore combined electronic and optical networks. Technology of passive 

optical network has its advantages and disadvantages. Advantages of using passive optical network 
technology against the other network technologies are: 

 Unused resources and resources which are in the frequency band are distributed to the users in 

the dynamic manner depending on their requirements and not equally to all users. 

 This technology has the possibility to transfer various types of data for different purposes 

simultaneous. 

 The network structure is formed in such kind that the price should be minimal either in the 

installation and maintenance of optical cables. 

 Optical network technology supports any kind of service to all its customers either in a 

symmetric or asymmetric compatible manner. 

 

As the shortcomings of the passive optical network are: 

 Network protocols of this optical network are more complex than in other networks in order to 

avoid collision during the data transmission. 

 Network components should have a higher working technologic performances but this is going 

to increase the price of this network. 
 

By using of optical networks until year 2015 is intended to improve the Energy Efficiency up to 1.000 

times from the current situation. One of optical networking architecture that enables the use of 

broadband transmission with low price and high efficiency for all customers is Gigabit Passive Optical 

Network (GPON). By using of GPON network we can use advanced applications such as high definition 

television, cloud computing, video conferences, online video gaming [5]. This network has different 
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bandwidth of upstream transmission of 1.244 Giga bits per second and downstream transmission 

bandwidth of 2.488 Giga bits per second. This makes this network to be asymmetrical [10]. 

Because of the above mentioned characteristics this network can be used in all geographic and spatial 

reliefs for different distances. We can say that the use of this network in the oncoming years will be 

dominant. 

This network is built from an Optical Line Terminal (OLT) located in the central side and the Optical 

Network Units (ONUs) located on the users side which are working in multipoint principle. GPON is 

easy to install and it is low price and high level of integration. This network has a small module cards 

for ONUs, easy maintenance and reduces power cons umption [11]. 

GPON component devices consist of an optical module of the transceiver, a GPON chip, optical 

amplifier, interfaces and optical controlling circuits. Participation of the energy consumption of the 

access networks like PON, GPON on the entire energy consumption of the network is approximately 

80 percent [1]. 

This means that ONUs with a minimum value in energy cost maximally reduce energy cost on the entire 

network. Therefore the Power Management unit (PMU) is flexible and combined in hardware an d 

software manner enabling maximum energy savings throughout the network system. This causes the 

activation of only those network elements which currently serve to carry out certain applications, while 

modules respectively the other network elements which are not in use are not active. 

In this way PMU enables maximum energy savings. It is a downstream communication when data are 

transferred from one OLT to the ONUs units while we have upstream communication when the data is 

transferred in the opposite direction namely from ONUs units to the OLT unit of the GPON. On the 

GPON there is an error in transmission as a result of the submission of the so-called rogue ONUs which 

may be a software or hardware errors. This implies interference in transmission and great er optical 

power transmission signal from the ONUs. In these case ONU behave abnormally into the network. In 

this case the OLT makes isolation of each rogue ONU from network activity which behaves in abnormal 

manner and appears as an error in the optical network [3]. 

4   Optical Access Network Topology 

We are using three types of optical access network topologies [11]: 

 Point to point topology 

 The active star topology 

 The passive star topology 

 

Point to point topology extends at the local level between two points in the network of one house or 

building with a high price on the initial installation. The topology of the active star is needed to realize 

the full optical communication between an active node and the end user. In the passive star topology 

which is known as passive optical network an active node is replaced with a passive splitter of power. 

This passive network topology does not have the active nodes and it is not necessary of power supply 

and maintenance of those power supplies of every node. This is an argument more why these networks 

are cheaper comparing with the networks with active star topology. 

5   Energy Efficiency 

A very important parameter in designing of optical networks architecture is energy efficiency. It affect 

on the economic sustainability of the network as well as in environmental parameters on the same 

network which obviously should be taken into account. Energy efficiency of a network is calculated as 

the energy consumption of all the elements connected in a network or which are in  the structure of the 

network. For example as are transponders, optical amplifiers, optical cross connectors. Logically in 

general the energy consumption is lower for those networks where are active only those elements of the 

network which are necessary for data communication. 
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If the overall equipment of the network is active even when some of its elements are not necessary for 

optical network data communication than the energy consumption is higher and the network architecture 

does not have energy efficiency. The network communication every year is increasing in large scale 

and these leads in increasing of the energy consumption which is purpose for each network to work 

properly.  

Electronic network communications are requesting more energy for simple reason because they are 

containing more network elements. Optical networks significantly are reducing energy consumption 

due to reduction of integral elements and devices of the network. According to the international 

scientific analysis is presumed that for one operation with floating point is needed 0.1 PJ/b power 

consumption. For every spent bit during one year in electronic network telecommunication we need one 

dollar in world frame [4]. 

Bit interleaving protocols are providing communication in passive optical networks. The use of 

interleaving protocols also reduces power consumption for 10 times by reducing the value from 2W to 

value of 200mW compared with the usual conventional protocols. 

Reduction of energy consumption in an optical network unit (ONU) is implemented through clock 

speed, data processing, voltage values and memory chip. Parallel processing and clock high speed 

increases energy consumption on the optical network unit. To reach the lower value of energy 

consumption we need to have lower clock speed and to avoid parallel processing. 

Interleaving protocol consists of header and payload bit frame. Header consists of codes for 

synchronization and unique identifier that identifies each ONU in passive optical network and enables 

ONU to read only information of the header. Header bits also contain the fields for operations, 

management and maintenance of the PON, and also contain information about the payload in the frame. 

Bit interleaving protocol uses on itself dynamic bandwidth which is very impo rtant because it allows 

different users of passive optical networks to exploit the different requirements of broadcasting band 

with various capacity of bit transmission. By reducing of energy consumption in all optical network 

units we can enable the reduction of energy in entire optical network. 

The role of energy efficiency in the utilization of the optical network communications is evident. In 

today's optical communication the energy consumption is about 25 × 10−3 𝑊 for every 109b/s. For 

each 1012 b/s transmission are spending about 1000$. In the next decade is presumed to be spent only 

1 × 10−3 𝑊energy consumption for every 109  b/s. For each 1012  b/s transmission we have to pay 25$. 

Energy efficiency on the metropolitan optical network is calculated with the following equation (1) [6]. 

𝐸𝑒𝑓 = 𝜂𝑝𝑟 𝜂𝑒𝑐 (
𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
+

𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
)     [

𝑊

𝐺𝑏𝑝𝑠
]                  (1) 

 𝜂𝑝𝑟  , represent a factor of energy consumption for cooling and supplying of the operator. 

 𝜂𝑒𝑐 , represents a factor of providing and protection of connections which are using in the 

network. 
 

The member 𝜂𝑒𝑐 (
𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
)  represents energy contribution of the network nodes as are optic cross 

connectors and transponders. Member 
𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
  represents energy contribution of the network 

connections as are optical link amplifiers. 

For lines less than 100 × 103 𝑚  of length is not necessary to reinforce the signal by amplifier. Hence 
the energy efficiency is calculated with the following equation (2) [6]. 

𝐸𝑒𝑓 = 𝜂𝑝𝑟 𝜂𝑒𝑐
𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
                                                     (2)                

 

One optical network to work properly has to satisfy the following condition: The sensitivity of the 

receiver has to be higher than the power of the optical signal which is received through the receiver of 
the optical communication link. This is expressed with the following equation (3). 

𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑙 − 𝑃𝑙𝑠𝑤 − 𝑃𝑙𝑤𝑔 ≥ 𝑆𝑟                                                  (3) 
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 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑙 , output power of the optical transmitter on the link 

 𝑃𝑙𝑠𝑤 , optical power loss due to the switching elements  

 𝑃𝑙𝑤𝑔 , optical power loss due to the waveguides  

 𝑆𝑟, sensitivity of the receiver 
 

In optical network communication system with high performance the energy consumption should be 

less because of reducing the cost of construction and package of the network chip and because of 
problems with cooling and integration. 

The power of the optical signal which is generated in the optical source is  calculated by the following 
equation (4). 

𝑃𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 𝑃𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑡 + 𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘                                                   (4) 

 𝑃𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 , is a source power of the optical signal in the optical transmission  

 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 , is a minimal destination optical power in the optical transmission 

 𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 , is a power loss along optical communication link from the source to the destination   

 

If the network has hybrid structure, it means if in the network are involved electronic components or 

electronic / optical interfaces, or contrary optical / electronic interfaces than should be calculated and 

power of these interfaces. This means that the energy consumption for electronic / optical and optical / 

electronic conversions in optical communication represents  a cumulative energy consumption of all 

constituent elements of these conversions. 

Power loss in the optical communication in a similar manner is calculated as the sum of the losses due 

to communication lines and power loss of the elements in the lines. Energy consumption in all 

communication lines may not be the same, and thus the power loss in those lines is different. This is as 

a result because the same lines are not symmetrically loaded in one optical communication. Because of 

this attitude is used one device for adaptive control of power, which plays a major role in the reduction 
of energy consumption. 

6   Reasons of the Spectral Loss 

The optical cable loss is mostly dependent on its internal essential energy loss of the optical fibers. 

Installed optical cables also have its additional loss because of several reasons as for example 

temperature, the collision on optical fibers, humidity and other atmospheric conditions. Internal 

attenuation of the optical fibers is caused by spectral loss in the lighting  of the light rays in the end with 

lower wavelength. Attenuation is also caused by the loss during the absorption of the hydroxyl ions and 

loss in infrared absorption in a higher wavelength. The appearance of hydroxyl ions comes from 

technological process of the optical fibers manufacturing which its maximum value achieves at the value 

of 1385 nanometers [9]. 

Optical fiber banding also causes the loss in the optical cable which loss is increasing by increasing of 

wavelength. Optical cables with metal protection are causing signal loss to the cable due to the corrosion 

of the metal protection. Hydrogen molecules will diffuse in internal of the optical cables and optical 

fibers are also a reason for energy loss. As the result of it the attenuation of the signal is increasing. To 

prevent these between metal protection and optical fibers we put a hydrogen hermetic obstacle. Hence 

the overall loss of an optical communication connection may be calculated by adding the loss due to the 

splicing of the optical fibers and attenuation. 

Splice on the optical fiber can be a maximum of about 6 kilometers distance, and it depends on the type 

of the cable and method of its installation. The spectral loss of the optical cable which is composed from 

optical fibers is calculated with equation (5)[12]. 

𝛼 = 𝛼𝑟𝑙𝑠 + 𝛼ℎ𝑎 + 𝛼𝑖𝑟𝑎 + 𝛼𝑚𝑎 + 𝛼𝑢𝑣𝑎 + 𝛼𝑒𝑐                 (5) 
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The members of the last equation are defined as follows:   

 𝛼𝑟𝑙𝑠, ray light scattering loss  

 𝛼ℎ𝑎, hydrogen absorption loss  

 𝛼𝑖𝑟𝑎 , infrared absorption loss  

 𝛼𝑚𝑎 , metal armoring loss 

 𝛼𝑢𝑣𝑎 , ultraviolet absorption loss  

 𝛼𝑒𝑐 , environment conditions loss  

 
The ray light scattering loss is defined with the equation (6).   

𝛼𝑟𝑙𝑠 =
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

𝜆4
                                                                    (6) 

The infrared absorption loss is defined with the equation (7)[12]. 

𝛼𝑖𝑟𝑎 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 × 𝑒
−

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

𝜆                                                   (7) 

The term 𝛼𝑢𝑣𝑎  represents a formula member which has very little value of the germanium doping and 

it is not taken in consideration. To avoid a loss on the metal protection this type of cable is less used 

that is why this kind of loss is not calculated. Loss due to the external conditions on the environment 

are increasing proportionally with the increase of wavelength and is very hard to separate from other 
losses in optical fibers of the optical cables. 

7   Conclusion 

Passive optical network architecture ensures progress in comparison with all other networks because it 

does not require voltage supply. Thus we reduce organization and maintenance of the network and also 

reduce the price of the operational services in the network. Low price of the network, broadband 

transmission and energy efficiency are some of the characteristics of those optical network architectures 

and technologies. As an opportunity for future study analysis may be the incorporation of WDM in 

wired and wireless passive optical networks with broadband transmission. 
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Abstract: The Mathematics Modelling and Tools (MMT) e-learning system is a platform 

used for supporting lectures and tutoring at the Vienna University and Technology. 

Additionally to traditional e-learning properties like up- and download of lecture notes, 

videos and slides the MMT system provides the surface for a virtual modelling and 

simulation laboratory. Very powerful calculation software like MATLAB, Java or 

Octave, running in behind, allows experimenting with targeted modelling and simulation 

examples prepared and developed by experts. These are first of all used to support the 

presentation directly at the lecture and can afterwards be accessed by students given a 

password at home. As especially MATLAB also allows development of suitable 

examples dealing with mathematics, so far about ten percent of all examples treat this 

specific topic and are used in math lectures.  It showed that especially the live experience 

fiddling on pre-implemented examples poses a big improvement for lectures.  

 

Keywords: Learning; Blended Learning; Modelling and Simulation; Virtual 

Laboratory 

 

 

1   Motivation  

 

To guarantee a modern university education well prepared lectures, good didactics and consequent 

tutoring is essential but nowadays usually not sufficient anymore. More and more the support of e-

learning features has become a necessity in order to first of all reduce organisational efforts for 

students and also to support and simplify their studying at home. Thus so called e-learning platforms 

are used nowadays fulfilling one the hand side organisational needs of students (like timetables, 

internal communication systems etc) and on the other hand provide download of teaching material 

within a password secured area. Observations during the last decades investigating modelling and 

simulation lectures very often showed that these e-learning possibilities are not sufficient in order to 

fascinate students by the great variety and flexibility of the science. On the one hand developing 

theoretical models is an essential part of modelling and simulation education. On the other hand 

students usually lack of necessary prerequisites like general knowledge in physics, math and 

informatics due to their specification within their own field of study. Especially programming skills 

are very often to low to develop (serious) own models and experiment with them.  To make it at least 

possible for students to experiment on prepared models in 2006 a cooperation of the dwh Simulation 

Services Vienna and the AMSDM group, a subgroup of the Inst itute of Analysis and Scientific 

Computing mainly responsible for all modelling and simulation lectures at the Vienna University of 

Technology, decided to develop an own virtual modelling and simulation laboratory in form of a 

course-based e-learning system. The MMT system, abbreviation for Mathematics Modelling and 

Tools, was developed and installed at a server which is still maintained by dwh [1].  

 

2   Basic Usage of the MMT System  

 

Although the interface and handling of the server have changed several times during the last years the 

basic ideas of the laboratory have remained valid until now:  

 Experts develop and implement didactically professional models.  
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 The models are uploaded to the server. The developer chooses specific model parameters 

which can be modified by the user.  

 Students login via a mask and are faced a user-friendly e-learning system containing example 

models. Each example is properly described and documented. After choosing a parameter 

setting the simulation can be performed by the student – without knowledge regarding 

implementation and mathematics of the model!  

 Additionally the fully commented source code is available for download encourag ing the 

student to deal with the implementation of the model as well.   

 If the student is furthermore interested and technically advances within this topic the 

advanced student might be given access to develop models for the server as well. The 

advanced student is furthermore encouraged producing something sustainable for the future.  

 

So far about 550 different examples are uploaded to the MMT system dealing with different topics. 

Most of them pose for more or less sophisticated mathematical simulations, u sually assembled in 

courses with increasing difficulty for didactical reasons. About ten percent of the examples are dealing 

with basic and extended math in order to support corresponding lectures for surveying students. 

Additionally the system is used in tests for modelling and simulation lectures as well [2].  

 

 

3   Interfaces  

 

Basically the online user interface of the MMT system can be split up into two webpages. The first of 

the two, called the “front-end”, is mainly used by students - the consumers of the platform - accessing 

to experiment with the models and to download teaching material. The second page is traditionally 

called “back-end” and is used by the developers of the examples. Upload of files is also performed 

there.  

 

 

3.1 With the Eyes of a Student  

 

The so called front-end poses the user interface of the system. Accessed via a classic login-mask the 

user is first of all faced a sketch of Adam Ries, a German Mathematician of the 15th century, who 

inspired naming the web-page  

(www.adamriese.at). This first window is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 

Fig.1 Image of Adam-Ries shown after the first login at the MMT front-end system.  
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At the left hand side of the window the node-tree can be found used to navigate through the user 

specified course. Which examples the user is allowed to work with depend on which examples suit 

to the course the user is attending.   

Currently there are about 20 different courses which can each be accessed via different users. The 

corresponding topics spread from basic and extended Maths for Geodesy students, basic Modelling 

and Simulation for Electrical Engineering students, Mathematicians, Business Informat ics students or 

Computer Engineering students, Cardiology for Health Technology Assessment lectures to finally 

architectural Airport and Hospital planning for qualification seminars. Depending on the usage they 

are either developed in English, German or both. For external representation of the system also a so 

called “visitor-course” was designed containing samples of all features of the MMT system. If 

interested admission can be granted by contacting one of the authors.  

Fig. 2 shows what a visitor is to see if navigating to the basic-math example in the visitor course. The 

area at the left hand side of the screen shows the hierarchical structured navigation -tree and is used to 

browse through the course. The area in the middle is reserved for description of examples and 

performing experiments. As seen in Fig. 2 the optical representation of the description can be 

improved using formulas (LaTeX) and extended textual formatting like tables (HTML). Finally 

parameters of the models can be chosen by the user typing them into the HTML text-boxes. Pressing 

the “OK” button starts the simulation. In this case, the MATLAB engine is activated. Files offered for 

download can be found at the right hand area (in Fig. 2, the code of the MA TLAB file can be accessed 

clicking “view m-file”)  

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Image of the description of the MMT example “Gibbs Phenomenon”.  

 

This basic math example deals with a phenomenon emerging by approximating an unsteady function 

by its Fourier-series.  

The “Gibbs Phenomenon” focussed in this example is named after Josiah William Gibbs [3] was found 

at the end of the 19th century and emerges if an unsteady signal is approximated by its Fourier-series. 

It can be proven that the Fourier-series does not converge correctly at the points of unsteadiness of the 

signal – no matter how many elements of the series are calculated.   

In the context of this example the Fourier series of a periodic rectangular signal is calculated up to a 

user specified order. The resulting series is finally compared optically with the input signal. The 

resulting plot can be seen in Fig. 3. The “Gibbs Phenomenon” can be seen very obvious. The result -

plot(s) usually appears directly below the description. For space reasons the descriptio n can be hidden 

by a simple mouse-click onto “hide description”.  
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Fig. 3 Picture of the output of the MMT example “Gibbs Phenomenon”.  

 

It is clearly seen that the series does not converge at the unsteady points of the signal.  

 

3.2 With the Eyes of the developer  

 

The so called MMT back-end, seen in Fig. 4, is used to upload and calibrate the prepared examples 

and develop descriptions for the models. At the left hand side of the screen, the node -tree is seen. 

Based on the principle “What You See is What You Get”, modifications of the tree in the back-end 

directly change the appearance of the tree in the front-end. The area in the middle is used to modify 

single nodes. Hereby not only description but also permissions, attached files an d, in case of 

MATLAB examples, also parameters can be modified.  

 

 

  

Fig. 4  Figure showing the MMT back-end. Note that the structure is similar to the front-end.   

 If given permission via a login mask the back-end system allows connection to and modification of 

the content of the so called Content Management System (CMS), posing the base of the MMT system.   
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Different to a Windows-typical folder-based storage system, uploaded files are first of all stored 

basically unstructured. Any uploaded file is given a unique identification number and can afterwards 

only be accessed and used if linked to a node. The nodes itself are structured hierarchically and thus 

pretend a hierarchically structured storage system. This leads to a lot of advantages:  

If something goes wrong with the node system, the files remain unharmed.  

Files can be linked to any number of nodes without causing additional space requirements and 

unhandy linkages.  

Nobody needs to care about the original place of storage of a file as it is inaccessible. A file is finally 

deleted by deleting the last node linked to it.  

The properties of the node can be fitted to the linked file by choosing between different node -types 

(page node, example node, data-node) This idea is graphically indicated in Fig. 5.  

  

Fig. 5  Management of files in the CMS system by nodes and links.  

 

 

4   Support of Software  

 

As nowadays basic knowledge about the numerical programming language MATLAB is still very 

often a prerequisite for finding industrial professions after graduation, the first version of the MMT 

system was developed supporting only examples implemented in th is language. So on the one hand 

for historical reasons and on the other hand due to a lack of serious alternatives most of the models 

(about 450) are still implemented in MATLAB. As a MATLAB version is installed at the server which 

is used for all calculations, it is not necessary to have MATLAB locally installed in order to 

experiment at the server. The communication between the serverversion and the web -page is done via 

HTML forms and self written PHP-tools. The MATLAB output is usually stored in form of static 

images (PNG- format), static text and animated output (animated GIF figures) at a temporal folder 

accessed by the browser after the simulation has stopped. Of course the simulator Simulink is also 

supported by the MMT system.  

As most of modern simulators or simulation environments provide the export of a built model to Java 

also an up-to-date Java-version was installed on the server. So far models previously developed in 

AnyLogic and Netlogo were exported and uploaded to the MMT system posing a big improve of 

quality especially with respect to the representation of animated simulation output.  

 An example exported from AnyLogic is shown in Fig. 6. It deals with the famous problem of two 

cohabitating species, a predator species and a prey species. Here the problem is solved using a model 

based on the famous Lotka-Volterra Differential equations [4]. To improve the visualization of the 

model the equations were implemented graphically using the modelling method System-Dynamics.  
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Fig. 6 Implementation of a Predator-Prey model using System Dynamics.  

 

 

5   Recent Developments and Outlook  

 

During the last months especially the expansion of the collection of AnyLogic examples was focused 

but also new MATLAB toolboxes and libraries were developed. In cooperation with the University 

of Ljubljana a special designed Petrinet[5] and Event-graph library[6] was developed to simplify the 

development new models using these techniques. In addition to MATLAB also Octave was installed 

to the server and the statistical programming language “R” is planned to be installed too.  
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Abstract. This work summarizes the findings of a research effort undertaken to 

understand the links between child mental health and the uses of Information and 

Communication Technologies ICT. It is based on research conducted in the web aiming 

to identify the powerful role of ICT& multimedia tools on educational development 

process of yang people. Bringing a lot of web resources,  this work aim to promote new 

methodologies on making easier the overall education process on schools. The research 

involves three stages s tarting from a short survey of children health across specific 

educational stages. Then we analyze and suggest specific conditions to create strong basis 

on   relationships between the school and ICT resources. At the end, we show a collection 

of addresses and applications available on the web that help on the mental development 

of children of different ages.  

Keywords: ICT resources, mental health development, web applications, child, 

educational stages 

1.   Introduction 

ICT is a set of tools for teaching and learning in all areas of education. ICT can improve motivation, 

thinking and achievement across all subjects in students. That means ICT enables students to construct 

and represent their own knowledge in order to enable students to manipulate and creat e information and 

information products, and communicate in diverse and creative ways across the globe. The purpose of 

this work is to contribute on structuring the ICT based learning methodology   in schools and to bring a 

new approach that organize the learning process in relationship with ICT tools. Studying potential 

resources on the web can support didactic methodologies structured in 5 stages. We will show a research 

made for the First stage that discover ICT tools and links offered in the web. 

 

1.1   ICT & children - why? 

 

Information literacy rich classrooms promote lifelong learning. They enable learners to be self-directed 

and to assume greater control over their learning. They build critical and reflective thinking by 

promoting information literacy in schools, so students can become actively engaged and informed 

citizens in local and global communities. 

 

1.2   The approach-Ethical use of ICT 

 

Nowadays, the use of ICT requires an ethical way that permit to achieve some objectives regarding a 

new modern model of education for children. This model is focused on: 

a) Inquiring with ICT 

That means suggested key words for class Internet searches. The objectives are to identify the titles of 

useful information sources, identify a preferred website from a selection about the same topic, navigate 

ICT resources relevant to an inquiry and identify changes in websites with evolving content . 
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Fig. 1.  Acting ethically with ICT 

 
There are needed some concepts and skills for Inquiring with ICT like: 

 Searches- that means access search engines  

 Research- creating research proposals  

 Evaluation-comparing content from different sources  

 Problem solving-selecting ICT tools for problem solving 

 Reflecting on evolving content-that means interacting within social networking spaces for 

learning 

 Simulation and virtual environments -selecting and using simulation tools to model real-life 

scenarios 

 
A. Creating with ICT 

 

This is another area where children contribute ideas for a class digital product such as a slideshow to 

entertain families. Creating with ICT means demonstrating familiarity with specific creativity software. 

Teachers suggest edits for class created digital products in order to manipulate data in simple 

mathematical software packages or online. They explore and use a broad range of keys such as alphabet 

and number keys, delete, enter, backspace, shift and space bar. At the end they can be able to 

demonstrate ownership of digital work by naming, showing and discussing it. 

For Creating with ICT, the teachers should have some concepts and skills like: 

 

 Creating learning solutions  

Expression of ideas 

 Evaluating learning solutions  

 Data analysis and manipulation 

 Presenting products  

 Ownership 

 
B. Communicating with ICT 

 
Teachers contribute to positive and considerate conversations using ICT. This method means that people 

exchange information online for different purposes. Logging onto classroom computers with class 

username and password, participating in class -to-class online sharing projects, suggesting ideas for class 

messages such as emails and connecting with another person using a digital device or toy, these are 

some activities that are included in this area. 

Concepts and skills for Communicating with ICT are required in some subjects like 

 Netiquette 

 Safety 
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 Online Identity 

 Online projects  

 Collaborative software (groupware) tools  

 Collecting and sharing data 

 

C. Operating with ICT 

 

This action includes some activities that can be listed in saving the work with support, knowing when 

something has not worked as expected and seek help. The student follows agreed rules for using tools. 

Than he can uunderstand that data can be saved in files and organized into folders. The student can 

identify some reasons for connecting different devices together. He names visible system components 

such as monitor, keyboard, printer and connection ports. 

For operating with ICT, the concepts and skills needed are:  

 

 Protecting systems and data 

 Troubleshooting 

 Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) 

 Files 

 Input, output, processing and storage devices  

 System components  

2   The purposes of the model 

In general, learning easely is one of purposes of the method in order to live full, healthy lives and to 

relate, participate and care. Acting ethically creates purposeful futures, and help to think, know and 

understand better. 

Using ICT students can be able to reason, question, make decisions and solve complex problems. They 

can be able to create, communicate and convey ideas clearly and confidently. In the future they will 

have a positive vision for themselves and their aims. The students will be well prepared to participate 

actively in our democratic community and as global citizens or can understand science and technology 

and make thoughtful decisions about their application. 

2.1   ICT in curriculum areas 

The goal of using ICT in education is the use the technology as a key tool in all students’ curriculum 

area-based learning. We can list some examples of areas like: 

 

 ICT in the Arts 

 ICT in English-literacy 

 ICT extension 

 ICT in Health and wellbeing 

 ICT in Mathematics-numeracy 

 ICT in Science 

 ICT in Society and History 

 ICT in Vocational and Applied Learning 

 ICT and thinking skills  

 

The standard of ICT in school can be divided in five stages. The table below shows the stages from 

one to fifteen in five standards. In this work we discuss the ICT in standard one. 

 

Standard  St1 St2 St3 St4 St5 
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Stage  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

2.2   Case study: ICT-Standard one 

According our new model of acting ethically with ICT, we can specify that inquiring with ICT that 

means become critical information for consumers and inquire using appropriate strategies and tools. In 

advance we an explain this action as: 

 know that a search engine can help locate topics of interest 

 identify places where information can be sourced,  

 know that there can be many websites  

 navigate favourite ICT resources  

 explore simulation environments  

Create, edit and share information and ideas, follow recognised conventions to express ideas  mean to 

have an important role play making media such as movies, video clips and news reports. The students 

can produce representations with digital tools such as painting and drawing software to be aware that 

digital creations can be change. 

Regarding communication with ICT, the student can  express identity, communicate and maintain safety 

and privacy. The aim is to role play using ICT with positive social skills and to identify ways that 

messages can be sent. 

The student should be able to operate with ICT using recognised procedures to maintain a secure, safe 

and efficient ICT environment. That can be done knowing that work can be saved  name some basic 

system components such as keyboard, screen and mouse. 

2.3   One standard / Arts 

 

•  
 

Fig. 2.  Example of  www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies 
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Health and wellbeing 

•  
 

Fig. 3.  Example of www.healthykids.org.uk 

Society and History 

This platform (www.mypodcast.com) can bring: 

 Solution providing you with a free platform for recording your podcast, publishing it and 

automatically creating a website with an RSS feed. 

 Easy to publish, manage and promote podcast.  

Web Links 

 ABC’s Playground Radio www.abc.net.au/children/playgroundradio/  

 ABC’s The Playground www.abc.net.au/kids 

 ABC My Playground www.abc.net.au/children/myplayground/default.htm 

 Starfall www.starfall.com 

 Hello-World www.hello-world.com/children/index.php 

 Children’s books online www.lonvig.dk/lucca.htm 

 ABC Count us In www.abc.net.au/countusin 

 ABC For the Juniors www.abc.net.au/juniors  

 Angelina Ballerina www.angelinaballerina.com/au/home.html 

 Youtube www.youtube.com 

3   Conclusions 

This research suggests that the social effects of children’s computer use vary widely, depending on the 

amount of time spent, type of activity engaged in, and the nature of content or information delivered. 

We have show a new model of using ICT that integrate activities of inquering, creating, communicating 

and operating ethically with ICT in order to obtain the best results on educating process. Use ICT 

effectively! 

http://www.mypodcast.com/
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to design a neural network model trained with genetic 

algorithms, called 'neuro-genetic' model, and to use it in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

forecasting. GDP is an economic indicator that represents the value at market prices of 

all goods and services produced within a country in a given period (usually a year).  Its 

forecasting is of particular importance for the fiscal and monetary policy makers in the 

preparation of timetables aiming macroeconomic stability and sustainable economic 

growth. We use ten factors that affect the determination of the GDP for the Albania’s 

GDP forecasting. The genetic algorithm is used to train the weights of different 

architecture MLPs. We compare the output of these neural networks (NN) and find the 

best NN architecture which archives the high accuracy for GDP forecasting.  

Keywords: artificial neural networks, genetic algorithm, forecasting, GDP 

1   Introduction 

In aggregate term, the main measuring instrument used to measure a country's economic activity is 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [1]. GDP is an economic indicator that represents the value at market 

prices of all goods and services produced within a country in a given period (usually a year). 

Its forecasting is of particular importance for the fiscal and monetary policy makers in the preparation 

of timetables aiming at macroeconomic stability and sustainable economic growth. 

The quarterly GDP data are important for economic analysis, because it gives insight on the general 

economic activity, on the fluctuations of business cycle and on the economic turning points. The 

quarterly GDP is published by the national statistics agencies with different time lags after the reporting 

quarter. The progress of information systems in terms of quarterly GDP measurement process, aims to 

narrow them. Notwithstanding the developments in this field, the availability of preliminary estimations 

of GDP, even in short terms is a necessity for the decision-making process [2] 

Several studies use neural network models in forecasting GDP but there is no article that tries to predict 

Albanian GDP with neural networks. The approach that has been widely used to predict GDP is a 

regression analysis.  

(Çeliku, Kristo and Boka) (2009) in the discussion paper treats several models to forecast quarterly GDP 

in Albania. They consist on ARIMA models with seasonal components and indicator models, similar to 

bridge models. This paper presents a first attempt to model the GDP using a multi equations system 

which accounts for the sectional interactions. This model cannot be used for forecasting purposes 

because of short time series. [2] 

Giovanis (2009) in his paper is using the ARIMA and ANN to predict the rate of economic growth in 

the USA. This study examines the estimation and forecasting performance of ARIMA models in 

comparison with some of the most popular and common models of neural networks. The results of this 

study indicate that neural networks models outperform the ARIMA forecasting. 

Tkacz and Hu (1999) studied forecasting GDP of Canada. The result of this study is that the best neural 

network models outperform the best linear models by between 15 and 19 per cent at this horizon, 
implying that neural network models can be exploited for noticeable gains in forecast accuracy. 

Due to the difficulties encountered in modeling the quarterly GDP and the fact that ANN has proven to 

be an efficient tool for non-parametric model data in the form of non-linear function; we aim to develop 

a forecasting model of Albanian Gross Domestic Product with artificial neural network approach.  

mailto:dezdemonal@gmail.com
mailto:vladimirkasemi@yahoo.com
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The advantage of artificial neural network approach is that this model can capture the relationship of 

nonlinear data, especially if the economy is very volatile, and it is superior when forecasting chaotic 

data. [1] 

In ANN models, one has to make two choices when specifying the model: the number of input and 

hidden neurons, and the number of hidden layers. The underlying economic theory or statistical features 

of the data can determine the number of input neurons, and certain formulas or trial and error can specify 

the number of hidden layer neurons. As for the number of hidden layers, although the complexity of the 

models can increase by introducing extra layers, in most economic applications o nly one layer has 

proven sufficient, reducing the number of choices the modeler should make. 

Many economic applications of the ANN models use the feed forward ANN model with back 

propagation learning algorithm. However, the performance of back propagation ANN can be improved, 

when a better learning algorithm is applied. In this paper, we forecast the GDP using ANN model 

equipped with Genetic Algorithm. 

Genetic Algorithm is an optimization algorithm adapted for genetic science and can be used for learning 

algorithm in the ANN model instead of the traditional gradient descent. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief description of the ANN and GA. 

Section 3 explains the details of the model and the data that are used. Section 4 explains the results of 

the neuro-genetic model and finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions.  

2   The Neuro-Genetic Theoretical Framework 

The ANN models are adaptive nonlinear models based on a natural neuron system. A network of 

neurons is designed in three layers: input, hidden and output layer with adjustable weights connecting 

them. The network reads the inputs, and then produces the output through a learning algorithm. The 

process is repeated and the weights are adjusted until the desired level o f accuracy is reached. 

The most common structure for neural networks is: three layers with full interconnection as shown in 

Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 2 MLP architecture 

There are two kind of learning algorithms: gradient descending method and global search method. While 

back propagation is classified as gradient descending method, GA is considered as a global search 

method. 

The learning process in an ANN model can take time and may fall in a trap such as local minima, 

particularly when there are multiple parameters. To avoid such problems, one can use the GA algorithm 

in the learning process of the ANN instead of the gradient descending method.  

A genetic algorithm applies the biological principles of natural evolution in the artificial systems. A 

genetic algorithm is an iterative procedure that includes a population of individuals, each of them 

represented by a finite string of symbols, known as genes that encode a possible solution in the space 
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of a given problem. This space we refer to as the searching space includes all the possible solutions of 

the respective problem and GA finds the best solution based on the criteria given to the model.  

According to Holland (1975) a typical GA uses three genetic operators: crossover, mutation and 

selection. 

In the ANN training, the GA starts with a large population of vectors, called individuals, generated 

randomly. Each individual of the population represents a possible solution of the problem that is being 

analyzed. The individuals are selected to create new individuals (offspring) based on some selection 

criteria such as their fitness – the more adequate (fitting) they are the more the chances they have for 

reproduction, and through the genetic operators mentioned above it searches for the improved solutio ns. 
GA works as shown in the Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 3 Training ANN with AG 

3   Model Details 

In this section we introduce the model's details, organizing them in three subsections. The first one with 

respect to the  architecture and the activation function; the second with respect to the GA, the parameters 

and the specifications for the network training and the third and last one with respect to input definition 

and the data used. 

3.1   Neural Network 

The neural network architecture used in this paper is shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 4 Neural Network architecture used in this paper 

The input layer has 10 neurons as many as the number of variables used to forecast the GDP. These 

variables will be explained in more details in Section 3.3.  As for the hidden layer we tested with 

different number of neurons. The best architecture, the one that we are presenting in this paper, is 

designed with 20 neurons in the hidden layer. The output layer has one neuron that corresponds to the 

GDP growth. 

The output of each neuron is a transformation of the input data achieved by an activation function. The 

neural network node in Aforge.Net framework that we use, offers different activation functions. We use 
bipolar sigmoid function that has the following form shown in formula (1): 

 

2 

f(x) = ------------------ - 1 

1 + exp(- * x) 

 

(1) 

We tested the model with different  values, and found that the best value in this case is =1. 

3.2   Genetic Algorithm Parameters and Specifications  

The main parameters of the GA were set as: 

 Genetic population Size = 100  

 Crossover probability in genetic population = 0.7 

 Mutation probability in genetic population= 0.3 

 Probability to add newly generated chromosome to population = 0.25 

3.3   Input definition  

The accuracy of GDP forecasting with ANN depends on the selection of the variables to include as 

input to the network.  

In this selection process we were based on the paper of Celiku et al. to use the variables judging their 

potential economic correlations with the quarterly real growth of GDP.  

After different analysis they concluded that the variables that mostly affect the quarterly GDP forecast 
are divided in these categories: 

a. Economic variables 

 Government expenditures, data provided by the Ministry of Finance. 

 Construction permissions for residential and business purposes, in value data provided by 

INSTAT. 

 Cement consumption, data provided by the INSTAT. 

 Unit value index for total imports, data provided by the INSTAT.  
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b. Financial variables 

 Interest rate on loans denominated in EURO, data provided by the Bank of Albania;  

c. Variables from surveys 

 

Variables from surveys are based on indicators constructed from qualitative surveys developed by the 
Bank of Albania with businesses and consumers.  

 ESI (Alb. TNE), the Economic Sentiment Indicator aggregates in a single indicator the 

opinions of the main market agents. They are collected from the confidence surveys for the 

industry, construction and services sector and for the consumers.  

 EI (Alb.TE) the survey indicator for the economy 

 II (Alb.TI) the survey indicator for industry sector 

 CI (Alb.TN) the survey indicator for construction sector 

 SI (Alb.TSH) the survey indicator for services sector 
 

In this paper we use all these economic and financial variables combined with surveys’ variables. The 

data used to forecast GDP are quarterly data from January 2005 till June 2013. These data was stored 

in a .csv file and served as input to the neural network model. 

4   Results  

The network managed to achieve the expected MSE after 90 thousand epochs.  80% of the data was 

used to train the neural network, 15% of the data to validate and 5% of the data to test the neural network 

accuracy. We wanted to compare the results of research with ANN modeling with the prediction made 

by the government, but couldn’t find anything available online.  

The data for the real GDP growth and the predicted GDP growth are shown in Table1.  

Table 3 Comparative data 

Time Real GDP growth  

(%) 

Neuro-Genetic’s GDP 

growth (%) 

2005T1 4,347 4,235 

2005T2 8,425 8,444 

2005T3 6,266 5,958 

2005T4 2,863 2,867 

2006T1 7,793 7,794 

2006T2 1,419 1,426 

2006T3 3,765 3,764 

2006T4 8,049 8,444 

2007T1 5,704 5,694 

2007T2 4,497 4,235 

2007T3 4,222 4,027 

2007T4 6,793 7,133 

2008T1 11,371 10,857 

2008T2 8,667 8,273 

2008T3 8,967 8,444 

2008T4 2,256 2,284 

2009T1 4,468 4,467 

2009T2 7,677 7,133 

2009T3 3,473 4,235 

2009T4 -1,485 -0,930 

2010T1 1,269 1,268 
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2010T2 1,984 1,976 

2010T3 3,148 3,157 

2010T4 5,653 5,958 

2011T1 5,625 5,636 

2011T2 0,891 1,130 

2011T3 2,893 3,201 

2011T4 2,293 2,284 

2012T1 -0,241 0,105 

2012T2 2,126 2,126 

2012T3 2,696 2,533 

2012T4 0,100 0,103 

2013T1 0,700 0,740 

2013T2 1,1 0,840 

We compare the results of neuro-genetic model with the real GDP growth, as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 5 Comparing Real GDP growth with NN’s GDP growth 

This validation process shows the neuro-genetic model is generating value which approximates the 
value of real GDP growth with measures of forecasting accuracy as shown in Table 2 

Table 4 Measures of forecasting accuracy 

Measures Values 

MFE (Mean Forecasting Error) -0,010 

MAD ( Mean Absolute Error) 0,195 

TS (Tracking Signal) -1,681 

MSE (Mean Square Error) 0,084 

5   Conclusion  

In general, ANN models require large amounts of data.  For the case of forecasting GDP growth in 

Albania, the biggest inhibitor is the lack of sufficient data. This encompasses availability of data, its 

consistency and the data time span. The neuro-genetic forecasted GDP growth in this study resulted 

with a MSE equal to 0.084. The model tends to slightly over-forecast, with an average absolute error of 
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0.195 units.  As long as the tracking signal (TS) is between –4 and 4, in our model TS is equal to -1.681, 

we can say that the model is working correctly.  

Our model predicts that the GDP growth for the second quarter of 2013  is 0.84%, but this official GDP 

growth will be published by INSTAT in October 2013The Lecture Notes in Computer Science volumes 

are sent to ISI for inclusion in their Science Citation Index Expanded. 
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Abstract The several Cloud technologies, and their services extends the space of 

problems that can be solved by them in different fields. The problems are different, but 

often they represent the same scenario from the perspective of their solution by the cloud 

technologies and their integrations in different applications. Many situations can be 

adapted to this scenario: some users send their data into a central Google spreadsheet and 

a manager follows this spreadsheet. There are specific situations where we are not much 

interested on the storage of the data, but on the momentarily evidence of them and getting 

some emergency conclusions. 

An approach is adapted to this scenario. The approach essence is: an Android Application 

calls a Google script. The Google script plays  the role of a web application, which 

provides the communication of the Android application with the Google server making 

possible to send some data on a spreadsheet from the Android user interface.   

Keywords:  Android applications, Google scripts, Cloud technologies, Google 

applications 
  

 

1   Introduction 

There are several technologies today that manage different aspects of the web applications and there are 

specific conditions and requests that determine which of them we need to use in a specific concrete 

problem. 

Let assume that we need to create a work environment where many users are writing the same structure 

of data into the same Google spreadsheet, and the manager in the same time is following the spreadsheet 

results being able to judge about the rhythm of everybody work, without any operation from his own 

side. These kinds of problems are not conditioned by a high data security, because they have a character 

of a momentarily use in the sense that data are not aimed to be stored in one databas e.  A big advantage 

is that there is not a cost for this communication, because the Google spreadsheet offers a free data 

storage.   

There are different situations in the real life that would ask this kind of work environment.    

Let mention some of them: 

Emergency team sends systematically information of a seek person from far distances and this 

information is followed by qualified doctors in a Google hospital spreadsheet.    

The teacher organizes the tests in distance and the answers are sent into the Google spreadsheet. 

The sales persons are selling the products and some info about their sales activity is sent into a central 

Google spreadsheet. 

Monitoring the spreadsheet is very efficient in the sense that enriching it preliminarily with some graphs 

and macros, we can have an idea about the team work and different aspects of the work subject in every 

moment. Another advantage if the fact that this work is offered freely  

This idea is achieved integrating an Android Application, and a Google script as a web application.  

 

2   The scenario 

There are different scenarios that we can use to be adapted to these situations and to solve them, but we 

have used the following one: 

 A Google apps script is created in Google script console, which provides the writing of the 

information into a Google spreadsheet. 
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 An Android Application is created, which activates the script. 

 The integration of the Google+ Sign-in with Android is established to make the application usable 

by the other users. 

 

3   Google script 

A Google script is a JavaScript in Cloud.[1] If we would like to manage a spreadsheet from a Google 

script we use the following format: 

function doGet() { 

  var start = new Date(); 

  . . .  

  var doc = SpreadsheetApp.openById('the spreadsheet key ');  

  var sheet = doc.getSheetByName('firstsheet');                  

  . . . .  

  var end = new Date(); 

  Logger.log("time took: " + (end.getTime() - start.getTime())); 
} 

 

where 'the spreadsheet key ' is the part of a the Google URL spreadsheet between  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key and the first character &. The be able to deploy a Goggle 

script as a web application we have to include the function doGet() or doPost() inside this script. The 

process of the deployment into a web application generates a URL address for this application which 

can be used in different applications. Of course this URL address would be associated with some 

parameters and these parameters in our case are going inside a Google script. The idea is that the set of 

the parameters e that comes here are considered as elements of an object e.parameter and we can get a 

specific one by different syntaxes like e.parameter.parameter_name, or e.parameter[i], or  

e.parameter[‘parameter_name’]. 

function doGet(e) { 

  . . . . 

  var p = e.parameter.parameter_name; 

  . . .  
}  

 

The can make some controls of the parameters before adding them into the spreadsheet. In the code 

bellow there are considered two parameters one integer and one a string.  

function doGet(e) { 

  . . . . 

  var value1 = 0; 

  if(e.parameter == undefined || e.parameter.param1 == undefined){ 

    value1 = -1; 

  }else{ 

    value1 = parseInt(e.parameter. param1); 

  } 

  var value2 = 0; 

 

  if(e.parameter == undefined || e.parameter.param2 == undefined){ 

    value2 = 1; 

  }else{ 

    value2 = e.parameter.param2; 

  }. . .  
  sheet.appendRow([value1,value2 ,. . .]); 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key
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. . .  } 

 

What we need in our approach is to execute it from an Android application. In this case the script will 

execute under the identity of the active user who is accessing the script.  

 

4   Android Application 

The Android application, will activate the Google script, managing in this way a background process, 

which is the connection with the Internet and sending data into a Spreadsheet. For that reason we are 

using the class  AsyncTask. The AsyncTask class encapsulates the creation of a background process 

and the synchronization with the main thread, which is user interface.  [2] 

The following lines create an object of the class AsyncTask and the method    execute  in the line  

task.execute((Object) s); run the method  doInBackground() and  where s or param[0] is the script URL 

associated with the parameters.   

AsyncTask task = new AsyncTask() {  
@Override 
  protected Object doInBackground(Object... params) { 
    . . . 
    try { 
 . . .  
 DefaultHttpClient clientscript = new DefaultHttpClient(); 
 HttpGet httpget = new HttpGet(params[0].toString()); 
 clientscript.execute(httpget); 
    . .  . 
    } catch (IOException e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
 }  
 task.execute((Object) s); 

 

4.1 Android Authentication 

The aim of the work presented here after all, is to make the Android application available for the other 

users. This would need the integration of the Google+ features in our application. There are these feature 

that makes the other users with their Google credentials to be able to use our application . [3][4] 

Two sides  are involved in this process. One is getting started with the Google+ Platform for Android.  

Here are two steps to start with the Google+ Platform: [5] 

 Enable the Google+ API: a Google project is created on Google API Console, the service 

Google+API in service pane is activated and an OAuth 2.0 client ID is created on API Access 

pane. The creation of OAuth 2.0 client ID, some info is required like: a product name, 

Installed option as the aplication type and the package name, which is the package name of 

the Android application that we develop in Eclipse.  

The Android system requires that all installed applications be digitally signed with a certificate whose 

private key is held by the application's developer. The Android system uses the certificate as a means 

of identifying the author of an application and establishing trust relationships between applications. [6] 

For this reason we run the following command in a terminal: 

keytool -exportcert -alias androiddebugkey -keystore ~/.android/debug.keystore. 

To get the SHA-1 fingerprint of the certificate. For the debug.keystore, the password is android.  

 Configure the Eclipse project 
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In Eclipse we have to import and provide the reference to Google Play  services library project and set 

up the Java build path and libraries. The following are needed: 

1. Launch Eclipse.  

2. Select File > Import > Android > Existing Android Code Into Workspace and click Next.  

3. Select Browse.... Enter <android-sdk-folder>/extras/google/google_play_services/libproject .  

 

The other side of the Android authentication is the management by code of the Google+ features . 

The life cycle of an activity is managed via the following call-back  methods, defined in the Activity 

base class: 

 

Fig. 1 The life cycle of an activity 

 

The essence of the Google+ features is the management of a PlusClient object , which is used to 

communicate with the Google+ service and becomes functional after an asynchronous connection has 

been established with the service.  

For this the MainActivity in Android application implements some interfaces like below and some of 

the properties are: 

public class  MainActivity extends  Activity implements   

    ConnectionCallbacks, OnConnectionFailedListener, OnClickListener, 

 OnAccessRevokedListener{ 

    . . .  

      private static final int OUR_REQUEST_CODE = 49404; 

 private PlusClient client; 
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 private ConnectionResult connectionresult; 

 private boolean flag; 

      . . .  

} 

 

where the property flag is used to stop multiple dialogues appearing for the user. 

The basic life cycle of the PlusClient looks a bit like this: [7] 

 

 

Fig. 2 The basic life cycle of the PlusClient. 

 
Considering two pictures the code that manages the PlusClient object in MainActivity for some of the 

boxes is as below[8]: 

onCreate() - the object of PlusClient is created and initialized. The user interface is managed too and 

one of buttons is so called the Google+ Sign-In button, that we add in application layout.[5] 

<com.google.android.gms.common.SignInButton  

        android:id="@+id/sign_in_button"  

        android:layout_width="wrap_content"  
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" />   

@Override 

 

protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) { 

  super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 

  setContentView(R.layout.activity_main); 

 . . .  

  

  client = new PlusClient.Builder(this , this, this).build(); 

  flag = false; 

   

  findViewById(R.id.sign_in_button).setOnClickListener(this); 

  findViewById(R.id.logout).setOnClickListener(this); 

  findViewById(R.id.revoke).setOnClickListener(this); 
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} 

  

onStart() runs after onCreate()to establish the user connection    

@Override 

protected void onStart() { 

super.onStart(); 

 client.connect(); 

} 

  

If the connection is successful the method  onConnected()  is activated. In this method beside other 

tasks, like sending our data into the spreadsheet we can think to get a token from the server.  

A token is a packet of data created by server, and contains  information to identify a particular user and 

token validity. The token will contain the user’s information , as well as a special token code that user 

can pass to the server with every method that supports authentication, instead of passing a username 

and password directly. 

Token-based authentication is a security technique that authenticate the user who attempts to log in to 

a server, a network, or some other secure system, using a security token provided by the server.[9] 

An authentication is successful if a user can prove to a server that he or she is a valid user by passing a 

security token. The service validates the security token and processes the user request, but this aspect is 

not treated in this paper.  

@Override 

public void onConnected(Bundle bundle) { 

  . . .  

  flag = false;   

  final Context context = this .getApplicationContext(); 

  . . .  

  AsyncTask task = new AsyncTask() { 

  @Override 

     protected Object doInBackground(Object... params) { 

       String scope = "oauth2:" + Scopes.PLUS_LOGIN; 

       try { 

    String token = GoogleAuthUtil.getToken(context, 

    client.getAccountName(), scope); 

    . . .  

       } catch (UserRecoverableAuthException e) { 

     e.printStackTrace(); 

       } catch (GoogleAuthException e) { 

     e.printStackTrace(); 

       } 

       return null; 

     } 

}; 

   task.execute(); 

} 

 

If the connection is unsuccessful the method onConnectionFailed  () is activated with a parameter result, 

which represents a connection status. In this method it is an opportunity to resolve any connection.  We 

save this connection status in a member variable and invoke it by calling 

ConnectionResult.startResolutionForResult() when the user presses the sign -in button or +1 button. 

@Override 

public void onConnectionFailed(ConnectionResult result) { 
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  if (result.hasResolution()) { 

    connectionresult = result; 

    if (flag) { 

 startResolution(); 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

private void startResolution() { 

  try { 

    flag = false; 

    connectionresult.startResolutionForResult(this , OUR_REQUEST_CODE); 

  } catch (SendIntentException e) { 

    client.connect(); 

  } 

} 

 

 

startResolutionForResult() activates onActivityResult()as we see it in fig. 2, which establishes the 

connection. 

 

protected void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int 

    responseCode,Intent intent) { 

  setResult("ActivityResult: " + requestCode); 

  if (requestCode == OUR_REQUEST_CODE && responseCode == RESULT_OK) { 

    flag = true; 

    client.connect(); 

  } else if (requestCode == OUR_REQUEST_CODE &&  

                                    responseCode != RESULT_OK) { 

     setResult("ActivityResult: " + requestCode); 

  } 

} 

 

The user interface of the Android application is managed by some buttons. Being associated by listeners 

the method onClick() is available and we can do different tasks.   

  

@Override 

public void onClick(View view) { 

  switch (view.getId()) { 

  case R.id. sign_in_button: 

    if (!client.isConnected()) { 

 flag = true; 

 if (connectionresult != null) { 

    startResolution(); 

    } else { 

 client.connect(); 

    } 

. . . . 
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When client is now disconnected, and access has been revoked (and this can provoked by a button), we 

should now delete any data we need to comply with the  developer properties. To reset ourselves to the 

original state, we should now connect again. This is provided by the method onAccessRevoked() 

  

. . .  

client.clearDefaultAccount();        

client.revokeAccessAndDisconnect(this); 

. . .  

 

@Override 

public void onAccessRevoked(ConnectionResult status) { 

  client.connect(); 

  . . .  

} 

 

5   Conclusions: 

The wide development of the new technology makes us to think how to integrate them in an efficient 

way to solve specific problems in different fields. 
There are situations where the data storage is not much important as would be an emergent evidence of 

the data that comes from users in distance. 
An approach is proposed in this paper. The users send the data from their smart -phones into a central 

spreadsheet. This data immediately can be elaborated by the spreadsheet tools like charts, or various 

macros. Some advantages justify this approach and one of them is the cost. The Google spreadsheet use 

is free.  
The integration of an Android application and a Google script implements this approach.  

The two sides of the process of how to make this application usable by the other users is described, both 

from Google side and development side of the application.    
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Abstract. Mobile data traffic is significantly increased year by year due to a number of 

factors including new smart devices, new applications such as M2M, the so -called 

“always-on” applications and services etc. In addition the recent studies tell us that the 

forecasts for mobile data traffic in near future will be tenfold higher, while the revenue 

for this market is expected to be increased only twofold. This trend raised a number of 

challenges for the mobile network operators (MNOs) in the world and in our region . 

Different technical and commercial solutions are discussed and developed and / or under 

developing. The first idea how to cope with high data traffic is to increase the network 

capacities. Even this is a direct traditional way as a technical solution it is too expensive 

and time consuming. Alternative ways to cope with data traffic in order to satisfy 

consumer demand and to keep key performance indicators are under developing. Some 

solutions in place are linked with traffic management tools such as data optimization, 

throttling, filtering, caching, video compression etc. In addition, new pricing policies and 

the adoption of the appropriate business models in new era of mobile data traffic are in 

the process. On top of the ways mentioned above or alternatively, Wi-Fi is considered as 

a simple way of data traffic off-load in mobile networks. In this article, we will identify 

the positive aspects of Wi-Fi offload versus other traffic management tools and draw 

some conclusions. We will give some recommendations  how MNOs improve the 

situation for high data traffic through Wi-Fi offload solution, how Wi-Fi offload is related 

with other commercial aspects and quality of service in order to meet the customer 

satisfaction. 

Keywords: Mobile data traffic, Wi-Fi offload, data optimization 

1   Introduction 

The latest reports from different sources tell us that mobile traffic data is dramatically increased. This 

is due to the advantage of mobile technology compared with fixed one as well as related with the high 

usage of smart devices, new applications and services provided. The challenge of mobile network 

operators today is to find the appropriate solutions to cope with high data traffic. This article will give 

the results of a research on the perspective of mobile data traffic in the world and in our region and on 

the technical solutions to cope with high data demand. Going through different studies and recent reports 

on this issue we will analyse the different solutions offered especially for data offload. At the end we 

sum up and give some conclusions on advantages of Wi-Fi offload and some recommendations for 

MNOs how to most benefit from this solution. 

1.1   Data traffic over Mobile networks in the world 

Data traffic over mobile networks in the world is increased significantly. Referring to Cisco white paper, 

“Cisco Visual Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update 2012-2017”[1], the 
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global mobile data traffic grew 70% in 2012. Global mobile data traffic reached 885 Petabytes per 

month at the end of 2012 compared with 520 petabytes at the end of 2011 

 

Fig. 1. Mobile data Traffic 2012-2017 [Source: Cisco white paper] 

 

 

Fig. 2. Mobile data offloaded [Source: Cisco white paper] 

Globally, 33% of total mobile traffic was offloaded onto the fixed network through Wi-Fi or femtocells 

in 2012. In 2012, 429 petabytes of mobile data traffic were offloaded onto the fixed network each month. 

Is important to mention that without offload, mobile data traffic would have grown 96% rather than 

70% in 2012.  

In addition the Cisco report gives that mobile data traffic will increase 13 fold between 2012-2017, 

reaching 11.2 exabytes per month, while 46% of data traffic is expected to be offloaded.   

Referring to a number of documents and market analysis the expectation for data traffic growth is some 

times higher compared with the revenues expected from data traffic. As it is given in the paper of 

Accuris-network “Mobile Wi-Fi offload”  the “operators are having to carry more data while earning 

less revenue per subscriber”[2]. It is clear that the struggle of MNOs today is to adopt the appropriate 

business models and technical solution which leads to an efficient investments scheme. 

1.2   Internet and data market in Europe Union and enlargement countries  

Referring to the recent data presented from Cullen International Report “On electronic communication 

market and information society in the enlargement countries” [3], the total revenue for 2012 from 

electronic communication market is 16.97 billion € which means 4.8% increase year to year compared 
with 2011.   

The mobile market share remain high 62% based on total turnover of the electronic communication 

market, fixed market has 20% contribute in the total turnover and Internet and data together 18%. 
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Besides this what is clear from ITU statistics and other studies such as given above the data traffic and 

especially data traffic through mobile devices is increased exponentially and the estimation is for a 

continuous significant growth in the future.  

In addition the main total investments made in the electronic market in the enlargement countries came 

from mobile market and especially in recent year the main focus in investment is related with data 

capacities, mobile broadband investments in 3G, LTE/4G networks. All of this show a great importance 
of mobile market in the region.  

1.3   Development in broadband penetration and data speed in the region 

Analyzing fixed broadband penetration versus mobile broadband we can notice that in EU countries the 

fixed broadband penetration was at 28.8% at the beginning of 2012, while in enlargement countries the 

fixed broadband penetration is between low level in Albania with 5.7%, followed by Kosovo with 8.4% 

and Turkey with 10.5% up to near EU average level such as in Croatia. The average fixed broadband 

penetration in the enlargement countries is 11.3%.Meantime, the number of users of mobile broadband 

through mobile devices is much higher. In Albania the penetration of mobile broadband by the end of 

2012 was 22.9% which is double compared with 11% in 2011 [ 4]. 

While analyzing internet and data traffic, it is important to look onto the speed offered. Due to the 

increased competition in the market and technology development the speed of internet and data is 

increased and prices are reduced. The recent figures for the market in the enlargement countries show 

that the data speed is improved year by year and from the 2-4 Mbps, the majority of users consume now 

4-8 Mbps. Moreover, there are market offers with over 20 Mbps in all countries.  In Albania the figures 

published from AKEP, clearly gives that the data speed is increased year by year from 256kbit/s as the 

main usage in 2009-2010 to 1-2Mbit/s during 2011, to 2-4Mbit/s and the trend is to pass the majority 

of users to 4-8Mbit/s speed.  

1.4   Supply and demand side in mobile data traffic growth 

Speaking for mobile data traffic we need to consider also a number of factors driving mobile data supply 

and demand. As this is summarized in the picture below from Analysis Mason [5] a great number of 
factors from supply and from demand side exists. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Factors driving mobile data supply and demand [Source: Analysys Mason] 

In this article we will focus more on technical solutions related with offload data. Additional research 
and work is needed to see all the impact of these factors.  

http://www.analysysmason.com/PageFiles/16713/Comm_Oct-2010-Janette Dobson
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1.5   The approaches to cope with high data traffic demand 

There are a number of approaches to cope with data traffic demand. The White Paper of Accuris 

Networks 2010, “The business Value of Mobile Data Offload”[6] gives a summary of responses from 

market players. These answers jump into conclusion that the ways to cope with high data traffic demand 
converge in the four following approaches:  

1. Traffic management 

2. Backhaul upgrades 

3. Infrastructure upgrades  

4. Data offload 

 

In the sections below we will go briefly on three first approaches and go into details for the last one: 
data offload and especially Wi-Fi data offload as an easy way to cope with data traffic. 

1.6   Traffic management tools and Policy price control 

Policy price control and traffic management tools are widely used from mobile companies to cope with 

high demand for data traffic. Traffic management tools such as throttling, filtering are criticized for 

their impact on net neutrality principle and consumer protection issues. Instead of those instruments or 

traffic management tools, Wi-Fi offload data traffic is seeing as a solution. In the section below we will 

describe briefly the different offload models used and especially focus on Wi-Fi offload for data traffic 

On the other hand the data traffic management is related with other components such as Quality of 

Service, optimization, charging etc. All of these must be seen in close relation with systems and 
applications.  

1.7   Key challenges in designing a mobile network 

A traditional normal way to solve the capacity problems is to increase capacities and  to design the 

network in all nodes to cope peak traffic and keep the quality and service and key performance 

indicators. The second and third approaches given above are related with proper designing of mobile 

network.  The proper design of a mobile network is not an easy task and of course asks for high 

investment.  

Referring to Wiley 2005, “UMTS architecture Mobility and Services” [7] in designing a mobile network 

we need to address five main challenges as it is given in the figure below. Main challenges are related 
with: 

 radio spectrum scarcity,  

 backhaul transport,  

 radio communication constraints,  

 device mobility,  

 network manageability.  

Besides this, for each of these issues, there are a number of factors and problems to be addressed. It is 

not in the focus of this article to analyse in detail the technical solution for a mobile network. We will 
analyse how the demand for capacity will be addressed in an alternative cost effective way. 
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Fig. 4. Challenges of a mobile network design [Source: Wiley 2005, “UMTS architecture Mobility and 
Services”] 

Regarding the investments needed to increase capacities we will give only the value for frequencies 

considering the digital dividend (DD) spectrum which is most interested today for provision of mobile 
data based on LTE/4G networks. 

The table below gives the price for frequencies auctioned in different EU countries. 

Table 1: The prices for spectrum in the EU  

 

The high value to have the right of use for  such high interest frequencies necessary to build and develop 

mobile networks for broadband tell us that models to have a better efficient investments model is 
important. Using Wi-Fi based on 2.4 and 5.8 GHz will help to reduce the investments needed. 

1.8   Options for Offload data traffic in MNOs 

As presented in the report of Wipro Council for Industry Research “Data offload approached for mobile 

operators “Improving Network Efficiency and Strengthening Quality of Service” [8], there are six 

offload options known as it is given below: 

 Wi-Fi hotspot 

 LTE SmallCells/Relaynotes  

 Integrated Femto/WiFi 

 Direct Tunnel 

 Internet offload Gateway  
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 M2M Gateway 

For each of these offload ways for data traffic we have advantages challenges and benefits. Based on 

Wipro technologies a summary of comparative analyses for these ways is given. For a number of them 

one of the main challenges is related with scarcity and high value of licensed spectrum. The table below 

gives the conclusions of Wipro technologies for Wi-Fi hotspots solution: 

Table 2. Advantages and challenges for Wi-Fi offload based on hot-spots [Source: Wipro technologies] 

 

Regarding Wi-Fi hotspot solution some other advantages are related with the fact that the number of 
hotspots is increased globally and in national level. This helps: 

 in national level it is helpful for local traffic 

 globally it help for data roaming and from the perspective of user Wi-Fi solution is used to 

avoid bill shock for data roaming: it need careful from the user side on usage of 

applications/features of device 

In addition the establishment of Wi-Fi hotspots is easier and cost effective compared with large 

networks deployment and upgrades. On the other hand hotspot solution is limited considering the 

limitation of area covered. Nevertheless build the hot spot in most populated zones or the zones with 

high traffic. 

The main advantage of using Wi-Fi is that it is used the solutions based on unlicensed spectrum. One 

of the big discussion in our days are the spectrum issues and the challenge for not enough spectrum for 

future mobile broadband. As scarce resource spectrum value is high and especially the recent auctions 

for digital dividend in Europe countries, as it is given in the table above, tell us that the value for 
spectrum is too high.  

2   What is Wi Fi?  

Traditionally when we speak for Wi-Fi we remember the solution for giving access for users near a 

hotspot such as all devices in a home, all users located in a public hotspot etc. Another important fact 

mentioned each time the WiFi is analyzed, is related with free frequency, or unlicensed frequencies 

bands, 2.4Ghz and 5.8GHz.  

A simplified diagram of Wi-Fi network is presented in the picture below. Its main components and their 

analogy with the main parts of a mobile network are: 

1. Access point with the functionalities like a BTS or NodeB 

2. Small hub 

3. IP Wireless link (FO alternatively) 

4. WLC (Wireless LAN Controller) functionalities like BSC or RNC  

5. Aggregation Router 

6. WCS (Wireless Control System) for Wi-Fi management 

7. RADIUS for authorisation and accounting 
  

DATA 

OFFLOAD 

OPTIONS 

ADVANTAGES CHALLENGES OPERATOR 

BENEFITS 

 Wi-Fi hotspots  Use unlicensed 

frequencies 

 Low power 

consumption 

 

 Limited coverage 

 Interference 

management and 

coverage 

 Security challenges 

 Selective data 

offload 

 Lower set-up 

and 

maintenance 

costs 
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Fig. 5. A simplified Wi-Fi diagram 

2.1   An example how to identify the need for WiFi offload  

To give a simple example where and why Wi-Fi offload is needed, we commited a measurement of data 

speed in some main roads of Tirana city. A simple way of measuring the internet performance of a 

mobile operator is presented in the pictures below.  

It is a drive test in a urban area of Tirana (some business buildings included). The download speed is 

tested while driving and the colors corresponds to the speed as per legend. The tool used is the iOS 

application called “i-Drive Test” and is a simulation of professional tools used by operators.  

The red color testifies poor quality (DL speed less 500kbps) at some points. Considering that this low 

speed is related with more users located in that area and more capacities needed to keep the requires 

level of QoS or as the data speed is contracted with the consumer. In this areas Wi-Fi offload with 

hotspots will be a solution to solve the congestion or poor quality.  
Analyzing the status, what the operator needs to do is: 

1. Either to improve the coverage or,  

2. to try off-loading traffic by other means, where the WiFi spots implementation is a prefered 

solution. 

Option 1 is very challenging in a urban area because new station / antenna is needed as well as more  

spectrum. All this factors bring along cost (imagine billions of Euros spent nowdays across Europe on 

spectrum auctions) and interference. It seems that the operator should definitely have a look on WiFi 

off-loading. 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 6.  DL performance [Source: The result of measurement made in urban area of Tirana] 
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2.2   Wi-Fi offload in Albania 

There are four mobile operators in Albania three of them provide mobile broadband based on 3G 

networks. The mobile penetration is high 119%, based on active SIM cards. The usage of mobile 

services is increased year by year due to a higher competition, the reduction of prices, a great number 

of tariff packages and the bundles of services including voice and data.  

In Albania the penetration of mobile broadband by the end of 2012 was 22.9% which is double 

compared with 11% in 2011. The global trend for high mobile data is evident in Albania too. Based on 

the figures published the mobile data traffic was increased seven to ten times during last two years.  

This growth asks for solutions and Wi-Fi offload is one of them. The section above gives the result of 

a measure made in urban area of Tirana. There are a number of zones with red colour where Wi-Fi 

offload might be a simple solution. 

A real example in the Albanian market is the “WiFi service” offered from Albtelecom and Eagle Mobile. 

It is accessible only from mobile subscribers of Albtelecom in some hot spots in Tirana and major cities 

of Albania, in places like parks, public beaches, city centers etc. But the benefits of this Wi-Fi service 

already implemented in Albania might be higher if this network will open for other networks too and 

not only for Eagle Mobile subscribers. 

2.3   Wi-Fi off-load versus traffic management tools  

Referring to different documents  the MNOs are using various traffic management tools to cope with 

high data traffic demand. Throttling, blocking are between these traffic management tool. But throttling, 

blocking or reduction of speed /bandwidth after consuming an amount of data are crit izied since these 

are not in line with net neutrality principle and unfair practice for the consumers. 

Recently the European Commission initiated the process to revise the electronic communication 

regulation. The proposals in the process include the issues  related with open internet. To implement net-

neutrality principle the new rules asks for no blocking and no throttling. These new rules in the process 

will impose the MNOs to revise their traffic management tools currently use throttling and blocking to 

manage high data traffic. 

Wi-Fi as a scheme to offload data traffic is not in contrary with net-neutrality principle; there is no any 

problem with consumer protection too. 

Integrated Femto and WiFi will be a hybrid solution that utilizes both small cells an d WiFi hotspot 

concepts for offloading data.  

3   Conclusions and recommendations 

Data traffic is increased significantly in mobile networks during last years. This trend will continue in 

the future.  

The mobile networks need to address the high demand data traffic in a proper and efficient way.  

Different offload options are used. WiFi off-load solution is highly recommended for mobile operators, 

because no license is needed as it operates in the unlicensed band (2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz). 

Good data speed could be offered. It is proved that 6 – 22 Mbps per user can be achieved. 

Full interoperability with smart phones, tablets, laptops, data cards is provided. 

The integration with GSM infrastructure (service provisioning and charging) is possible. The operators 

are recommended to go for it, in order to better attach this solution / service to their core business, both 

from technical and commercial perspective.  

Different charging schemas could be applied. The most frequently used is the flat rate one. Improvement 

of indoor coverage is another benefit of WiFi solution. It is well known that 3G and LTE are suffering 

on that. 

For the MNOs: WiFi to be considered as a complementary technology for 3G and LTE. To be 

implemented only in the areas where needed and not to heavily overlap with coverage provided by 

NodeB-s or eNodeB-s, otherwise the risk of cannibalization would be appeared. 
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In a longer term: Recently, powerful market players as well as many outstanding analysts jumped into 

conclusion that, after 2020, in the mobile world only 2G and 4G will survive. It is obvious that it is very 

difficult and expensive for an operator to develop, operate and maintain three parallel networks. 2G is 

very well established and expanded and very important for the coverage as well as quite reliable for the 

traditional voice. On the other hand the end users are requesting always higher and higher data speeds 

and LTE (ore LTE advanced) perfectly will meet that. So, 3G will die in 10-15 years and a gap will be 

created. Of course it is a gap to be filled and WiFi solution will still be there.  

In a nutshell, the recommended timeline for data traffic offload is: 

 In short term: use Wi-Fi hotspot solution. Typically it happens when a matured 3G network is 

properly serving the customer needs , but more capacities are needed. 

 In mid term: use small cell LTE solution. When 3G network does not any more fulfill “need 

for speed” and LTE is implemented. 

 In long term: deploy hybrid solution femto/Wi-Fi using both lincensed and unlicensed 

spectrum. At this stage the data usage is well matured and customer needs are developing very 

fast. 
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Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to analyze the impact of new alternative 

telecommunication services (voip, skype, facebook and twitter) to the strategy of 

traditional telecom providers in Kosovo from the both areas of social media and 

telecommunication industry. Telecommunication industry is considered as the most 

dynamic industry in terms of technology and services. The last decade has been the 

evolution of new technologies and services that changed not only the world but also the 

meaning of our voice and messages to the world. Comparing with last decade’s 

communication tools and prices, today we have enormous number of commun ication 

tools that keeps us informed for every single issue that doesn’t matter where it happens. 

All these changes and trends will be analyzed and presented thru a proper research on 

consumer’s behavior and product development teams.  

Keywords: telecommunication in Kosovo, innovation in telecom, viber, skype 

1   Introduction 

Telecommunication can be considered as the most dynamic industry in the services sector with many 

new services and technologies every year. New forms of communication are invented most likely every 

year, while consumer’s behavior is changed very dynamically from one platform to another. The 

importance of these platforms, traditional and alternative forms of communication, within the industry 

of telecommunication is very important for the future of them but in our case for traditional 

telecommunication companies. 

Today’s researches of traditional telcos are mainly concentrated in competitions like: the choice 

between mobile operators, technology competences between them, reliability between them, active 

subscribers but most of them don’t consider the number of users that are switched from traditional form 

into new alternatives that are mainly based on IP (Internet Protocol) and offers different forms of 

communication. We know the benefits of the internet and its ability to cross borders without special 

permissions in contrary with traditional international interconnections and terminations of voice traffic 

that is more complicated and in most cases more expensive in both infrastru cture and maintenance. 

Comparing these facts the price/revenues that are generated from this industry are lowered in such 

amount that one day it will threaten future investments within the industry. In our case I will analyze 

the case of the main national telecom of Kosovo that covers more than 67% of the market and IPKO 

that is the second and the last mobile operator with 25% of the market within the territory of the Republic 

of Kosovo till now (TRA Report 2011). PTK revenues in the last years went down an d down (PTK 

Financial Reports, 2007, 08, 09) while investments are crucial for keeping the performance of the 

dynamic developments in the industry. There is a need to focus in more depth on how peoples are 

changing the behavior of their need for communication and their perception about both traditional and 

new alternative forms like VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) and social media as well.The market 

itself is entering a new era of development where broadband services demand is forcing the operators 

to upgrade their technologies with higher transfer rates. Applications like video -on-demand, youtube, 

file-transfer require more bandwidth for their performance, even VoIP and Video phones are another 

type of services that eager more bandwidth for performing as planned. Current operators, both ISP’s 

and mobile ones are under a real pressure on technological changes while revenues for their services 

are not increased accordingly. 
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Today’s youth has access to technology at the greatest level; they use their cell p hone all the day to get 

in touch with their friends, news and entertainment while day-to-day apps development is increasing 

the opportunities that you can do with your cell phone operating system.Another issue that operators 

feel pressure is their pricing structure for their services, as Kosovo has two mobile operators both of 

them brought their international expertise, except their technical skills they brought their way of pricing 

strategy. Now, we have PTK-Vala that uses the Monaco Telecom expertise and infrastructure while the 

second operator IPKO uses Mobitel Slovenija’s infrastructure and management. The market itself is 

targeted by two types of pricing where Vala uses “open” and well-defined packages with one line of 

post-paid offers and one-line of pre-paid offers where the user can choose the volume of 

minutes/sms/mb into their subscription. On the other side, IPKO uses more complex and less structured 

pricing scheme, where packages has many options with dynamic values of minutes/sms/mb so users 

that were adopted to Vala offers used to have difficulties and miss -understandings with IPKO offers 

while all new IPKO subscribers faced the same if they wanted to switch to another operator, in this case 

Vala. 

Economic and social impact on telecommunication industry is another topic that is a part of our research 

especially for Kosova’s telecom market. As we know the development and invention of information 

and communication technologies ICT comes from industrialized countries that have a direct impact into 

developing world which Kosovo is a part of.Regulatory statistics from a research done by TRA in regard 

of mobile operators presents a decrease of incoming minutes as well as decrease of outgoing minutes 

for both mobile operators Vala and IPKO, so we have a s hrink of overall mobile telecommunication 

industry comparing with last three years. One of the conclusions drawn from the same regulatory 

research (Art Research, 2012) for the decrease of mobile telephony market is cited that: “the continuous 

increase of smart phone usage, increase of internet penetration will increase chances for using free 

communication applications like Skype, Viber, Gmail, Facebook etc.” p.10 

This research will try to cover these details and understand the trend of the effects of such n ew 

alternative communication tools into traditional telecommunication systems and also try to bring a 
conclusion of possible solutions or directions that must be considered during these changes. 

2   Drivers of Change 

Globalization - There is a trend of globalizing of several services worldwide, especially in the field of 

telecommunication where with the development and penetration of internet network it’s becoming less 

expensive and more available to the global companies. It’s considered as a pressure by many companies 

to retain customers from international borderless services. Companies are investing on loyalty programs 

in order to retain long-turn customers for maintaining and increasing their profit margins. Services like 

VoIP, Skype, Viber, Facebook are a real threat for local telecommunication companies which don’t take 

them into account. 

Customer expectation and customized demand - There is a change on customer expectation for 

telecommunication services; customers are seeking customized offers for their needs. Many telecom 

companies have they offers designed by customer needs but the expectation of customers are 

dynamically increasing every day. Companies must listen to such demands and prepare themselves of 

custom offers required by their customers, there might be clients asking for more minutes but less 

messages or vice versa; or there might be customers asking for messaging services only, so service 

design must take into account such changes on customer expectations. 

Competition-There is an increase of competition in the field of Telecommunication, not only in the 

global scale but also in Kosovo with liberalization of telecommunication services and licenses. 

According to Regulatory Yearly Report 2011 “During 2011, telecommunication industry in Kosovo 

continued to register positive trends characterized with fast developments and competitiveness of 

service offerings with decrease of base services enabled just after market liberalization” p.26 This fact 

pushes companies to focus more and more into their core competence operations that increase their 

revenues and profits. 

Dynamic change of technology - There is an increase of communication technology worldwide, with 

leading penetration of Internet, development of new software applications, mobile communicatio n 
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including smart phones. As a whole it can be considered that there is an increase of telecommunication 

sector and this increase need an effective and efficient management of the customers. 

3   Indicators of Telecommunication 

According TRA, the industry of telecommunication is increased year by year. There are 86 existing 
companies that are licensed for telecommunication services in Kosovo. 

Table 1. Number of companies that are licensed in Kosovo  

  

ISP licenses 38 

Value added services 29 

International telecommunication services  6 

International telecommunication POPs  6 

Fixed telephony 3 

Mobile Operators 2 

Virtual Mobile Operators  2 

Total 86 

Source: TRA, 2011 

Table 2. Is generated from data collection of TRA 

Description 2011 2010 

Fixed telephony users 86,014 88,372 

Fixed telephony penetration 5.02% 5.09% 

Mobile telephony users  1,478,944 1,451,747 

Mobile telephony penetration 84.96% 82.96% 

Internet users 143,243 126,415 

Internet penetration 7.92% 6.33% 

Revenues of the industry (€) 239,518,037.36 222,491,069.80 

Rev. from fixed telephony (€) 20,039,454.93 20,026,000.00 

Rev. from mobile telephony (€) 199,243,326.00 181,236,432.00 

Rev. from internet services (€) 18,606,406.89 19,571,486.80 

Rev. from leased lines (€) 1,628,849.54 1,657,151.00 

Investments in the industry (€) 2011 2010 

Telecommunication industry in figures Source TRA, 2011 

According to the figure above we see that we have a decrease of fixed telephony users in the industry 

including the decrease of revenues from the fixed telephony. Another important fact is that there is a 

decrease of internet services revenues while the internet users faced a slight increase always comparing 

year 2010 and 2011 with data gathered from regulatory yearly report for 2011 (TRA, 2011). Fu rther 

elaboration of these numbers will be done on the findings part after the research is done. 

Technologies  can be found of different categories but they mostly are identified based on the services 

that are offered. They are identified as:  Fixed Telephony, Mobile Telephony, Internet etc, but there is 

a list of new technologies that are developed based on above technologies or alternative to them such 

as (NGN, IPTV, VoIP etc). In local level there are several technologies implemented until now: ADSL, 

xDSL, IPTV and traditional ones like fixed and mobile telephony where some of them are offered as a 

standalone or as a combination of them as they are called “triple-play” for a combination of telephony, 

TV and internet service 

Operators - Telecommunication operators are licensed from TRA in Kosovo with a reason that is 

needed for the market than approved by parliament. They are measured with yearly revenues and market 

share of local market for fixed, mobile and internet services. Operators should comply with n ational law 

of telecommunication of the Republic of Kosovo which is regulated by the Telecommunication 

Regulatory Authority. Operators are obliged to report all traffic and revenue data on yearly bases for 
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statistical reports that are presented by TRA. All incompatibilities and disagreements should be reported 

and solved thru Regulatory which applies an existing law of telecommunication. A list of licensed 
operators is attached to appendix of this research. 

Services  that are offered in telecommunication market of Kosovo are as described below: 

 Fixed telephony 

 Mobile telephony 

 Internet 

 VAS – Value added services (Cable TV, IPTV, Toll-free, Premium numbers) 

 

Based on these services and its revenues within the industry for year 2011, the market is divided as 

below: 

 Fixed telephony: 8.37% 

 Mobile telephony: 83.19% 

 Internet: 7.77% 

 Leased lines: 0.68% (TRA, 2011) 

There is a lack of data statistics for services like: IPTV, Cable TV and other value added services. 

Customer segmentation - An important part of the marketing strategy and product developing strategy 

is the customer segmentation, where a company divides its customers based on age, gender, interest, 

habits and so on. Based on an article by Bayer (2010) there is no question of which segmentation is the 

right one for our company but what are the right ways to segment customers in order to solve variety of 

business problems (Bayer, 2010) He then presents four types of customer segmentation: 

 Customer Value Segmentation 

 Customer Behavior Segmentation 

 Customer life cycle Segmentation 

 Customer Migration Segmentation 

He cited that “advanced use of segmentation allows each customer to be a part of a micro -segment, 

which allows for precise targeting, with knowledge of what the retention and value drivers are for each 

customer” p.247 

Except segmentation problems that may be from different views like lack of data, operational issues or 

resistance to change, that many times is overcome, is a real pressure for manager to present the 

effectiveness of the segmentation that is choose (Dibb and Simkin, 2009). Because the segmentation 

process is considered as complex and rarely problem free, in another research done by Dibb and Simkin 

(2010) they cite “Regular contact with senior and middle managers within the telecommunications 

organization was necessary for the entirety of the segmentation process and its implementation. Access 

was also needed to the research company which was working with the company to develop and 

implement the segment solution” p.117 

It is considered that market segmentation is widely used but according to many researches that is 

considerable fragile process with low availability of result measurement, in that case is it important to 

have access in the very beginning of the marketing plans so that the team have a quality access. 

Cooperation of development teams and sales people - Customer feedback is of its own importance 

within service development teams, which can be achieved with a proper cooperation within the feedback 

receiver and developers or better to say a channel of communication between front and back-office. 

Feedbacks including customer satisfaction issues can be analyzed from the service development teams 

after getting them from sales people. 

4   Market Research 

Today, in telecommunication sector it is considered that the old fashioned research of the market is not 

just enough to build a strategy; it is not capable of identifying the new consumer’s prediction of the 

services. Because of the new and dynamic development of technology in the telecommunication 
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industry it is becoming more difficult to rely only of traditional researches, now there are new forms of 

involving customers into new production labs so that new products and services will be design based 

on direct customer behavior and will leave more space to comply with new customers demand including 

customized needs of customers. Product development teams usually are not in the same line as 

customers and many times what they design is not always on what customers expected. 

This type of research leads to another important fact that is aspiration for most of operators, developing 

loyal customers that are satisfied with all the category of the services which fulfills their need, and all 

this point to the fact that “growing the number of loyal customers is an attractive goal for any provider” 
Bogomolova (2011) p.794 

New types of research are to be followed where companies are to gather unspoken type of information 
and it leads to more accurate product and service developments. 

 

5   Research Results 
 

In order to analyze the impact of alternative forms of communication into the strategy of traditional 

telecommunication companies it is impossible to draw trends without doing a field research with end -

users of this market, so in our case we did quantitative research with users of telecommunication serctor 

where we got statistics on what they use for their communication and what is their behavior for future 

impact of these alternative forms into traditional telecommunicat ion tools like mobile and fix line 

telephony. 

Below are the graphs, tables and description of our research results done thru questionnaires?  

 

Fig. 1. Gender comparison 

 

Fig. 2. Age comparison 

Series1, 
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60.3

Series1, 
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39.7
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- 18, 11.6

Series1, 
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60.3
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18.2
Series1, 
51+, 9.9
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Fig. 3. Monthly net income 

 

Fig. 4. Mobile data service usage 

 

Fig. 5. Why do you use Skype, Viber, Facebook, Twitter mostly 

Reason for using alternative forms of communication can be as many as possible but in our case as 

presented in figure 4.9 first choice has been “Calling family or friends internationally” with 58.7% and 

than followed by “Keeping in touch with friends or family occasionally” with 57.9% which also gives 

us a hint that a lot of international communication has been switched to these alternative forms of 

communication. Preferences of the users on what is their choice of communication if the price doesn’t 
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matter than 70.2% of respondents choose Mobile followed by 48.8%. An interesting detail in question 

where we asked respondents what will they choose for communication if quality doesn’t matter they 

again responded positively for Mobile with 56.2% followed with a very near percentage 51.2% for 

alternatives In the very end of the questionnaire has been a question for respondents on how they would 

feel if they can imagine a day without their mobile and the most selected answer was “Can’t imagine at 

all” with 57% as presented in figure 4.23 and it confirms how important mobile  service in nowadays 
life is. 

 

6   Conclusion  

The main aim of this part of our research is the question to what extend the research objectives is 

achieved. This research is not the final result on what dynamic trends of telecommunications are on the 

market, but this is just the beginning and will be an incentive for other researchers to follow the trends 

of the new developments in the telecommunication industry. This study was launched with the aim to 

understand and measure the impact of alternative forms of communication into the strategy of traditional 

telecommunication providers in Kosovo, and by analyzing the research findings we have figures that 

presents all players in the market starting from the traditional companies, alternative forms like Skype, 

Viber, Facebook, Twitter, Voip and the very important player in our research the consumer. 

Research results drawn from this study are in line with literature review and market data, and this 

conclusion draws attention to traditional companies for moving forward and putting all alternative forms 

of communication in their table during designing and re-designing their business strategy especially 

when designing new products and services. Another important part of this conclusion goes to companies 

which still do not apply innovation labs while now and the future development of this industry is 

accelerated exponentially and new innovations are the only process to survive these dynamic changes. 

According to the data gathered during research we see that from 94.2% of respondents that already 

heard about these forms of communication, mostly use Facebook (87%), Skype (61.2%) and Viber 

(56.2%) as in figure 4.7 and this confirms the trend of usage of such applications that basically offers 

voice, messaging and video. This is related also to the fact that all remaining respondents that didn’t use 

these applications expressed their interest to use these applications where Skype (41.3%) was among 
the first followed by Facebook (38%) and Viber (33.9%) as in figure 4.13. 
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Abstract. According to daily reports, the income from internet services is getting lower 

each year. Landline phone services are running at a loss,  whereas mobile phone services 

are getting too mainstream and the only bright spot holding together cable operators (ISP)  

in positive balance is the income from broadband services (Fast internet, IPTV). 

Broadband technology is a term that defines multiple methods of information distribution 

through internet at great speed. Some of the broadband technologies are: optic fiber, 

coaxial cable, DSL, Wireless, mobile broadband, and satellite connection.  The ultimate 

goal of any broadband service provider is being able to provide voice, data and the video 

through a single network, called triple play service. The Internet distribution remains an 

important issue in Kosovo and particularly in rural zones. Considering th e immense 

development of the technologies and different alternatives that we can face, the goal of 

this paper is to emphasize the necessity of a preliminary study of such investment and to 

give an experience in this aspect. Because of the fact that in this  investment are involved 

many factors related to population, geographical factors, several technologies and the fact 

that these factors are in continuously change, the best way is, to store all the data in a 

database and to use this database for different results. This database helps us to substitute 

the previous manual calculations with an automatic procedure of calculations. This way 

of work will improve the work style, having now all the tools to take the right decision 

about an Internet investment considering all the aspects of this investment.  

Keywords: broadband technology, triple play, database, return of investment, 
accounting, etc. 

 

1   Introduction 

Investment decisions are always conditioned by numerous factors. Some firms invest as a response to  a 

favorable economic situation, possibly unexpected, while others invest due to expected higher demand  

over the medium or long run. This may co-exist with firms that do not invest at all simply because they 

have already achieved their desired capital stock [1].  

The objective of this article is to give a methodology in investment forecasting related to the Internet 

Distribution in rural zones of Kosovo.    

The existing situation in Kosovo, related the Internet use is as follows: 

In the rural areas and in the whole Kosovo the economic state has been in a rough position. A factor 

that could help soothe this condition is the growth of investment so that we can have limitless faster 

Internet. This can be achieved through investment in broadband technology  [2]. This would also help 

that the enterprises in rural areas to sell their products through the internet.   

This situation dictates the emergency of the Internet distribution in rural zones where the Internet does 

not work. The Internet impact is evident phenomena today in all the society and it is an imperative task 

to make it available in all the rural zones. 

Up to now, there was not used a forecasting methodology in such an investment in Kosovo. However 

the experience gained in this field makes us to think that we have to forecast the future investments.  

This investment is conditioned by a numerous factors such as geographical, social and economical. In 

this article an experience is given how the information about these factors is organized in a database 

and how this database helps us for a forecasting investment in the field of the Internet distribution.        
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2   Organizing the data in the database  

As the result of the information analysis done the following entities are defined [3] 

Table 1. Organizing Data 

Channel     

Inputs 

 

Packages 

Costs 

Location 

 

Implementation 

Separator 

 

Cable  

 

Technology 

The channel entity has four TV channels with two options each. 

The Inputs entity shows the number of Tv companies and the price 

they need to pay to be put on offers.  

Entity Packages shows the selling prices of the packages.  

Entity Costs shows the fixed prices that are created during the work.  

Entity Implementation shows which package in which place and with 

what price is implemented. 

Entity Separator shows the kinds and the prices of the used separators. 

Entity Cable describes the kinds of cables and their prices used in the 

investment. 

Entity Technology describes the equipment and the used cables in the 

technologies we have implemented 

Entities Equipment, Equipment1 and Equipment2, describe the kind of 

equipment used and their prices. 

 

Where the relationship between them is shown in the picture 1 [4].  

 

 

When the investing firm looks at the decisions of the investing capital, it does not take into account that 

it is dealing with the perfect market, the competition. It might have only a few competitors which are 

specialized in these particular business geographic areas, and it might have some unique assets (wealth), 
that will offer a priority towards other competitors [5]. 

 

3   Some Analysis Operation using the Database  

The invested amount 

We use a calculated query field in a query that combines the tables: Location, Separator, Cablle, 
Technology, Equipment, Equipment1, and Equipment2. 

Associated by the formula  

Invested Total: ([client number] / [Equipment number of clients]) * [Equipment.price] + [client 

number] * [Equipment1.Price] + [client number] * [Equipment1.Price] + [Distance from base] * 

[priceperunit] + (([client number] / [Equipment number of clients]) * [Equipment ports]) * 
[Separator.price] 
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3.1   Investment on a customer  

To calculate the investment on a customer, then we use the fields and the calculations of the above 

query: 

Investment per Client: [Invested Total] / [client number]  

The query you can see above, calculates the investments on one client according to the prices of the 
equipment we have used, number of the clients, and the distance from the base of transmission.  

3.2    Estimating the amount invested in other technologies (dsl) 

We use a calculated query field in a query that combines the tables: Location, Separator, Cablle, 
Technology, Equipment, Equipment1, and Equipment2. 

Invested total: ([client number] / [Equipment number of clients]) * [Equipment.price]  + [client 

number] * [Equipment1.price] + [client number] * [Equipment2.price] + [Distance from base] * 
[price per unit] + [separator.price] * [client number]  

In the case of gpon technology the used formula was:  

Invested total: ([client number] / [Equipment number of clients]) * [Equipment.price]  + [client 

number] * [Equipment1.price] + [client number] * [Equipment2.price] + [Distance from base] * 

[price per unit] + (([client number] / [Equipment number of clients]) * [Equipment ports]) * 

[separator.price]  

There where the two formulas differ, are underlined   

3.3   Calculation on investment return 

The company which implements this business is interested on the time of investment return, that is to 

say that in the optimal offer the return on investment to be as immediate as possible.   To calculate the 

return on investments (ROI – return of investments) first you have to find out the gross profit. The bruto 

profit tells the difference of the general income and the cost (costs are a measurement with monetary 

terms of the amount of resources used to generate revenue) of the sold services. (gross profit = inputs – 

Cost of services sold). After we find the bruto profit, then we find the profit before the tax [6].  The 

profit before the tax is calculated as a difference between the bruto profit and the costs. (profit before 

tax = gross profit – excpences). Then, the profit before taxes, is multiplied by the value on the tax, then 

we get the tax. (tax = profit before taz * tax value). Whereas the neto profit (neto profit is the difference 

between the profit before the tax, and the tax calculated in this profit) [7]. All of these form the statement 

of income. So, the income statement is financial statement that shows the financial performance of a 

company in a period of time (monthly, quarterly or yearly) [8]. Also it is called a profit statement or a 

loss statement.  

Table 2. Monthly Incomes  

Inputs 1 

Cost of services sold 2 

GROSS PROFIT (1-2) 1 - 2 

Public services expenses 3 

Salary expenses 4 

Other expenses 5 

EXPENCES 3 + 4 + 5 

PROFIT BEFORE TAX (I-II) (1 – 2) – (3 + 4 + 5) 

Tax 20 % ((1 – 2) – (3 + 4 + 5)) * 0.2 

NET PROFIT (III-Tatimi) ((1 – 2) – (3 + 4 + 5)) – (((1 – 2) – (3 + 4 + 

5)) * 0.2) 
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First off, we have to say, that a business is effective and efficient only if it successful in offering the 

goods and services required by clients, and if it keeps their costs lower than the prices of their sale [9]. 

After all of these are calculated then we can find the return of investments, which can be found through 
this formula [10]. 

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛  (𝑅𝑂𝐼) =  
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡

𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑  𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 * 100 % 

The formula you can see above presents the return of investments according to percentage, whereas the 
formula of the return of investments according to months is below:  

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 (𝑅𝑂𝐼) =  
𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑  𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡
 

Now we will find return of investments according to the offered packages (Package 1 –Package 8) in 

an auto matic way through the queries of the database. From the table above we can see that we have to 

find the revenues and the cost of sold services.   

 
3.4   Calculating the revenue and the costs  

We use a calculated query field in a query that combines the tables: Channel, Inputs, Packages, Costs, 
and Location. 

with the following formula:  

Cost of services sold: [client number] * [Cost for TV] + [Bandwidth] * [Cost for 1 Mbps]  

The field Expences adds three kinds of costs which happen during the activity of an enterprise. The 
formula is below.  

Costs: [Costs of public services] + [Salary expenses] + [other Expenses]  

We showed above that in the offered packages we can put others channels which are self-offered. Than 

its setting in the package will be done through the field other inputs. Here is the formula:  

other inputs: 10 * [input price]  

Number 10 in the formula above tells that there are 10 other TV channels placed in the package and that 

each of them has to pay the provider the price of € 2000. The latest field of this query is the field inputs, 
which is formed by the formula below:  

inputs: [client number] * [price seller] + 10 * [input price]  

So we get the income from multiplying the number of clients with the costing price of the plus package 

from multiplying 10 other channels that are put in the package. 

3.5   Calculating the neto profit 

We use a calculated query field in a query that combines the tables: Chanel, Inputs, Packages, Costs, 
and Location. 

See the formula below.  

Gross Profit: [inputs] – [Cost of services sold] 

The field Costs is established after the infrastructure arises for the commecement of preparation and the 

company starts its activity. Namely, this sums up some operating expenses (operating expenses are 

those expenses which are crated when the enterprise starts the production or serving process) and which 

are: Costs of public services, Salary expenses, and other Expenses. The next field is Profit Before Tax 
which is made when we subtract the cost from the bruto profit. See the formula below. 
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Profit Before Tax: [Gross Profit] – [Costs] 

The next field is the field Tax which we obtain when the field Fitimi para tatimitis multiplied by the 

value of the tax. Below you can see how we have calculated the tax from the profit before tax, if the 
value of the tax is 20 %. Look at the formula below.  

Tax: 0.2 * Profit Before Tax = 0.2 * ([Gross Profit] – [Costs]) 

And the last field and our goal is the field Net Profit which is obtained if from the field Profit Before 
Tax we subtract the calculated tax on it. You can see the formula below:  

Net Profit: [Profit Before Tax] – [Tax] 

Now we will build a graphic which gives us the comparison of all the neto profit for all the packages. 

3.6   Calculating the investment on a client 

We use a calculated query field in a query that combines the tables: Channel, Inputs, Packages, Costs, 

Location, and Technology. 

Invested Total: ([client number] / [Equipment number of clients]) * [Equipment.price] + [client 

number] * [Equipment1.Price] + [client number] * [Equipment1.Price] + [Distance from base] * 

[priceperunit] + (([client number] / [Equipment number of clients]) * [Eq uipment ports]) * 

[Separator.price] 

The field InvestimiPerKlient  is calculated as you can see below.  

Investment per Client: [Invested Total] / [client number]  

3.7   Calculating the return of investment by month 

We use a calculated query field in a query that combines the tables: Chanel, Inputs, Packages, Costs, 
and Location. 

The field return of investment is obtained through the formula below:  

Return of investment: [Invested Total] / [Net profit]  

So we can see here that for all the offered packages from the provider, the investment sum is the same, 
whereas the difference is made from the neto profit which is created from the packages.  

3.8   Calculating the rate of investment returns  

The field Return of investment by rate is obtained through the formula below:  

Return of investment: [Net profit] / [Invested Total] * 100 

 

4   Conclusion  

Investments developed according to a previous plan that studies the market well are welcomed. In places 

like Kosovo, investments are vital for the population, and this is especially related to the possibility of 

increasing the revenue of the businesses. Such an investment is the distribution of broadband technology 

in rural areas so those places can have limitless internet. This would create  the opportunity that 

businesses which are in rural areas sell through the internet and that client can previously see if there 

are the needed products in those businesses. 

Our contribution has been creation of the databases with the technology information  and other factor 

information which have to be considered in such investment like distribution of the Internet in rural 

zones. Besides calculating the sum of investments, the purpose of creating the database has been the 

automatic calculation of return on investments, which a potential investor might be more interested in.  
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The methodology proposed in this article is a practical and efficient approach for a preliminary study 

of an investment in the Internet distribution in rural zones. 
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Abstract. Web application today are become more rich and complex. For building such 

application developers are using Ajax  and  Web 2.0 technologies. This powerful 

technologies offer advanced features for building user-friendly and highly interactive web 

applications that are providing quality end-user experience. Deploying web application is 

a challenge both in assuring that the functionality will be maintained and in guaranteeing 

that the functionality will be delivered with an acceptable performance. Performance 

problems can bring all kind of undesired consequences. Performance testing is a type of 

testing that is performed, from one perspective, to determine how fast some abstract of a 

system performs under a particular workload. The performance of a web application 

depends on many factors including the network, the end systems, the application response 

time and most importantly the end user. 

Key words: Ajax, web application, performance, response time 

1   Introduction 

From last two decades the internet has became a house hold source of information, education, sales, 

marketing, advertising etc. Today’s web applications are also more complex than ever before. Web 

applications not only offer us new types of applications, but also provide an entirely new way to set up 

software applications to the users. Web applications use a number of languages, technologies, and 

programming models to implement highly interactive applications. Web applications are developed 

today  powerful tools and technologies such Ajax and Web 2.0 offering advanced features for building 

user-friendly and highly interactive applications providing quality end-user experience.  

As the modern Web applications are complicated, interactive programs with complex GUIs and 

numerous back-end software components, the analyzing, modeling and testing these applications 

present a number of new challenges to software developers. 

As web applications become more and more useful and complex, so the need for performance testing is 

increasing. For Web applications especially in an e-commerce situation, performance testing is crucial. 

Users expect high performance from a web application.   The performance of a web application depends 

on many factors including the network, the end systems, the application and most importantly the end 

user. Web application performance testing is an emerging and important field of software engineering.  

Performance testing includes monitoring and recording performance levels during regular, low and high 

stress loads. Performance analysis tools from the open-source  such as YSlow and Firebug can be used 

to achieve effective web application performance tests. This paper begins by present a view of Ajax 

technologies. In section 3 we discuss performance importance, to continue with results in Section 4. We 

conclude this study in Section 5. 

2   Web 2.0 and Ajax technologies  

Web 2.0 is revolutionizing the way how end-users interact with Web applications , that are becoming 

richer and richer in design and content and at the same time good user experience has become the most 

desirable attribute. Instead of using many different pages and server callbacks to deliver content, Web 

2.0 technologies such as Ajax enable Web sites to deliver content in real-time to Web clients while the 

end-user remains on the same web page. Ajax [1] is short for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is a 

web development technique for creating interactive web applications. In Ajax web applications rich 
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functionality and prompt responsiveness to user actions are priorities in their design and 

implementation. Ajax is a technology that enables better performance and user experience for web 

applications. In AJAX applications, the state of the user interface is determined dynamically, through 

event-driven changes in the browser’s DOM that are only visible after executing the corresponding 

JavaScript code. Ajax is really several familiar technologies, which are bundled together in powerful 

new ways [2], including Document Object Model (DOM), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), Dynamic 

Hypertext Markup Language (DHTML), Extensible Markup Language (XML) and JavaScript.   

3   Web Application Performance Testing 

The performance [3] of a web application depends on many factors including the network, the end 

systems, the application and most importantly the end user. If an application identifies end -users by 

some form of login procedure then a concurrency goal is highly desirable. By definition, this is the 

largest number of concurrent application users that the application expected to support at any given 

moment. 

Performance testing is directly reflecting the behavior of the complete website. Visitors expect the fast 

response within a short period of time. Web Performance Testing  aim at providing a measure of the 

actual performances of a web application, and an evaluation of performances that the application could 

provide, following a change of load; identifying, moreover, possible bottlenecks and providing useful 

advice about how to fix problems. The aim of Web Performance Testing [4] is to evaluate performances 

of the web application and all the back-end systems  changing the load. Performance testing [7] activity 

guarantees system performances according to a defined load , identifying where response time is too 

high. The performance testing involves monitoring and recording the performance levels during regular 

and low and high stress loads. 

Performance testing. This type of testing determines or validates the speed, scalability, and/or stability 

characteristics of the system or application under test. Performance is concerned with achieving 

response times, throughput, and resource-utilization levels that meet the performance objectives for the 

project or product.  

Response Time: time for downloading pages and performing main transactions on the user side and of 

the back-end systems side. 

Performance application can be divided into three parts: 

Scalability testing. Scalability concerns the website’s ability to handle the volumes and types of 

activities that can occur after launch. 

Load testing. This subcategory of performance testing is focused on determining or validating 

performance characteristics of the system or application under test when subjected to workloads and 

load volumes anticipated during production operations.  

Stress testing. This subcategory of performance testing is focused on determining or validating 

performance characteristics of the system or application under test when subjected to conditions beyond 

those anticipated during production operations.  

In this experiment we compared two types of applications: 

The first type, traditional application and the second type, Ajax application. The second application is 

built by integrating components of Ajax techniques. 

Both applications offer the same services and have the same interface. We have put scripts in both 

applications code to test precisely the application response time, results are shown in Table 1. 

Table 5.  Response time in seconds. 

 

 

 

Users traditional app Ajax app 

1 1.2342 0.7835 

2 1.2353 0.7841 

4 1.2361 0.7849 

5 1.2368 0.7854 

10 2.3587 1.8037 
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Graphic test results for 

Response times in traditional 

and Ajax application with 

different number of users 

are shown in Figure 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Response times for tradicional application vs. Ajax application 

4   Testing Tools 

This section provides a brief introduction to the open source performance testing and analysis tools used 

in the case study. The web application under test is an Ajax application. Firebug [5] is a web 

development tool that facilitates the debugging, editing, and monitoring of any website's CSS, HTML, 

DOM, XHR, and JavaScript. Looking at the statistics in Figure 2, were made 12 GET requests and 

1POST request, with a total response time of 2.56 seconds, and a combined page weight of 983,9 KB. 

Firebug enables a number of web application frontend development tasks: network traffic monitoring; 

HTML inspection and editing; CSS inspection, editing and visualization;  JavaScript execution, 
debugging, logging and profiling; DOM (Document Object Model) inspection. 
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Fig. 2. Firebug network statistics for Ajax application. 

YSlow [6] is a Firefox add-on that integrates seamlessly with Firebug. YSlow analyzes and grades 

frontend performance and suggests ways to improve performance based on a set of rules for high 

performance web pages. Grading is done on a scale of A through F, where A denotes best performance.   

 

 

Fig. 3. YSlow grade ‘B’ for Ajax application. 
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Abstract. The concept of cloud computing is currently being widely adopted by many 

business and organizations. Cloud Computing offers immense amount of resources,  

available  for  end  users  by  employing  various  flexible  paying methods. The 

opportunity to choose between several cloud providers is referred by complexity of 

integrated cloud computing solution. Cloud services offer many benefits to the data 

owner and users, but to take advantage of the benefits of cloud computing and to make 

the cloud viable as a computing platform, the data and the service hosted in the cloud 

must be fully secured. This research paper  points  out  how  third  party  auditors  can  

be  avoided  and  proposes  a specific solution which involves the customer safeguarding 

the data integrity by himself in a very simple and efficient way by utilizing existing hash 

generating algorithm. 

 

Keywords: cloud, hash, data integrity, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, 

 

 

1   Introduction 

 
Cloud  computing is  a  new  computing  paradigm  [12],  where  various  computing resources are 

provided as a service to the end user. Cloud computing as a technology [1] is becoming more popular, 

both in the academic world and in the IT industry. One of the paramount advantages of Cloud Computing 

is on-demand self-service, providing dynamic scalability of the infrastructure and services. Cloud 

computing is a widely used computing technique which provides three main models SaaS (Software / 

Storage as a service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)[6]. These 

models work on a pay-per-use system and provide users the ability to  access their database and  

applications remotely. Very common examples are, Amazon's EC2, Microsoft Azure and Salesforce 

CRM. The typical services provided by cloud providers include resources like data storage or software 

and hardware services.  The  data  owners  can  reduce  the  operational  cost  of  installing  and 

maintaining  their  own  new  software  or  hardware  by  moving  their  business applications and 

services into the clouds.There are different ways to deliver cloud services (Figure 1) as described in the 

following[2][3]. At the lowest level there is the possibility to run virtual machines on the infrastructure 

of a Cloud Service Provider (CSP). This is called Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). One level higher 

there is the possibility to develop and deploy applications on the infrastructure of a CSP. This is 

called Platform as a Service (PaaS). On the highest level there are standardized applications which are 

delivered as a service. This is called Software as a Service (SaaS). 

Software/Storage  as  a  service  (SaaS)  -  allows  users  to  access  software  and applications hosted 

as a service. These services are deployed on clouds by cloud providers and can be accessed remotely 

across the internet. These services are available to use on pay per month method or pay per use method. 

Platform as a service (PaaS) - allows user to use the infrastructure required for an application. Platform 

as a Service (PaaS) is a cloud delivery model which tries to make the development and deployment 

of applications a less complex and expensive task [2][4]. Platform as a Service (PaaS) is mainly 

designed for the developers to develop their own applications and to deploy it on PaaS environment. 

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) - allows users to use leased infrastructures and use it as if they are 

using their own hardware and software. Sometimes organizations have to buy infrastructure which 

they do not use frequently but they still have to have them. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

providers give them a solution and save them money by letting them rent their infrastructures. IaaS 

providers offer users their own separate instance of server, which is also called virtualization. A 

client can deploy own or vendor supplied virtual machines to run software in the cloud, and pays for 

the resources (CPU time, memory, storage and network usage) it consumes. 

mailto:@ubt-uni.net
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Fig.1. Service based models of cloud computing [5] 

 

When using cloud services, businesses and organizations will have to trust a third party or 

technology for safekeeping their data. But the main problem lies in the fact that the data owner cannot 

always trust the cloud service provider due to the fact that cloud is located outside of the data owner's 

trusted domain. This fact alone creates several potential problems like sensitive data leakage or 

compromising integrity of data located in the  clouds. The data stored in clouds are considered 

to  be very confidential and sensitive by businesses and organizations and must not be disclosed to 

unauthorized third party. There are several methods that could be used to protect the sensitive data 

from unauthorized access. Usually, cloud service providers encrypt customer  data  before  it  is  stored  

in  the  cloud[9]. But  even  the  best  encryption techniques can be compromised. Therefore, there 

is a need for a process that will check data integrity in order to make sure that no data modification 

has occurred. This will raise the confidence of cloud customers that their data is in safe and protected 

environment. In order to establish trust between the customer and cloud service provider, a third party 

auditors should be involved in order to check integrity of customer's data. It is common that third party 

auditors maintains a challenge/response pair for the data stored in the cloud. From time to time, it 

checks the data with the challenge/response method for the integrity of data. But in this scenario, it is 

assumed that the customer should trust third party auditor as well. Therefore, from the customer point 

of view third party auditors are similar to a cloud provider who has all the access to the customer's 

private data. Instead of helping the customer to maintain trust with the cloud provider, third party 

auditor itself could be the weakest link in this security chain and also could be the source of data 

integrity loss. It would be better for security reasons if this intermediate link (e.g., third party auditor) 

for integrity check can be avoided and the integrity check can be done by the customers themselves. 

The  solution  provided  in  this  paper,  uses  a  hash  algorithm  utility  which  is implemented on the 

customer's side. The customer pre-computes the hash of the data content, stores the hash at the local 

secure hash repository and then sends the file to the cloud server for storage. When the customer 

wishes to verify the integrity of a data file, the customer takes that data contents and computes the 

hash and matches it with the pre-computed hash value. If there is any change in the data content, the 

two hash values will not match and the customer will know that the data integrity has been 

compromised. This method is less complicated than the third party auditor scheme and provides a 

simple way to check data integrity. 

 

 

 

2   Related work 
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2.1   Recent attempts to address cloud security 

 

Cloud computing is still considered as new and immature technology by both academic and IT world. 

Many researches have been done so far that have covered the aspects of security in cloud computing 

and many researches are still ongoing. Data integrity check by a third party auditing services is one of 

the newest topic in cloud computing research area. A customer always has reservations in trusting 

third party cloud service provider. One of the most basic question that they can ask themselves is 

whether they can integrate a third party auditing service in the existing system to check the integrity 

of the stored data in a cloud? 

 

2.2   Public Auditing and data privacy preservation 

 

In order to preserve integrity and privacy of the data stored in the cloud the scheme of the external audit 

service that checks the integrity of the data stored in a cloud can be employed [7]. In this method the 

public key based authenticator is employed and is positioned together with random masking technique 

to achieve their goal of efficient and privacy preserving auditing. This scheme guarantees that no data 

is stored locally for third party auditors and it does not create an extra overhead for the customer. 

Also, it is claimed that after integration, there will not be any further weaknesses in the existing 

security system. This makes the privacy preservation method a very efficient, secure and of high 

performance. 

 

2.3  Digital Content Extraction and Privacy Preserving Audit 

 

This scheme introduces a third party auditor which uses extraction protocol to ensure the integrity of 

customer data [8]. The technique mentioned here does not require from the customer to encrypt 

the data using some symmetric keys. This is because the keys can be lost over the time from the 

customer itself and the data is prone to get leaked. One of the big advantages of this solution to 

privacy preserving of data is that there is no need for customer to generate any secret keys or hash the 

data o r encrypt the data. The customer can just call for the data and retrieve it as and when required. 

 

 

3   Proposed method 

 
The idea of relying on third party auditors for monitoring integrity of the data stored in cloud does 

not eliminate the "trust problem." This is more like moving the trust problem from one  party to  

another party instead of solving the  problem. If the customer cannot trust the third party cloud 

how can he/she trust third party auditor? 

In many ways, a third party auditor (TPA) cannot be considered reliable. In order to get the integrity 

checked by auditors, customers have to reveal the data and the key used to decrypt it to TPA. 

However, all these third party auditor schemes assure that the customer data is not revealed to the 

auditors. But audit providers are still not completely trustworthy because their ultimate goal is money 

and not the security of customer data. 

Using third party auditors makes the whole system even more complicated. Now the customer has to 

deal with the cloud provider as well as the auditor. Every time when the audit request is sent, the 

auditor will process the data and send it back to the customer. Communication between customer-

auditor and auditor-cloud service provider will require more bandwidth and hence creates overhead. 

Additionally, customers have to hire a third party auditor and pay extra money for auditing. It would 

be mere waste of money if the auditors cannot be trusted. Auditors have all the information of the 

customer data and can disclose it to an outsider intentionally or by mistake. This is an extra concern 

for customers that now they have to worry about how to keep data hidden from auditors. The actual 

problem of "trust" remains the same. In order to avoid third party auditors in this chain, this paper 

proposes that the integrity check of data stored in cloud can be checked at customer's side. This 

integrity check can be done by using cryptographic hash functions . In the following is presented and 
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describe our proposed method for data integrity check using hash function. 

 

3.1   Integrity Check using Hash Function 

 

For the data integrity check, we have to think about a simple solution that is feasible and easy to 

implement for a common user. The trust problem between TPA and customer can be solved, if users 

can check the integrity of data themselves instead of renting an auditing service to do the same. This 

can be achieved by hashing the data on user's side and storing the hash values in the local secure hash 

repository. Figure 2 presents the overview of the scheme. 

This idea is based on the three properties of a hash function which eliminates the clash between 

two hash values and makes it possible to check integrity of data using hash. Based on our proposal, 

the customer first pre-computes the hash value of file, then sends the file to the cloud and the computed 

hash value is stored in the local secure repository. Whenever the customer wants to check integrity 

of the data, they retrieve the file from cloud and computes hash value of the file again and matches it 

with the pre-computed hash values stored at local hash repository. Since the hash value of a 

message is considered as its digital fingerprint, any changes in the original message will reflect in the 

result of its hash value. If the re-computed hash value matches with the pre-computed hash value then 

the file is intact and if it does not then the file was tampered and its integrity compromised. 

 
 

Fig.2. Data integrity check using hash functio n s 

 
As this proposal is very cost effective, even a small scale company can implement this and avoid the 

trust problem they would have with a third party auditor. Using this integrity check method, once the 

trust is established with the cloud provider, the companies can stop integrity check, if not 

required.Customers can have an application (utility) which calculates these hash paths automatically 

and saves the files to their corresponding locations. Only customers can have access to this application. 

 

 
 

Fig.3.Calculating hash of the file 

In the Figure 3 we have presented a simple implementation of a utility that generates hash of the file. 

The tool used for this implementation is Netbeans IDE and the 

programming language used is Java. The hash function used to generate hash value in this application 

is MD5. Algorithm with higher security like SHA can be used if needed. In case when unauthorized 

person makes the changes to the content of the file it inevitably changes also the integrity and the hash 

value of the file as well. In this case when we compare the hash values of the file we can see that hash 

has changed as presented in the figure 4. 
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Fig.4. Changed hash value of the file 
 

 

4   Conclusion 

 
Security of data and trust problem has always been a primary and challenging issue in cloud computing.  

This paper attempts to point out advantages and security concerns of cloud computing and focuses on 

avoiding third party auditors for data integrity check. Implementation of proposed utility, which 

computes hash values of files at the customer's side, can eliminate the need of third party auditors. The 

resultant hash values from this utility is stored at secure local hash repository. The data file can be 

retrieved back whenever needed and checked for any arguments among parties involved by re-

computing and matching the hash result with the pre-computed hash value. This idea can be very 

effective on a small scale where customers initially want to test the cloud provider and want to establish 

trust and supplement already existing SLA[10][11]. This idea offers efficiency by minimizing human 

factor in data integrity checks and replacing them with technological solution which  in  terms will 

save money. In aspects of security, a lot more needs to be done to make cloud computing a prominent 

and reliable platform. The effort made in this paper is very basic and easy to use by customer 
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Abstract. Recent research has been made for the convergence of WiMAX Networks 

(WiMAXN) and mobile ad hoc systems in order to achieve the MANET requirement for 

guaranteed 100 Mbps for heavy traffic convergence.  The WiMN access point can be 

enhanced to either incorporate or supplant the transmission and packet data capabilities 

in the MANET.  For this research OPNET Modeler has been used to design, implement, 

and test a network system level simulation environment to allow researcher to study the 

issues for interworking the infrastructure-based MANET technologies into WiMAXN 

systems.  The specific contribution of this research was to augment the current OPNET 

model library using the standard MAC protocol will not incorporate the MANET, so by 

modifying the MAC PLC on MANET technologies and the Mobility protocol in 

WiMAXN the access to the network and reliability will increase. 

 

Keywords: MANET, OPNET, WiMAXN, MAC PLC 

1   Introduction 

Communications technology is the enabler to network operations when all elements are networked in a 

reliable, robust infrastructure, providing secure and wireless connectivity even when mobile. This 

infrastructure is a necessary condition for the existence of network operations. The infrastructure will 

also serves as a driver for the effective development of those operations [1]. The deployment of cell-

phone technology and e-commerce has demonstrated that the existence of the infrastructure will 

generate new behaviors that develop the technology. The development of low-cost commercial off- the-
shelf technology can serve as a key technology driver to realizing the WiMAX-MANET systems. 

1.1 Background 

 

Ad hoc networking is in critical interest to the especially emergency services for many years. Mobile 

ad-hoc networks (MANET) have been of specific interest. Recently ad- hoc networking in the context 

of wireless broadband networks has come to the forefront in importance. A number of specialised 

military wave forms have been developed in attempts to address this need [2]. In the commercial world, 

wireless broadband networking has been dominated by technologies such as IEEE 802.11 2, Wi-Fi 3 

and 3G cellular. The introduction of IEEE 802.16e-2005 [3][9][13] (802.16e) to meet mobility 

requirements for wireless broadband should enable very strong growth in this market. The WiMAX 

Forum (WiMAX) promotes and certifies compatibility and interoperability for 802.16- based products. 

A number of products are being accommodated with the IEEE 802.16-2004 [4] (802.16d) standard for 

fixed wireless broadband access have already been certified by WiMAX and 802.16e-certified products 

for mobile wireless broadband access should be available in 2007. Due to the high cost of developing 

and maintaining sole use military communications equipment and waveforms. 802.16 has been assessed 

by the community as promising in this regard [5], [6]. But a key limitation of the waveform is its current 

inability to support MANET and mesh networking topologies. Particularly in the emergency services 

context, it is important to draw a clear distinction between MANET and wireless mesh netwo rking since 

their meanings are often a source of confusion. The key difference is the dynamics of the network nodes, 

and emergency services nodes tend to have higher dynamics. MANET always supports mobile nodes 

(high dynamics), whereas a mesh network may not. MANET networks must deal with mobility and 
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quickly evolving network topologies. They must automatically configure themselves without 

centralized control. This presents additional challenges to the networking problem. In mesh networks 

every node has the ability to be a router or switch. Through the ability to forward or route traffic between 

nodes, a fully connected network is formed wirelessly.Other networking concerns exist for the 

application of WiMAX in guaranteed service networks. The 802.16e standard only allows for subscriber 

mobility. WiMAX base stations in close proximity with each other can require the ability to exchange 

control traffic over a land line channel. If the base stations themselves are in motion, a wired connection 

is not possible. [16][17] The need to accommodate a constantly changing mobile topography further 

complicates the required communications. Multi-hop Relay (MMR). This group is working to define a 

Relay Station (RS) within the 802.16 standard to extend the coverage of an 802.16 BS to 802.16 

Subscriber Stations (SS) and Mobile Stations (MS) that may be out of range or disadvantaged. 

2   Methodology 

To develop a simulation model for both MANET and WiMAX, the authors examined and studied the 

topologies of the MANET and WiMAX, and the applications that are required for network access and 

to be generated during the simulation.  

To verify the correctness of the developed simulation models, we planned to compare simulation results 

with the live packet traces obtained from the research published in IEEE. To simplify the analysis 

process, we first created a small network model into two scenarios (the first scenario is on MANET 

only), (second scenario is on WiMAX only) and the third scenario is combining both scenarios examine 

and validate the implementation of individual scenarios models. We compared simulation results with 

live packet traces obtained from the network in OPNET Modeler. The simulation models of individual 

networks were developed using the OPNET Modeler [2] network simulation software. The packet traces 

from the network were collected and analyzed using DES and NetDoc which are separate modules to 

the simulation packet (OPNET). Once all networking models were verified and tested, we deployed 
them into the simulation model and combined them to get a difference. 

3   Implementation and Testing of WiMAX - MANET  

The implementation will be composed of simulation tool extensions to the implementations of the IEEE 

802.16-2004 or IEEE 802.16-2005 MAC specifications. This approach supports backward 

compatibility with existing 802.16 and WiMAX compliant SS and MS. 

The implementation of the network is focused on two additions to the general MAC compatibilities: the 

Frame Scheduler (FS) and the Topology Control Manager (TCM). Figure 1 s hows a high- level 

architecture of a sample 802.16-2004 MAC protocol. Modules are for mutually transmit (Tx) and 
receive (Rx) in the data plane, with a 
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Fig. 1. MAC architecture modified according to the 802.16-2004 

separate module for the control plane. Enabling the new frame scheduler to handle both PMP mode and 

mesh mode requires modification of two modules in the Tx and Rx chains to handle the proper 

construction and scheduling for both the transmission and reception of MANET-enabled 802.16 MAC 

frames. The control plane requires the addition of a TCM module that interacts directly with the normal 

Control Plane functions of the MAC and uses the existing data plane for custom messaging between 

peer TCM. This allows topology information to be disseminated across the META- MANET so 

topology decisions can be made at the layer that contains the appropriate link layer data and information. 

The TCM is responsible for interacting with Layer 3 such that the appropriate decisions for routing can 

be made. 

The implementation process involves several phases. The first phase is the development of a small 

portion of the FS that allows multiple MPs to communicate directly with one another in a static 

configuration. In the second phase of development, the FS must support d ynamic (ad-hoc) topology 

control as multiple nodes enter or leave the MANET The third phase of the design process involves the 

implementation of the TCM to handle the interaction of multiple MANET subnets and MANET Mac 

acceptance b. The primary goal of initial testing is to demonstrate y WiMAX MAC protocol by 

developing a simple scenario with several MP nodes with a single SS node. This will demonstrate that 

a MANET network comprised of multiple MP nodes can be formed, and that those MP nodes can 

maintain interoperability with standard SS nodes operating in PMP mode. For this research, the MAC 

modified OPNET module will be in the first phase of the design process. To evaluate the WiMAX-

MANET protocol in a test-bench setting, each station will use a directional antenna that can be adjusted 

to make or break physical layer connections, thus influencing the network topology. In Figure 2, is the 
network design that was simulated for WiMAX where each MP is represented by MPx,  
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Fig. 2. WiMAX – MANET network design (and simulated) 

and the PMP SS node is represented by SS1. SS1 is a Subscriber to MP1, and MP1 serves both as a 

base station and a mesh point, providing a gateway to the remainder of the MANET network. Laptops 

are connected to nodes via Ethernet switches to emulate end users and to generate application layer 

traffic. Since the primary goal of this experiment is to simply form a MANET network, the routing and 
topology functions will remain at Layer 3.  

 

a)                                                                          b) 
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c)       d) 

Fig. 3. a) MANET IP traffic, b) MANET background traffic, c) WiMAX cell traffic and d) WiMAX 
mobility Traffic 

The changes in the topology will closely resemble the behavior of a MANET network. As presented on 

Fig 3 a, the number of hops is high as soon as an Mobile device enters a new cell, and the amount of 

background traffic delay is increased after first 10 meters due to the MAC address and new topology, 

as well as on WiMAX network the network delay starts with minimum 0.00001517 sec to max delay 

0.00189 seconds. It us successfully demonstrated that applications running over the MANET network 

will validate the initial phase of design for the MAC extensions. As the implementation process 

continues, testing will likely continue in other methods, such as in the emulation of larger-scale 

networks. To continue this emulation, To determine scalability and to fully test  the TCM, the emulation 
of multiple MPs and SS nodes will be done virtually on one or more computing platforms.  

 

4   Summary and Conclusions  

The 802.16 suite of standards has been identified as having significant potential to support MANET 

networks to adapt to any wireless network and to serve network-enabled high-mobility operations. A 

key shortcoming to the commercial standard is the lack of support for mobile ad - hoc and mesh 

networking topologies. We have analysed the MAC protocol suite as per IEEE st andards and are 

implemented to set a new extension that enables MANET capabilities. These capabilities will support 

commercial needs by providing mesh operation for highly mobile nodes while retaining backward 
compatibility and interoperability. 
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Abstract: The computer communication paradigm is moving towards the ubiquitous 

computing and Internet of Things (IoT). Small autonomous wirelessly networked devices 

are becoming more and more present in monitoring and automation of every human 

interaction with the environment, as well as in collecting various other information from 

the physical world. Applications, such as remote health monitoring, intelligent homes, 

early fire, volcano, and earthquake detection, traffic congestion prevention etc., are already 

present and all share the similar networking philosophy. An additional challenging for the 

scientific and engineering world is the appropriateness of the alike networks which are to 

be deployed in the inaccessible regions. These scenarios are typical in environmental and 

habitat monitoring and in military surveillance. Due to the environmental conditions, these 

networks can often only be deployed in some quasi-random way. This makes the 

application design challenging in the sense of coverage, connectivity, netwo rk lifetime and 

data dissemination. For the densely deployed networks, the random geometric graphs are 

often used to model the networking topology. This paper surveys some of the most 

important approaches and possibilities in modeling and improvement of co verage and 

connectivity in randomly deployed networks, with an accent on using the mobility in 
improving the network functionality. 

Keywords: QoS, random topologies, autonomous, wirelessly networked 

 

1   Introduction 

Starting from e-mail communications and static web page applications, computer networking and 

Internet technologies have extended their services through the social networking and multimedia 

applications to the actual third step of their evolution: ubiquitous computing and IoT. While the Interne t 

revolution led to interconnection between people at an unprecedented scale and pace, the next revolution 

will be the interconnection between objects to create smart environment [1]. Simultaneous development 

in circuit integration, greater unification in data representation as well as the developments in wireless 

networking technologies such as 4G-LTE, WiFi, WiMax, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) etc., bring 

up all the needed infrastructure for moving a step forward towards full integration of the ICT into  every 

domain of the human interaction with the environment.  

The IoT trends incorporate context-aware computation aggregated from the network of small 

unobtrusive devices that integrate sensing, computation, communication. The need for unobtrusiveness 

makes the devices limited in most of the resources, hence making the whole system design more 

complicated and challenging. The usual IoT networking infrastructure that interfaces the environment 

pose a specific philosophy of networking design, starting from the physical layer, through MAC and 

routing to the data aggregation and knowledge extraction. The challenges become more accentuated 

when it comes to the applications where the only way to deploy the network is quasi-randomly. In these 

applications, network have to self-organize, to cope with node failure, with energy-aware routing and 

MAC issues, to obtain the multi-hop connectivity and the needed redundancy in the environment with 

obstacles, to achieve the immunity to noise and mechanical influences, etc.  

In this paper, an aspect of the ubiquitous computing is covered from the fundamental Quality of Service 

(QoS) problems’ point of view - the coverage and connectivity. The analysis covers the cases when the 

networks are deployed quasi-randomly and its physical topology is modeled using the concept of 

random geometric graphs.  The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview 
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on the architecture, the critical challenges, and the applicability of the ubiquitous networks. The 

emphasis is given to the quasi-randomly deployment scenarios. The network modeling and the 

mathematical description of the deployments are given in Section 3 while the methodologies for 

evaluation and improving two fundamental QoS issues such as the coverage an d connectivity are given 

in Section 4. Section 5 presents future possible improvements and concludes the paper. 

 

2   The infrastructure of pervasive computing: challenges and random 

deployments 

From the connectivity and data communication point of view, ub iquitous networks are mainly 
composed of up to three layers (Fig. 1).  

Traditional computer networks

WiFi, WiMax, 3G, etc.

WSN, MANET

 

Fig. 1. The communication infrastructure of pervasive computing. 

The top layer is consisted of traditional computer networks that enable the data transfer to the point of 

visualization, storage, and analysis. Alternatively, personal user devices (PDA, mobile phones) can 

directly communicate with the lower layer, bypassing the middle or the upper layer and directly 

executing applications that measure and visualize the information of interest. The lowest layer, on the 

other side, always include sensors or/and actuators equipped with wireless transceivers and usually 

organized into the ad-hoc wireless networks. These WSNs present the most critical part of the 

application. The middle layer is consisted of sink nodes and gateway devices that aggregate data and 

communicate the information between lower and top level networks. This level involves border 

technologies that interface between wireless and wired networks or between two wireless networks, 

taking care of transferring the data from the whole region of interest to the largest integration points 

towards internetworking technologies. Some examples of typical IoT applications are  shown in Figure 
2.  

 

Fig. 2: An example of IoT environment. 

The lowest level of the ubiquitous networks’ connectivity differs from traditional computer networking 

in the sense of the networking architecture, hardware capabilities and protocol design. Actually, the 

design of the mesh ad-hoc wireless networks inherits the design issues of the traditional wireless 

networks with the addition of many other issues that need to be addressed. 
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First, the WSN is made of small devices that are directly embedded into the environment; hence they 

experience the electro-mechanical influences (e.g. physical movement, the proximity to various 

electromagnetic sources, increased humidity or temperature, etc.). 

Second, these devices are battery supplied. This means that the process of implementation and the 

design of communication protocols (routing, medium access, and even the top layer protocols) have to 

be energy aware because some applications are meant to last for months or a year without human 

intervention. This means that the cross-layer design is the only approach that optimizes the 

performances.  

Finally, because of the physical dimensions and the energy issues, the micro devices are very limited in 

ICT resources. This additionally limits the range of the available communication mechanisms and the 

available networking protocols. 

On top of the mentioned issues, there is a range of applications that involve a kind of the random 

deployment. By inserting this sort of physical topology unpredictability in the application design, the 

design itself becomes more complicated in the sense of coverage, connectivity, data dissemination, and 

network lifetime.  

Obviously, and as noted in [2] as well, the scientific challenges that must be overcome in order to realize 

the enormous potential of the WSNs are substantial and multidisciplinary in nature. In [3], more than 

200 pervasive computing applications are listed. Among those, the greatest interest is shown in medical 

applications, industry, science, telemetry, intelligent environments, and military applications.  The 

lower layer of the ubiquitous network architecture is used to communicate the information about the 

presence/intrusion of the objects or humans (e.g., based on combination of infrared, photoelectric, laser, 

acoustic, vibration sensors); presence of the chemical, biological, radio, nuclear and toxic materials; in 

taking images and in ranging (e.g., RADAR, LIDAR, ultrasonic etc.). Examples of pervasive military 

applications are given in [4]. Beside the various range of signal types, the major reason that makes 

military applications specific is related to the deployment area. These networks are often deployed in 

“unfriendly” environments such as battlefield. In these occasions, the networks have to self-organize, 

be resistant to jamming, mechanical influences, direction finding, and other electronic warfare threats, 

and provide end-to-end security at the same time. Moreover, these networks are sometimes deployed 

by using artillery or aircrafts which means that the nodes will not be placed at the optimal predefined 

positions and the evaluation and improvement of the Quality of Service (QoS) parameters will be more 

complicated. In these networks, before dealing with the optimization issues the network functionality 

need to be achieved. This means that the fundamental QoS parameters such as t he network coverage 

and connectivity should primarily be treated. In context of deploying the network on the inaccessible 

regions for the purpose of intrusion detection and identification or border surveillance, the coverage is 

defined either regarding a given region (as the union set of the sensing fields around all the nodes) or as 

the coverage built of a chain of nodes. On the other hand, the minimum connectivity is defined as the 

ability of each node to communicate the information to the sink node. Similarly, the k-coverage and k-

connectivity are defined as the ability of the network to cover the specific point of the area of interest 

by k sensing fields of k nodes and the ability of each node to have connectivity with k other nodes, 

respectively. Because of the similar nature of the sensing and radio-wave propagation, as shown in [5], 

in a homogenous network, the connectivity is implied by the full coverage if the transmission radius is 

not less than twice the sensing radius (and when the Boolean sensing /connection model is assumed). 

This makes the analysis reductive to one of the concept: either coverage or connectivity. 

In most of the implementations, the coverage or connectivity measures are related to the context of the 

area, a specific direction, or a specific line. In the first case, we deal with the area coverage. The second 

case covers the best-case and worst-case coverage/connectivity, while the last case covers the barrier 

coverage/connectivity.    

The focus of the proceeding material is on modeling and improvement of the coverage and connectivity 
in the most typical quasi-random implementations.  

 

3   Network modeling and estimation of the fundamental QoS parameters  

Fundamental QoS parameters of a network are related to its ability to collect the information of interest 

from the physical world and to communicate this information to the data center. 
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Basically, there are two major parameters that influence these QoS measures: a) the sensing and 

communication model, and b) the deployment manner. Generally, given the exact or approximate 

positions of the nodes, along with the sensing/communication model, the minimum coverage and 

connectivity quality, i.e., the application functionality can be estimated. 

The most common sensing models are Boolean ([6]-[8]), Elfe’s [9], general model ([10]-[12]), shadow-

fading [13] and Neyman – Pearson [14]. Similarly, communication pattern modeling also includes some 

probabilistic models, i.e., mathematical electromagnetic radiation models where the environmental 

influences are incorporated.  

The deployment styles can be deterministic or stochastic. This paper is focused on the mathematical 

modeling and improvements of the fundamental QoS parameters in the randomly deployed networks. 

The model involves the approximations that are appropriate for using the probabilistic approach to build 

simulators for the analysis of the large-scale randomly-deployed surveillance networks. The simulations 

are based on random geometric graphs. Future work should, however, address and improv e the 

modeling issues that introduce the evaluation errors.  

Firstly, even though all the other mentioned models are more accurate in case of isolated systems of 

small number of nodes where the terrain and object topology is priory known, using the Boolean  model 

is the most common way to modeling the sensing/communication field in the densely deployed 

networks (that can consist of thousands of nodes), where there is no prior information on terrain -specific 

electromagnetic obstacles and influences, and where the nodes are placed at random. Boolean model 

models the sensing and communication area as a disk with a certain sensing or communication range, 

respectively. In case of area coverage, the union set of the sensing fields represent the area of the covered 

region. When dealing with line-wise coverage (barrier coverage, best case coverage, etc.), two nodes 

are considered as connected in a virtual (sensing) way when the distance between them is smaller than 

twice the sensing radius. On the other hand, when dealing with connectivity, two nodes are considered 

as connected if the distance between them is smaller than the communication radius. Bearing in mind 

that the sensing and communication patterns are not of a regular shape, i.e., are not of same intensity in 

all the directions (especially in the presence of obstacles), it is obvious that using the Boolean model in 

a homogenous way, inserts some modeling error that should be taken into consideration. 

Second error is inserted from the mathematical formulation of the deployment probabilistic nature. 

Regarding the deployment randomness, there are two common assumptions that are used in literature: 

a) the assumption of Poisson distribution to represent the quasi-uniformly scattered network, and b) the 

assumption of Gaussian distribution (to model the network topology when the network is deployed from 

the aircrafts).  

Finally, the model assumes that there are no node failures immediately after the initial installation which 

is quite an unrealistic assumption, especially when the nodes are dropped in a way. 

Although practically rarely achieved, as shown in [15], when the number of nodes per unit area is 

increased, Poisson distribution becomes an appropriate way to represent the random uniform 

distribution of the nodes on the area. Here, each node has an equal likelihood of being at any location 

within the deployed region. This representation of the position of the nodes is also referred as the 

location model. Therefore, when the sensors are scattered uniformly and independently across the 

region, the location of the nodes can be described by Poisson point process with intensity λ:  

𝑃(𝑁(𝐴) = 𝑘) =
𝑒 −𝜆𝐴(𝜆𝐴)𝑘

𝑘!
  (1) 

 On the other hand, the situation when sensors are thrown from the aircraft intuitively would be more 

accurately modeled if sensor distribution was considered to be nearly uniform or normally distributed 

along the axis of flight, while it is Gaussian in the orthogonal direction.  The probability distribution 
along the y axis (orthogonal to the flight line-axis) is: 
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where μ is the mean that represents the line of flight and the 
2 is the y-axis offset variance which 

represents the measure the positions of nodes are expected to vary along the y -axis due to the influence 

of many factors such as: wind, variable flight speed, inertia, terrain characteristics, etc. Although the 
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influence of these factors is not treated separately, a simple model given above can, to some extent, 

serve as an approximation when a combined influence of all these factors can be estimated and 

encapsulated into the concept of σ. According to the 68-95-99.7 rule for the Gaussian distribution, 68% 

of the nodes are likely to be situated in proximity ±σ to the flight line. Similarly, 95% and 99.7% of the 

number of nodes are expected to fall within the distance ±2σ and ±3σ from the line of flight, 

respectively.  

As shown in [16], when the network is quasi-uniformly distributed over the region, if 𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖
}, 𝑖 =

1,2,… 𝑘 are the nodes whose sensing/communication ranges cover the point P(𝑥 𝑖 ,𝑦𝑖 ), if Rs and A are 

the sensing radius and the area of interest, respectively, if the boundary effects are neglected and the 

Boolean sensing model is used, the probability that the coverage/connectivity will be provided at some 

point by any arbitrary node would be  𝑝 =
𝜋 𝑅𝑠2

𝐴
 . Consequently, the probability that a point will be 

covered by at least one of the N nodes is equal to the coverage fraction: 

𝑃𝑎 = 1 − (1 − 𝑝)𝑁 = 1 − (1 −
𝜋𝑅𝑠

2

𝐴
)

𝑁

≈ 1 − 𝑒−𝑁𝑝  (3) 

With the assumption given by the relation (1), the connectivity and coverage along a specific path in 

the region can also be estimated. By using the above given notations, the probability that k nodes will 
be located in a region A can be described with: 

𝑃(𝑁(𝐴) = 𝑘) =
𝑒 −𝜌𝐴(𝜌𝐴)𝑘

𝑘!
       (4) 

Now, the probability that none of the nodes are within a given zone, would be: 

𝑃(𝑁(𝑌) = 0) = 𝑒 −𝜌𝐴        (5) 

On the other hand, if the trajectory can be interpolated by analytical functions  𝑓𝑖 (𝑥), each with starting 

and ending x coordinate 𝐴𝑖  and 𝐵𝑖, respectively, the coverage of the network along a given path can be 

formulated with: 

𝑃𝑑𝑖 = 1 − 𝑒
−𝜌(2𝑟 ∫ √1+(𝑓𝑖

′ (𝑥))2𝐵𝑖
𝐴𝑖 +𝜋𝑟2 )

                 (6) 

Finally, the weak barrier coverage is a special case of the above relation, if the axes are rotated. In this 

case, the coverage probability can be expressed with: 

𝑃(𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) =  1 − 𝑒−2𝜌𝑟ℎ        (7) 

where h is the width of the belt-like region. In military most of the applications, the probability higher 

than 0,95 is considered to be satisfying. However, as shown in [17], in a strip -like region of a finite 

length, the percolation never occurs. 

The strong barrier coverage is mostly treated by simulation tools. Since the purpose of applicat ion here 

is to assure the network coverage across a given line (of border), the relations (1) and (2) are used to 

represent the space diversity of the nodes in a belt like region, i.e., in a region that is much longer than 

wide. The topology models the scenario of intrusion detection or border surveillance in military 

applications. Based on the given formulations, for the purpose of analysis and comparison, a simulation -

based approach is used in [18]. Similarly, in [19] the authors develop the algorithms an d simulation 

framework and show that, given the equivalent regions, i.e., the width of the region when the network 

is uniformly distributed to be of 6σ, the uniform-Gaussian distribution over performs the uniform 

distribution in 40-50% of savings in the number of nodes for the same probability (higher than 0,95). It 

is also shown that the sensing/communication radius has the greater influence in fundamental network 

QoS parameters. The second parameter is the deployment preciseness, and the last one the deployment 
density.  
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4   Methodologies for improving the fundamental QoS in randomly deployed 

networks 

From the given network deployment inputs, it is obvious that the improvement methodologies should 

be focused towards increasing the r and ρ, and decreasing  the σ parameter. The first solution is sometime 

unfeasible. The sensitivity and the radiation strength often cannot be changed either due to the physical 

sensing phenomenon or due to the energy constraints. On the other hand, increasing the network densit y 

implies the gain in the overall network cost. In addition, It has been observed in practice that a sensor 

network cannot be too dense because of spatial reuse; specifically, when a particular node is 

transmitting, all other nodes within its transmission radius must remain silent to avoid collision and 

corruption of data [20]. Finally, it is sometime hard for the greater network deployment preciseness to 
be achieved.  

There is, however the fourth alternative to the above mentioned methods. The methodology includes 

the mobility in the network. In a network, some or all nodes may be able to move at some extent. 

Usually, either sink nodes, relay nodes, or sensor nodes are used for the network quality improvement. 

Alternatively, mobile robots can be used to improve the network performances. The mobility can be 

used to improve the design in all the layers of the protocol stack. For example, Mobile Low Energy 

Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (M-LEACH) is an extension of the widely used LEACH data 

propagation and routing method which adds mobility to the network and reduces the consumption of 

the network resources [21]. Practically, the sink and relay mobility are used in prolonging the network 

lifetime while the approach of using robots and mobile nodes is used in fun damental coverage and 

connectivity improvements.  

In uniformly deployed networks, the repulsive and attractive forces, i.e., the vector-based approaches 

are mostly used to move the nodes at the desired positions. The optimal positions are calculated by using 

Voronoi diagrams ([22]-[26]), Delaunay triangulation [27], quorum-based approaches ([28], [29]) or 

the grid structures such as triangular, hexagonal, or squares ([30]-[33]).  

In Voronoi diagram Fig. 3, each point in a given polygon is closer to the node  in this polygon than to 

any other node. This maximizes the coverage and minimizes the intersections in coverage fields. If all 

the Voronoi polygons are covered by at least one node, the minimum area coverage degree can be 

considered as achieved. 

 

Fig. 3: Voronoi diagram. 

The Delaunay triangulation given in Fig. 4 is the geometric dual of the Voronoi diagram. 
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Fig. 4: Delaunay triangulation. 

Delaunay triangulation can be defined as the triangulation of the sites with the property that for each 

triangle, the circum circle of that triangle is empty of all the other sites. This means that the centre of 

the largest empty circle has the weakest detection probability (and also the weakest radio signal 

presence, if considered in context of connectivity). In conjunction with the given methods, Potential 

Field Algorithm (PFA) given in [34] as well as Virtual Force Algorithm (VFA) given in [35] and can 

be used for the achievement of both coverage and connectivity. 

In improving the line-wise coverage and connectivity, e.g., the strong barrier coverage, when there is 

some sort of the mobility in the network, there are two methodologies: a) when some nodes of the 

network are mobile, and b) when the robots can help in achieving the needed coverage/connectivity 

quality. Alternatively, the network can contain only mobile nodes, but this option greatly impacts the 

overall cost of the network.  

An approach for controlling and moving the mobile nodes is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5: Movement control in a network with mobile nodes . 

The mobile nodes are dispersed along with the fixed nodes. The network is self-organized in ad-hoc 

manner and creates the connected and trivial graphs both in coverage and in connectivity sense. When 

a gap towards the destination appears, the nearest mobile node is informed by the largest connected (or 

even trivial) graph. After this node takes the position in the direction of destination, if the gap still 

persists, another nearest mobile node is informed about the gap. The algorithm continues in the dire ction 

from one site called source (S) to another site called destination (D). The information on the gap 

positions can be communicated locally to the mobile nodes, but this approach introduces the risk of not 

having any mobile node into the communication range of the farthest static node towards the destination 

that is part of the connected graph.  Nevertheless, in a uniformly deployed dense network with a 

relatively high number of mobile nodes and with the communication range much higher than the sensing 

range, this situation is unlikely to happen.  

Alternatively, the information can be communicated to the “secure sites” of the network. In this 

scenario, the robot(s) can move to the node that is part of the largest connected graph and that is at the 
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same time the farthest one towards the destination D. In this scenario, the robots can inspect the area 

around those (MAX) nodes, and can calculate the optimal positions where they should place another 

node in order for the full barrier coverage and network connectivity to be improved. This method 

however, can be unfeasible when deployed in the terrain with lot of obstacles. In these situations, 

increasing the network density to some extent could be the only solution.   

 

5   Conclusions and future work 

Ubiquitous computing is becoming the next step of the ICT evolution. While cloud computing, as the 

most recent paradigm to emerge, promises reliable services delivered through next generation data 

centers that are based on virtualized storage technologies [36], the underlying IoT networking 

infrastructures that are also the most critical part of the ubiquitous computing, have to cope with all the 

difficulties of direct interfacing the environment.  

Beside the inherited ordinary computer network issues related to the MAC and routing protocols, 

security issues and all other aspect of the interfacing network, the design should be resource 

(computational, communication, memory) aware and energy aware.  

This paper covers the parameters that directly influence the main functionality of a randomly deployed 

network, i.e. the network ability to collect and to transmit t data by using multi-hop infrastructure in a 

network with quasi-random physical topology. By relying on the concept of random geometric graphs, 

which is mostly used in representation of the random deployment in the large-scale surveillance 

networks, the paper presents the approaches on estimating and improving the fundamental QoS 

parameters such as coverage and connectivity. It surveys the most typical s cenarios, their modeling 

(approximation) errors and the most popular improvement approaches in literature. 

Still, the feasibility of the mentioned methodologies is highly application specific. Accordingly, the 

model should incorporate the terrain-specific data and should also include the node failure probability. 

Therefore, the future research should include the Digital Terrain Modeling (DTM) techniques to 

integrate data (regarding the geographic shapes) into the deployment and sensing/communication 

models, resulting in modification of the disk-based graphs. After defining the shapes and content of the 

terrain, by using segmentation and the multimedia data extraction as give in [37] for the case of cultural 

heritage multimedia data retrieval model, conceptual modeling could also be used in presenting the 

relations between the various environmental and deployment factors as well as their influence to the 

network modeling and simulation environment. Such an adaptive modeling of the networking topology 
would consequently lead to the more accurate estimations and improvements. 
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Abstract: Today around the world are greatly increased needs to use the renewable 

energies. In this paper are mentioned primary energy, mainly solar energy. The use of 

solar energy brings economic and social development. Geographical and climate 

conditions in Albania are favorable for solar energy use. In our territory there is a 

considerable solar energy potential, especially in south west. In this paper are shown the 

use of solar systems to heat water in several countries and in Albania in  the last decade. 

The data for different regions (according to the coordinates, the average number of hou rs 

of sunshine, solar radiation, etc.) are summarized in a database.The assessments have 

shown what the use of solar energy is a source with  economic and ecological benefits for 
the world economy in general and in particular Albania. 

Keywords: Solar energy, solar radiation, solar panels, the economic benefit  

 

1   Primary Spirces of Energy 

Sunlight is the main source of energy on earth, which can be used by many natural and synthetic 

processes. The most important process is photosynthesis (Fig. 1), that is used by plants to capture the 

energy of solar radiation.Photosynthesis (photo = light-s; synthesis = union) is the conversion of solar 

light energy into chemical energy by living organisms. Raw materials needed for conducting it are 

carbon dioxide and water, the energy source is sunlight, and obtained subjects are glucose and oxygen. 
Primary sources of energy can be  classified as below : 

 Non-renewable resources, which are exhaustible.  They are: oil, natural gas and coal  also 

known as   “fossil fuels”. The energy obtained from burning of solid waste and nuclear energy 

from radioactive breakdown. Introduced almost inexhaustible sources: geothermal energy and 

energy from reactions of thermonuclear synthesis. 

 Renewable resources are energies that  reach above the surface  of the earth from the universe, 

virtually all come from the sun (a small percentage of marine currents). In renewables included: 

hydro energy, solar energy, wind energy, biomass energy, the energy of sea waves and tide 

and tidal energy. 

Virtual energy sources are sources with previously accumulated energy. 

1.1   What sources of energy should be used? 

The fact that the energy source that should be used, based on the following conditions: 

 economic, 

 environmental 

 safety conditions. 

By obverse attention to all the above conditions, the energy that best meets them is solar energy. This 

energy can be used to heat water, thus for the sanitation needs in the residential  and services sectors. 

Solar energy can also be converted directly into electricity   through photovoltaic panels. The use of 

solar energy brings the development of electronics, biotechnology and other sciences. Renewable 

technology can move at rates faster than conventional technology. Equipments  are built in factories, 

where it is easier to utilize techniques that facilitate cost reduction . We should not forget that there is 
no shortage of raw materials. 

Renewable energy sources replace conventional energy in these areas: 
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 Production of electricity. The electricity generated from renewable energy sources in the value 

goes very high in some countries, such as Iceland, Norway, Brazil, Austria, etc.. 

 Heating & plumbing needs. Solar panels make an important contribution for heating and hot 

water in many countries, especially in China where they meet the needs for 50-60 million 

households. Worldwide contribution of operating systems for solar hot water reaches the 

removal of 70 million households. Also growing contribution is giving biomass. The same is 

true for geothermal energy. 

 Transport. Biofuels have started to have a contribution to reduce the demand for fuel. So in 

2009 they contributed 5% of world oil production. 

 Energy in rural areas that are not connected to the national transmission networks for 

electricity. 

 

2   Solar Radiation 

Sun is a leading manufacturer of energy in our solar system. Some features about it: 

 74% of the sun is hydrogen, 25% helium and the remaining is with heavy elements. 

 Sun has a temperature of about 5500 K and the radiation is white, but the distribution in space 

looks yellow. 

 he has the shape of a ball and the center of its occurs nuclear fusion constantly. 

Solar radiation drives all natural cycles and processes, such as rain, wind, photosynthesis, ocean 

currents, and many others, which are important for life. 

The amount of collected light energy per unit time per square meter exposed to the sun is about 1360 

W / m². As a result of the influence of the atmosphere, the value of reduced energy density of 1,000 W 

/ m² on the ground. 

The duration of sunlight and also its intensity depends on: 

 periods of the year, 

 weather conditions 

 by geographic location. 

The amount of direct solar radiation,  scattered radiation and reflected radiation on the ground is called 

the total or global solar radiation. 

Global radiation consists of: 

 direct radiation, which  is solar radiation from the sun that is not dispersed in the atmosphere, 

as in Fig. 2. 

 diffuse radiation, is created from scattered  sun rays on the atmosphere in all directions by 

different molecules, particles aerosols and clouds. The amount of diffuse radiation depends on 

climatic and geographical conditions. 

 

Fig. 1: A part of solar radiation that enters the Earth's atmosphere is absorbed and 
distributed.  [Source: ENREL] 
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2.1   Annual Average Values Of Global Radiation On Earth  

Average annual values of global radiation in earth  are shown in Figure 3 

 

Fig. 2: Average annual values of global radiation on earth [Source: Meteonorm] 

Global radiation and diffuse radiation ratio  are affected by atmospheric cond itions (for example, layers 

of smoke and dust over large cities) and the length of road of rays through the atmosphere.  

As  the amount of diffuse radiation gets higher in value, so the energy of global solar radiation per unit 

area gets smaller in value . So it is a negative relation between these two types of radiations. Smaller 

 

The data on solar radiation is obtained from meteorological stations and is usually part of the simulation 

programs. A global meteorological database for solar energy  is provided by METEONORM-i, which 

is a global climatological database combined with a synthetic weather generator. Results are 

climatological methods and time series of typical years for every point on Earth. 

Global radiation on a horizontal surface and a slope with an angle of 45 ° for two dry days, at latitude 

47 ° is shown in Figure 4. Also the figure  below shows  the ratio of diffuse radiation and environmental 

temperatures. 

 

Fig. 3: Global radiation on a horizontal surface and a slope with an angle of 45 ° for two sober days, 

in latitude 47 °. [Source: ENREL] 

2.2   Current Situation in Albania 

Being in Albania with a very good geographical position and climatic conditions favorable brings the 
possibility of large-scale use of solar energy. The affecting factors are: 

a) high intensity of solar radiation, 
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b) duration of this radiation, 

c) temperature 

d) Humidity air, etc.. 

Albania should use solar energy to produce hot water for domestic use, technological and electric ity 
production, because: 

 Solar energy is an inexhaustible natural resource; 

 Solar energy is the largest natural reserves of energy that is distributed throughout the world in 
quantities greater than our energy needs; 

 Solar energy is clean and its use cost nothing ( except  panel maintenance); 

Solar energy poses no pollution threat to the environment. 

T he current situation in Albania is such that the contribution of solar energy is <0.1% versus total 

energy sources . In many countries , for example in Bangladesh ,solar energy is concentrated in 

production hot water for domestic use. In Albania, the contribution of solar energy is focused on the 

acquisition of hot sanitary water.  Also solar energy can be used for producing electricity. According to 

the 2011 installation of solar collectors to benefit  of hot sanitary water is 23.5m2/1000 inhabitants, and 

for the installation of photovoltaic panels has no exact figures. In national energy strategy has prioritized  
increasing use of photovoltaic panels. 

Economy, throughout the period 2009-2014, has taken over many tasks, connected with monitoring of 

solar thermal systems installed so far in Albania 

Assessment of the future market for families, public housing and private services, as well as some 
subsectors of industry. 

The use of solar energy based on "Study solar energy market", is issued by the ESTIF for Europe in 

2010 (http://www.solarthermalworld.org). Austria leads all states in the installation of solar thermal 

systems  per capita and cumulative area of SWH systems about 540.2 m2/1000 inhabitants (in late 

2010). Albania has made progress also: Cumulative surface of SWH systems is 23.5 m2/1000 

inhabitants (in late 2010). Data for the introduction of solar thermal energy in some countries, as seen 

below in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 The use of systems of solar collector for hot water preparation in different countries [m2/1000 
residents] 
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Figures 6 and 7 represent respectively, the latest development of the market for solar panels hot water 

in the housing sector and total services in Albania on  installed surface [m2] and energy produced [GWh] 
until 2010 

 

Fig. 5: Summary of SWH systems installed residential sector and services [m2] 

 

Fig. 6 The energy produced by SWH installed systems in the housing sector and the services [GWh] 

2.3 Measurments Based on  Data of Solar Radiation in Different Regions Of Albania 

The territory of Albania lies in the western part of the Balkan Peninsula on the east coast of the Adriatic 

Sea and Ionian. It is located between latitude 39o38'-length 42o38'dhe 19o16'-21o04 '. Thanks to this 

geographical position, Albania belongs to the Mediterranean climate belt.The territory of the Republic 
of Albania is divided into four main climatic zones: 

 Flat Mediterranean area; 

 Hilly Mediterranean Area 

 Pre-mountainous Mediterranean area; 

 Mountainous Mediterranean area. 

In the territory of our country there is  a considerable potential for solar energy that runs from 1185 - 

1700 [kWh/m2 / year], especially  in the south west region which has  a significant higher solar energy 

potential. Each m2 of horizontal surface in this part of the territory is likely to yield  2200 [kWh/m2] 
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per year (in this case you're talking about a weather condition anticyclonar). While in normal weather 

conditions, the same area yields an average around 1700 [kWh/m2] per year. 

 

Fig. 7: Solar radiation [kWh/m2 year]                    Fig. 8: The hours of sunshine [hours/year]  

The estimates indicate that the preferred regions for natural energy potential are again western regions 

of our country. So every  m2  flat surface in these regions during November-March actually receives up  

to 380 [kWh] per year, while average numbers for the same period for the  is about 340 [kWh] per year 

(Figure 8).The quantity of sunny hours and especially those of relative Sun ( when the sun is 

perpendicular to the panels) is a very important number. For the whole Albanian territory it’s an average 

of  2400  hours, while the western part is over 2500 hours and reaches  the peak value in the area of  

Myzeqe with 2700 hours (Figure 9).In the northeastern part of the country these numbers are 

significantly lower. So in Kukes  the annual amount of  direct sunshine hours is less than 2000 hours .  

The highest values of daily quantities of solar radiation is  observed in the warm  to hot period of the 

year and especially in the summer months . Specifically in December  the daily amount of  solar 

radiation is about 2.3 [ kWh/m2/day ] , while in July this value was about 8.03 [ kWh/m2/day ] .The 

sunshine hours /  day in the western part of Albania is more than 5.5hours / day . Exception here are 

only three winter months when the numbers are lower. We emphasize that in practice days with daily 

sunshine not less than 5.5 hours are considered  as   " good days "  . The calculations are also performed 

for  " bad days " which are   winter and cloudy days with less than 1.5 hours direct sunshine.  Analyzing 

this parameter makes it clear that the western region of Albania is more favorable for solar en ergy 

production than the mid-region . (Table 1). 

 

2.4 Determination of Radiation on Busy Areas  Where Solar Is Installed  

The geographical position is achieved by making full precision topographic measurements. It is 

recommended that the solar panels installed under the annual optimal angle (93.6% of maximum solar 
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energy). Changing the angle (summer or winter) is not profitable financial downturn (Table 2).The 

values of angles for optimal placement of solar collectors in Albania, expressed in (°)  

Table 2: Source: Institute of Hydro-Meteorology 

 

It should be noted that to emphasize that radiation in the sloping surface is higher than radiation on a 

horizontal surface. 

 

3 Using Solar Power 

3.1 The use of solar energy for water heating 

Solar energy is used in Albania since 1980 mainly for hot water production, then sanitary use and 

technological needs, heating facilities, swimming pools, etc. Plants that use solar energy for water 
heating are divided into: 

- With thermosiphon (water accumulator mounted on the solar collector) 

- Circulation pump (water accumulator mounted on the floor and below the solar collector. Here is a 

circulating pump required) 

The latter are divided into: 

 Open systems 

 Closed systems with one circuit or  two circuits  

 Often plants can be used to combine heat and water facilities. 

Area of installed solar thermal collectors for the period 2002-2010 is shown below (figure 10): 

 

Fig. 9 Area of installed solar thermal collectors  

Albanian government policies, as part of the Global Initiative for solar panels for hot water (GEF / HC 

/ UNDP) provides exemption from customs duties and TVSH for systems / parts of solar thermal 
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systems. This will bring a potential reduction  up to 300 MW of electricity that would be used for the 

production of hot water, and reduce CO2 emissions by about 800,000 tons if assessed in  cumulative 
way by the end of 2020. 

3.2 The use of solar energy for elektricity 

Solar energy can be converted into electricity by means of photovoltaic panels. Photovoltaic solar panels 

are divided into panels connected to the grid and panels unrelated to grid 

The principle of their work is based  on photovoltaic effect applied on a photovoltaic cell, which is 

constructed from semiconductor layers of type-p and semiconductor layers of type-n. The value of solar 

radiation falling on the cell is proportional to the amount of electricity produced. Photovoltaic cells are 

grouped to create a photovoltaic module. Grouping of modules creates photovoltaic panels.Electricity 

produced by the use of solar panels depends on the number of hours of sunshine and in different seasons 

it has different values. If the energy produced exceeds the value of the energy needed in a building, it 

can be sold to distribution companies or can be accumulated. 
Solar panels can be a new form of: 

 photovoltaic roof-tile (produces electricity, protects the facade of weather conditions, there is 

no need for foundation support) 

 photovoltaic panels (who need supportive foundation). 

 Systems connected to the network 

 As stated above if the electricity generated by the use of solar panels is a greater than the energy 

needed to power this apartment it  can be sold to the company's distribution agreement. When 

the energy produced by solar panels is less than the energy required, this amount is offset by 

the network. 

Parts of a system connected to the grid: 

 Photovoltaic cells,  grouping of which creates photovoltaic modules  

 Inverter. It converts AC to DC power and regulates voltage and current, phase, frequency, 

power factor values appropriate for the network, provides information on the state of the 

system; STAKO system in case technical problems, etc.. 

 Balancer of the photovoltaic system 

 distribution box, cable, Switch  

 a meter, which records the amount of energy produced by the photovoltaic system 

 Systems unrelated to network 

These systems are used when the connection to the utility power grid is difficult.. Components of such 
a system are: 

 photovoltaic cells  

 inverter, which is not necessary for the continued power equipment 

 The system balancer 

 The inverter also regulates the charge of batteries. The electricity stored in the batteries can be 

used at night or during blackouts. 

In conclusion: the assessments have shown that the use of solar energy is a source with eco nomic and 
ecological benefits for the world economy in general and in particular Albania. 
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Abstract:The paper describes a portable device for recording eye movements through  

Electrooculography (EOG).  The gained  bio  signal  can  be used  for monitoring the 

vigilance or basic eye control commands. The measurement is done with sticky 

electrodes; therefore it is non-invasive and easy to use. A special dedicated hardware 

device was developed for the purpose of data acquisition. The device has been tailored to 

be used in real life environments. The device allows rechargeable battery powered data 

acquisition of 3 EOG channels with 24bit resolution and 250Hz sampling rate per 

channel, over a period of up to 10 hours. Time information is provided by a built -in real 

time clock.  The collected data is pre-processed and can be stored on a memory card or 

streamed directly via Bluetooth using a serial port profile to a mobile device. The mobile 

application can be used for data post-processing as well as for the adjustment of 

measurement device settings. 

Keywords: Electrooculography, Bluetooth Serial Port Profile, Android 

 

1   Introduction 

There are a large number of people living with some kind of disability.Elderly people become 

handicapped and consequently limited in their personal autonomy too. Assisted Ambient Living deals 

with assistive systems in response to disability problem. Most of these systems are controlled through 

traditional methods, like mouse, keyboard or joystick input.  

For physically disabled or handicapped people it is necessary to employ special interfaces that must be 

simple, robust and easy to integrate in daily routine. With data collected on basis of daily routines and 

user behavior analysis the algorithm can be optimized so that accurateness of such devices increases 

significantly. 

 

2   Electrooculography 

Electrooculography (EOG) is a common measurement method for eye movement recognition using  

electrodes to  measure  the  resting  potential  of  the  retina.  Five electrodes are used for signal 

generation. The positions of the electrodes are shown in figure 1.  

They are placed on the right and left side from the eyes for the horizontal movements, as  well as below 

and above them for vertical transaction.  

 

Fig. 1. On the left figure the position of the Electrode for horizontal (EOG 1p and EOG 1p) and vertical 

(EOG 2p and EOG 2n) movement are shown. On the right figure the position for the referee electrode 
behind the ear are shown. 

mailto:Wolfgang.Wild@tuwien.ac.at
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The fifth electrode is used as ground electrode and is placed in the middle auf the brow or behind the 

ear. The human eye is similar to an electric dipole. By moving the eye on the front side it moves closer 

to one electrode by moving backwards it moves closer to the other electrode. This change of the electric 

potential between the electrodes is measured [1]. Figure 2 shows the schematic EOG signal generation 

for right and left eye movements. For the vertical channel the same principle is valid. 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic horizontal EOG signal generation [2] 

 

3   Devices 

The hardware is compliant with essential requirements of the medical device directive and  meets  the  

demands  of  EN 60601-1  (basic  requirements)  and  EN 60601-1-2 (EMC). The device has a wearable 

size with dimensions WxLxH 64x86x30 mm. The device port can be connected either to a medical 

charger or the application part to prevent a simultaneous connection of patient and main  supply. For 

power supply a lithium polymer accumulator is used. The operation time is approximately 10 hours. As 

user interface serves a switch with on/off function. The user start command is implemented in form of 
a separate button. The block diagram of the EOG Data 

 

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of the logging device 
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Logging device is shown in figure 3. For the measurement purposes a 24-bit analog-to- digital converter 

with 8 channels is used. The ADS1298 from Texas Instruments is built for bio potential measurement 

[3]. The data rate is set to 250 samples per second (SPS). At this rate the noise performance is most 

suitable. A programmable gain amplifier is included. The differential input/differential output amplifier 

can programmed with seven gain levels. A built in right leg drive amplifier and Lead-Off detection is 

included. With a serial peripheral interface (SPI) the date is sent to the main controlling unit.  This  32-

bit  microcontroller C2000 from Texas  Instrument manages and pre-processes the acquainted data to 

store them on a micro SD memory card or send them via Bluetooth to another device. For SD memory 

card is a Kyocera Type 5138 connector is used and controlled by the microcontroller. A real-time clock 

is connected via I2C Bus to the microcontroller. The M41T82 is a real-time clock with low power 

consumption [4]. For communication with computers, tablet or smart phone devices the microcontroller 

is armed with the Bluetooth transmitter AMB 2300 [5]. This IC provides a complied Bluetooth solution 

and is connected via SPI to the microcontroller unit. The Bluetooth configuration is handled by the 

microcontroller application. It is defined as a Bluetooth Master device with a Serial Port profile (SPP). 

 

4   Application for mobile Device 

Mobile devices can be used to study the user within their daily environment. The setup of a concurrent 

measurement should be simple and should require no special knowledge. For reasonable data the main 

settings, e.g. the gain or correct time, should be adapted for each meas urement.  By means of a tablet or 

Smartphone application it is  possible to  fulfill  the  above  mentioned requirements.  Furthermore the  

mobile device application can be used for real time analysis of the gained measurement values. 

Currently an application in Android 4.x is implemented for the logging device. The first basic step for 

a real-time application is the faultless connection with the logging device via Bluetooth. Following 

features are realized in the current version of the mobile application: It is possible to search and connect 

to an EOG logging device via Bluetooth. When a connection is established the real-time clock will be 

updated with the current mobile device time. Measurement settings can be applied and modified through 

the mobile application (e.g. gain per channel). The received data can be stored on the device in a simple 

text file. At the moment there are three view modes: one channel over time view, two channels over 

time view and a XY view. The XY view combines the horizontal and the vertical EOG signals to a 
single view. In the following two sections the most imported parts of the application are described. 

 
4.1 Bluetooth in Android 

Most Android devices armed with Bluetooth are based on Android Development  

Tools (ADT) which provides a set of instructions for communication. 

The  permissions  BLUETOOTH and  BLUETOOTH_ADMIN must  be  set  in  the Android 

manifest.xml file as a request for function usage. For establishing a connection to another Bluetooth 

device the 48-bit MAC address of the device and the 

18-bit  Universally Unique  Identifier (UUID)  is  necessary. The  UUID  comprises information about 

the profile used for communication. The standard UUID for SPP can be  found in  the  specification for  

Bluetooth [6].The first section defines the profile; in case of the serial port profile it is 00001101. The 

following source code snippet is a basic implementation for a SPP communication with a known 

Bluetooth device. The received data is stored in a JAVA InputStream and data can be sent to the device 

via a OutputStream. 

import android.bluetooth.BluetoothAdapter; import android.bluetooth.BluetoothDevice; import 
android.bluetooth.BluetoothSocket; 

private BluetoothAdapter mbtAdapter= null; 

//check if Bluetooth Adapter available 

mbtAdapter= BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter();  
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if (mbtAdapter == null) 

{ Toast.makeText(this, "Bluetooth is not available", 

Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show(); 

finish(); 

return; 

} 

//turn on Bluetooth Adapter if is not enabeld if(!mbtAdapter.isEnabled()) 

{ Intent enableIntent = new 

Intent(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE);  

startActivityForResult(enableIntent, 

REQUEST_ENABLE_BT); 

} 

private String address="00:18:DA:01:AA:DE"; private static final UUID MY_UUID = 

UUID.fromString("00001101-0000-1000-8000-00805F9B34FB"); 

// Get a BluetoothSocket from given BluetoothDevice mbtDevice = 

mbtAdapter.getRemoteDevice(address); BluetoothSocket mbtSocket = 
mbtDevice.createRfcommSocketToServ iceRecord(MY_UUID); mbtSocket.connect();  

InputStream mbtInStream = mbtSocket.getInputStream(); OutputStream mbtOutStream = 

mbtSocket.getOutputStream(); 

//Get the BluetoothSocket input an output streams mbtInputStream = 

mbtOutputStream = mbtSocket.getOutputStream(); 

The Bluetooth server in the above source code is provided by the logging device. The Android sample 

application Bluetooth Chat provides a short reference implementation for client and server 

communication and sending text messages via Bluetooth to other devices [7]. For continuous data 

transmission the Bluetooth connection should not be executed in the main activity thread. It is 
recommended to implement the communication within a separate thread. 

4.2 Real Time Graph in Android 

After received 250 data frames per second the data must be pre-processed. The data must be human-

readable so that the user is able to evaluate the data and adjust measurement settings if necessary. With 

a dynamic plot of the measured EOG signal a quick evaluation is possible and effect of change settings 
is easy to review. 
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of application with horizontal EOG Signal 

For Android are many third-party libraries can be found. This application uses the project AndroidPlot, 

which is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. Therefore the library can be used for scientific 

projects. Some examples are found at the homepage of the developer [8]. The programmed application 

used the “SimpleXYSeries” class set in connection with a line plot graph. The values for Y are stored 

in a viable from type “ArrayList”. For the X values also a variable from type “ArrayList” is used for 

positioning of the lists Y. For real time applications the refreshing rate of the graph is essential. The rate 

depends of the maximum number of values  and  on  the  fact  of  whether  the  re -draw routine  is  

blocking  or  not.  For AndroidPlot 0.5.0 a refreshing rate of 100 Hz with around 400 points supply good 

results [9]. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the application. The horizontal axis of the EOG Signal 

represents ADC values over time. These values are raw values. The refreshing rate is down-sampled 
with a factor of 3. 

 

5   Application fields for measured EOG signals 

5.1 Vigilance 

For some professions vigilance is a vital attribute of the job description, e.g. professional drivers or 

air-traffic controller and pilots. Breaks for rest are ruled by laws based on statistics instead of real 
conditions. With vigilance control it is possible 

 

Fig. 5. EOG Signal for different vigilance conditions [10] 

to find the best time for a break based on actual circumstances. Figure 5 s hows the change of the EOG 

signal between alert, wakefulness and sleep. Based on  data retrieved from the logging device a suitable 
algorithmn can be developed for an online moitoring system. 
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5.2 Extreme eye position recognition 

An interesting application for handicapped people is control with the help of eye movement gestures. 

With different gestures a command e.g. “next page” or “start a program”  can  be  assembled  from  

basic  eye  movements  in  extreme  positions. Common eye gestures are: look left, right, up or down. 

A currently unsolved problem for our pattern recognition algorithms is unconscious blinking: by one 

blink the eyes are going up. In Figure 6 a vertical EOG signal is shown with an “up - down – up” order 

followed by a “down with two unconscious blinks while looking down”. The blue  signal  is  the  original  

raw  signal.  The  green  is  the  signal  filtered  by  the recognition algorithmic. With the signal drift 

and the two consecutive blinks it is difficult to recognize if it is one movement to down or more, e.g. 
two or three. With optimized algorithms a reliable recognition can be achieved. 

 

Fig. 6. Vertical EOG Signal with up down recognition and blinking 

 

6   Future Work 

Besides algorithm improvement, customizing and optimizing for different application fields, the 

development and enhancement of the hardware is an important ongoing and future task.  For daily 

wearable devices the electrodes have to be changed from sticky to dry and the electrodes should be 

combined with suitable measuring equipment to a comfortable wearable device.  One  of  the  next  
development steps  is  to  create  a computer mouse controlled by eye. 
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Swarm Intelligence as an Optimization Technique 
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Abstract. Optimization techniques inspired by swarm intelligence have become 

increasingly popular during the last years. Swarm intelligence is based on nature-inspired 

behaviours and is successfully applied to optimisation problems in a variety of fields. The 

advantage of these approaches over traditional techniques is their robustness and 

flexibility. These properties make swarm intelligence a successful design paradigm for 

algorithms that deal with increasingly complex problems. In this paper I am focused on 

the comparison between different swarm-based optimisation algorithms and I have 

presented some examples of real practical applications of these algorithms. 

Keywords: Optimization, swarm Intelligence, Ant Colony Optimization, Particle Swarm 

Optimization, Artificial Bees Colony. 

1   Introduction 

The complex and often coordinated behavior of swarms fascinates not only biologists but also computer 

scientists. Bird flocking and fish schooling are impressive examples of coordinated behaviors that 

emerges without central control. Social insect colonies show complex problem-solving skills arising 

from the actions and interactions of nonsophisticated individuals. Swarm intelligence (SI) systems are 

typically made up of a population of simple agents interacting locally with one another and with their 

environment. The agents follow very simple rules, and although there is no centralized control structure 

dictating how individual agents should behave, local interactions between such agents lead to the 

emergence of a complex global behavior. 

In this paper, I have made a short analysis of the most successful methods of optimization techniques 

inspired by Swarm Intelligence: Ant Colony Optimization(ACO)  which is based on the philosophy of 
ant colony, Particle Swarm Optimization(PSO)  and Artificial Bee Colony(ABC) .  

2.   Swarm Intelligence Algorithms 

The most known swarm intelligence algorithms and a short description for each of them is presented 

in the following lines. 

2.1   Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)  

Ant colony optimization (ACO) was one of the first techniques for approximate optimization inspired 

by swarm intelligence. More specifically, ACO is inspired by the foraging behavior of ant colonies. The 

basic principle is based on finding the shortest path from food source to anthill by smelling pheromones 

(chemical substances they leave on the ground during walk). 

The system of obtaining food in an ant colony is managed by hundreds of individuals and covered 

thousands of square meters. In process of collecting food if there are two possible paths to reach a food 

source, as shown in Fig. 1, and they have no clue about which direction to choose, they choose it 

randomly. It is assumed that half of them choose the first direction and the rest choose the other one. 

Suggesting that all ants have same walking speed, the shorter way will receive a greater amount of 

pheromone per time. Next time when they will choose the shortest way by smelling more pheromone 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_agent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence
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on the shorter path than the longer one. Other ants make use of pheromone concentration to 

determination of the shortest way, which give them the possibility to collect food quicker.  

 

Fig. 1. The pheromone deposition of ants(red dots). 

Understanding a natural phenomena and the design of nature-inspired algorithm are related to each 

other, but are two things completely different. Understanding a natural phenomenon is constrained by 

observations and experiments, while designing a nature-inspired algorithm is only limited by one's 

imagination and available technology. Figure 2 illustrates the framework that is generally used to move 

from a natural phenomenon to a nature-inspired algorithm. 

 

Fig. 2. An illustration to the general framework that represents the transition from a natural 

phenomenon to a nature-inspired algorithm. 

The main idea is to model the problem to be solved as a search for an optimal path  in a weighted graph, 

and to use artificial ants to search for quality paths. In the ACO algorithm the main task for each ant is 

to find the shortest path between a source node and a destination node. ACO metaheuristic can be 

characterized by the following:  

1. A probabilistic transition rule is used to determine the moving direction of each ant. 

2. Pheromone update mechanism indicates the problem solution quality . 

 

Fig. 3. Basic steps off ACO 
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2.2   Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population-based stochastic optimization technique modelled 

on the social behaviors observed in animals or insects, e.g., bird  

flocking, fish schooling, and animal herding. It was originally proposed by James Kennedy  and Russell 

Eberhart in 1995.  

In these groups, there is a leader (individual with the best value of fitness) who guides the movement of 

the whole swarm. The movement an individual is based on the leader and on its own knowledge. 

Generally could by said that the model PSO presuppose that the behaviour of each individual is a 

compromise between its own and collective knowledge. 
The PSO algorithm consists of just three steps, which are repeated until some stopping condition is met: 

1. Evaluate the fitness of each particle 

2. Update individual and global best fitnesses and positions  

3. Update velocity and position of each particle 

The first two steps are fairly trivial. Fitness evaluation is conducted by supplying the candidate solution 

to the objective function. Individual and global best fitnesses and positions are updated by comparing 

the newly evaluated fitnesses against the previous individual and global best fitnesses, and replacing the 

best fitnesses and positions as necessary. 

PSO algorithms have been applied to optimization problems ranging from classical problems such as 

scheduling, the traveling salesman problem, neural network training, task assignment, to highly 

specialized applications such as reactive power and voltage control, biomedical image registration, and 

even music composition. 

2.3   Artificial Bees Colony(ABC) 

The bees algorithm is a population-based search algorithm inspired by the natural foraging behaviour 

of honey bees. In its basic version, the algorithm starts by scout bees being placed rand omly in the 

search space. Then the fitnesses of the sites visited by the scout bees are evaluated and Bees that have 

the highest fitnesses are chosen as “selected bees” and sites visited by them are chosen for  

neighbourhood search. Then, the algorithm conducts searches in the neighbourhood of the selected sites, 

assigning more bees to search near to the best e sites. Searches in the neighbourhood of the best e sites 

are made more detailed by recruiting more bees to follow them than the other selected bees. Together 

with scouting, this differential recruitment is a key operation of the Bees Algorithm. The remaining bees 

in the population are assigned randomly around the search space scouting for new potential solutions. 

These steps are repeated until a stopping criterion is met. At the end of each iteration, the colony will 

have two parts, those that were the fittest representatives from a patch and those that have been sent out 

randomly. the algorithm performs a kind of neighbourhood search combined with ran dom search and 
can be used for both combinatorial and functional optimisation. 

The pseudo code of basic bees algorithm is: 

1) Initialise population with random solutions.  

2) Evaluate the fitness for all candidates. 

3) While (stopping criterion not met): //Forming new population. 

a) Select sites for circumambience search. 

b) Send out bees to selected sites (more bees for better sites) and evaluate its fitness. 

c) Select bees with the highest fitness from each patch . 

d) Assign remaining bees to search randomly and evaluate their fitness. 

4) End While 
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Termination of the algorithm is reaching the satisfactory solution or after given number of repetitions.  

3   Comparision of swarm-based optimization algorithms 

Optimization algorithms above were compared by eight following benchmark functions with hundred 

independent measurements. 

Table 1.  Comparision between Genetic Algorithms(GA), Ant Colony Optimization and Bees 

Algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The last function De Jong’s figured out, that the Bees Algorithm reached the optimum 207 faster than 

GA and 120 times faster than ACO, with a success of 100%. For the Goldstein & Price function, the 

Bees Algorithm could find the optimum almost 5 times faster than GA and ACO, again with 100% 

success. 

In Branin’s function there was for Bees Algorithm a 15% improvement compared with ACO and 77% 

improvement compared with GA, also with 100% success. Rosenbrock’s function in two -dimensions 

has with the Bees Algorithm at least twice fewer evaluations than the other methods also with 100% 

success. 

Four-dimensions Rosenbrock’s function, where ACO could reach the optimum 3,5 times faster than the 

Bees Algorithm with success rate 100%. In Hyper Sphere model of six dimensions, the Bees Algorithm 

needed half of function evaluations compared with GA and one third compared with ACO. Last but not 

least Griewangk function is ten-dimensional and the Bees Algorithm found the optimum with 100% 
success and 10 times faster than GA and 25 times faster than ACO. 

4   Conclusions 

Experiments with different tes t cases on these algorithms show that the Bees Algorithm is more efficient 

because it gives the results in the biggest number of function in the shortest time with 100% success 

rate in all cases. But a fact is that the Bees Algorithm is less adaptive than ACO. The Bees Algorithm 

is used in training neural networks for pattern recognition, forming manufacturing cells, fcheduling jobs 
for a production machine, data clustering etc. 

Some other applications of swarm intelligence are: communication networks, robotics, scheduling 

problems, graph theory etc. Swarm technology is particularly attractive because it is cheap, robust, and 

simple. Other important advantages of swarm intelligence are: adaptability, scalability, collective, 

robustness, and individual simplicity of agents . 

Because of the lack of central coordination, SI systems could suffer from a stagnation situation (e.g., in 

ACO, stagnation occurs when all the ants eventually follow the same suboptimal path and construct the 

same tour). Another disavantage of SI systems is parameter tuning since many parameters of SI systems 

are problem-dependent. 
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Abstract. In this paper we present several descriptors used for the task of Plant recognition 

based on the images of leaves. The set of descriptors include texture based descriptors,  

fractal descriptors as well as some of the state of the art descriptors for image retrieval 

and object recognition in images. The descriptors are generated from the leaf images taken 

from single leaves on homogenous background. The descriptors are then used for training 

classifiers from a dataset of leaf images. The comparison of the obtained results will be 

presented in this paper. 

 

Key words: recognition, images, fractal, pixel 
 

 

1   Introduction 
 

The problem of plant identification and classification using images is a well-known problem in the 

scientific community and there are a lot of examples of usage of image processing techniques for solving 

this problem.  There are many ongoing researches regarding plant identification from leaf images, 

plant images. Many descriptors that are  also  used  in  other  image  classification  tasks  are  also  

used  for  the  plant classification  and  identification  task.  The descriptors used to describe the 

image content and then classify the images by their content can be divided in several types based on 

the methods used for their extraction. The descriptors can be local or global descriptors.  Local  

descriptors  are  generated  by processing  local  image  points  or patches and global descriptors that 

are usually a histogram of local descriptors are used  for  describing the whole image. Based on  the 

method of extraction, image descriptors can be divided in several groups: Texture based descriptors, 

Edge Histogram descriptors, Shape descriptors, Fractal Descriptor, etc. 

Texture based descriptors use the image texture characteristics on local areas of the image. The image 

texture is represented by the pixel intensities, and these descriptors are generated by processing the 

pixel intensities and creating some transformation from those values in a local area in the image. One 

such descriptor is the Local Binary Pattern descriptor [1]. The Local Binary Pattern descriptor is 

generated by comparing pixels intensity of an intensity image with its neighboring pixels. For the 

purposes of our experiments we use a histogram of such local descriptors for the whole image of the 

leaf. Shape Context Descriptors take into account the shapes of the objects.  These descriptors are 

usually used for object detection based on a transformation of their shape characteristics. One such 

descriptor is described in [2]. This descriptor uses image  for  which  edges  are  first  detected.  It  

counts  the  point’s  distribution  in predefined areas of the image and uses this information to generate 

a descriptor of the image. 

Edge histogram descriptors are used to describe the object characteristics in local patches  of  the  image.  

One  such  descriptor  is  the  HOG  (Histogram  of  oriented gradients) [3]. This descriptor is first 

introduced for pedestrian detection in images. Since we are working with images of single leaves, we 

will generate this descriptor for the fill area of the leaf, or in our case for the full image. 

Fractal descriptors use the Fractal dimension of the image intensities to describe the image content. 

One such descriptor that is extracted by using extracted by using Segmentation-based Fractal Texture 

Analysis is described in [4]. 

We use these descriptors to extract the information from the leaf images and then use them to train a 

Multilayer perceptron classifier. The descriptors used for this task are generated from the full content 

of each image of the leaves. The experimental setup is described in chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives the 

obtained results from the experiment and chapter 4 gives a short conclusion based on the obtained result. 

mailto:@finki.ukim.mk
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2   Experimental Setup 
 

For this experiment, we used a dataset of single leaf images from various plants. Information on the 

dataset and the dataset files can be downloaded from [5]. The dataset is consisted of single leaf images 

on a homogenous background from 220 different plants. The total number of images in the dataset 

is 16683 images. Each plant is represented by 20 to over one hundred of images. We didn’t preprocess 

the images of the dataset to normalize the amount of images per plant type. For each image, we first 

extracted each of the described descriptors.The Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) descriptor was 

extracted for the whole image. Each descriptor of the images is represented by a vector of 81 values 

that contain the histogram count. The histogram was taken by dividing the image in 3 by 3 overlapping 

windows and the combined histogram of each of the windows gave the total descriptor for the image 

containing 81 values. For this experiment we used the implementation of HOG from [7]. 

The Fractal descriptor was extracted using Segmentation-based Fractal Texture Analysis algorithm 

(SFTA). We used the same implementation used for the work described in [4]. The SFTA descriptor 

used in our work is represented by 12 values vector for each image. 

For extraction of the Local Binary Pattern descriptor (LBP) used in this work we used implementation 

of CLBP that generates a histogram of Local Binary Patterns for the full image. This implementation 

can be found in [8]. Each feature vector representing an image that was generated by the CLBP algorithm 

contains 118 values. 

The Shape Context Descriptor was implemented based on [2]. We used our own implementation of this 

descriptor. The implementation first finds the edges of the image using the Canny edge detection 

algorithm [9]. From the edge image, a binary image is formed. We count the pixels that represent 

edge in each area around the center of the images. The areas are shown in Figure 1: 

 
Fig. 1 Areas for point counting in the Shape Context Descriptor extraction 
 

The total number of counts that generates the Shape Context Descriptor is 48 and that gives the 

dimension of the feature extracted from the image. 

We used WEKA [6] data mining tool to train a Multilayer perceptron classifier for each descriptor type. 

The classifier was trained using 66% of the data and 33% were used for evaluation. The classifier 

implementation was provided from the WEKA data mining tool. The same parameters for the 

Multilayer perceptron classifier were used for each of the four descriptors. Each run was repeated three 

times and the average precisions were taken for result. 

 

3   Results 

 
After the models were created and the tests were run, we obtained the average precision value from the 

classification for each feature descriptor type. For the evaluation we used 3 fold cross validation. The 

dataset was divided in 3 separate groups of features. 2 groups were used for training the model 

and one group for testing the model performance. The obtained results are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Average precision for each image descriptor 
 

Descriptor HOG SFTA CLBP Shape Context 
Avg. Precision 61.6556% 49.8471% 75.4301% 20.1103% 
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The best performance in view of precision was shown by the Local Binary Pattern descriptor. It 

significantly outperforms the other descriptor types especially the Shape Context descriptor. 
 

 

4   Conclusion 
 

From the obtained results on this dataset, it can be seen that the texture descriptor gives the best result 

for leaf images classification and thus plant recognition based on the images of their leaves. This result 

shows that the analysis of the leaves texture gives a good direction towards generating a good feature 

descriptor for leaves classification for the task of plant identification. The Histogram of oriented 

grad ients and the Fractal descriptor also show promising results. The Fractal descriptor also had the 

lowest vector dimension of only 12 values to describe the image.  The Shape Context descriptor 

showed the worst performance. This lack of performance might be caused by the shape context 

descriptor very bad performance on small rotation. The shape context descriptor is also focused on the 

form of the leaves. Since some of the leaves  are  very similar  in  form,  the  shape  context  would  be  

unable  to  make  a descriptor for those classes of leaves that can be separable enough for the classifier 

to be able to make a good classification model. Based on the results it is possible to combine multiple  

descriptors  and  to  build  the model  based  on  a  more  complex descriptor  of  the  images  that  

would  contain  different  descriptors.  We  plan  to experiment with this in future work. Also the 

currently generated descriptors might be used with different classifiers to see which classifier would 

be able to generate the best model for plant identification based on the leaf images. The main goal 

of this work was to find a good descriptor for image classification that can be used of plant recognition 

based on the image of a single leaf from the plant. This would allow us to build an autonomous robotic 

system that is able to segment the image and extract an image from a single leaf of some plant of 

interest and then recognize that plant based on the leaf images model that is previously trained. 
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Abstract. In the present study is shown how to change the main indicators of vibrations 

of crankshaft, in case of changing its masses. In the study it was taken the crankshaft of 

diesel engine with 4 cylinders in line with 5 main journals. To study the torsional vibration 

of the crankshaft system, the first it is carried the construction of equivalent reduced 

scheme with five discs connected to four flexible shafts.  Results show that the reduced 

inertia moments of disks for the case with counterbalances grow to 24%. Free frequency 

and vibration forms, is calculated by using Holxer-Tole method. Results show that the 

increase of counterbalance mass leads in the reduction of vibration frequency . For the 

crankshaft with counterbalance the vibration form does not change, but the forced 

vibration amplitudes increase over 11%. Most charge part in torsion, remains the shaft 5 

equally as the crankshaft without counterbalance. 

Keywords: crankshaft, counterbalance, frequency, vibration. 

 

1   Introduction 
 

Torsional vibration of the crankshaft are connected with the lateral system in the first set and at the end 

with the transmission elements of the power system. From studies results that for the crankshaft system 

of tractor engines, the most dangerous form of vibration is vibration forms with 4 nodes, with the first 

node near flywheel, which is equal to the free vibration of the crankshaft with open clutch with a node 

near flywheel [12]  

The study was obtained crankshaft of tractor diesel engine with 4 cylinders in line produced cast iron 

(fig 1), which consists from 5 main journals and 8 pages, forming a crankshaft with cranks in a plan. In 

this crankshaft due to high loads on the main journals, occurs a large and irregular consumption of main 

bearings and journals, which then causes a large increase of flexible moments on pages 4, 5.  

For a space  0.15 mm  of the first  main bearing and journal, which is almost the same as the consumption 

of middle main bearings and journals, flexible moments in 4.5 pages increase over 5 times until they 

cause his breaking in these pages, which is confirmed by the practice of using engines 75D [6]. To 

eliminate this phenomenon on the basis of relevant dynamic study has resulted that the introduction of 

4 counterbalances (each with 3.3 kg),  its main journals  gain a greater reduction of forces acting on this 

(in the middle main bearings and journals have a reduction 40%  of average radial load, or 13540 N 

[6]). By placing a counterbalances is achieved a monotonous consumption of main journal and bearings 

crankshaft, which leads to reduction of flexible moments and increasing crankshaft life  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The crankshaft of tractor 75 D 

Setting counterbalances brings a change of rotational mass, which affects in the loading state of the 

crankshaft from torsional vibration.  

mailto:ashajderi@yahoo.com
mailto:lumidrakuli@gmail.com
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Vibration study of crankshaft system is associated with the movement of the piston and connecting rod 

group. For these complex systems, it is formed an equivalent system, which has the potential and kinetic 

energy equal to the real system and then are calculated the frequencies, critical speeds and resonance 

vibration amplitudes. 

2   Construction of the equivalent system 

Equivalent system for calculating crankshaft vibrations, or reduced scheme consists of five discs mass, 

connected to 4 elastic shafts without mass (Fig. 4). Construction of equivalent system consists of [10]:  

- Determination of reduced inertia moments of disks  

- Determination of reduced rigidities of connecting elastic shaft   

2.1 Reduced inertia moments of disks   

Reduced inertia moment  of a disc will be calculated:  

     

Id= Ic+ Irp    (1) 

Where:  

Jc - is the inertia moment  of the crank, which for a given  is determined experimentally Jc = 0.0601 kg 

m2 [ 7]  

Jrp-  is  reduced inertia moment  of the masses of the connecting rod and the piston group of a cylinder, 

which is a function of the rotation angle of the crankshaft[5]. In practice, it is used approximate formulas  

of the replacement with 2 mass (Frahm's formula), which amounts to 1% error. In this study, the inertia 

moment  is taken constant, equal to the its average value for the rotation of crankshaft, which calculate  

[5, 10]:  

Irp = [𝑚1𝑟 +
𝑚𝑗

2
 (1 + 

𝜆2

4
)] 𝑅2       (2) 

Where  

 m1r = mr la / l –  rotational mass of connecting rod    

mj – mass of the  translation movement of connecting rod  and piston, which is calculated:   

mj = mp +mjp= mp+mr 
𝑙 − 𝑙𝑎

𝑙
    (3) 

 

λ - the ratio of the radius of crank R divided  length of connecting rod ( l = 33cm, l a = 24.8cm)  

For crankshaft mass given in table 1 [6] we take: Irp= 0.041 kg m2.  

Table 1.  Mass of translation and rotational movement.  

The name of part Mass for translation 
movement 

Mass for rotational 
movement 

Distance from the 

rotation axis 

R,[m] 

Piston  3.86 - - 

Connecting rod  1.44 4.406 0.076 

Total mj =5.30 m1r =4.406 0.076 

 

 

As the inertia moment of the engine flywheel (Figure 2) will be calculated:  

 

Iv =[
𝜋𝑑1

4

32
𝑎1 +

𝜋

32
(𝑑2

4 − 𝑑1
4)𝑏] ρ    (4) 
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For the measured values a1=20, b=80, d1=180, d2=400 mm, we get: Iv =2.83kg m2  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig 2 Schema of  flywheel        Fig. 3 Schema of counterbalance 
 

Eventually the crankshaft without counterbalances,  reduced  inertia  moments values of  5 discs will 

be:  

 

I1 = 0.101,  I2 =0.101,  I3 =0.101,  I4 = 0.101,  I5= 2.83[ kg m2] 

 

For crankshaft with counterbalances (located on the opposite side of pages), it will be added in the 

crank, inertia moment of counterbalances, which for given construction in fig. 3 calculate:  

  Jcp= ρb2 α ∫ 𝑟3𝑟2

𝑟1
dr= ρb 2α 

 𝑟2
4 −𝑟1

4

4
   (5) 

Or    

Jcp= mcp (r2
2+r1

2)/2    (6) 

Where   

                                           mcp= ρ b α (r2
2-r1

2)    (7) 

 

Where mass of counterbalance, located in every crank is different and creates add of inertia moment, 

ΔJ = 10%, 20%, 24% and 30%.  

For counterbalance dimensions, width b = 30mm r1= 62mm, r2 = 130mm α=650 ,  we take: 

mcp = 3.3 kg, Jcp = 0.024 kgm2 ( Δ J= 24 % ), 

2.2 Reduced rigidities of crank elastic shafts   

 

Elastic shafts are taken cylindrical shafts with diameter equal to the diameter of the main journal and 

the rigidities determine from the reduced length of shafts. Determination of reduced rigidities crankshaft 

is complex. In practice it is used semi-empirical formula, given the specialized literature [10], where  

estimate elasticity (e = 1 / c), which depends on the constructive factors of crankshaft, such as the slope 

of the pages, eccentricity of the oil hole, etc..,.  

Experimental measurements have shown that the rigidity of crank varies within a crankshaft, to 6% [6]. 

During the vibration study, we will consider the same rigidity of crank. For the given crankshaft average 

value of crank elasticity measured experimentally given [6]:  e= 0.0628 *10-6 rad/dN cm 

Elastic shafts are reduced with the diameter of main journal and the reduced length will be calculated:  

 lred= G Jp e      (8) 

 

For last shaft (5) of the crankshaft, which has length greater then other shafts Δl, reduced length 

determined:  

l4= lred / 2 + Δl = 28 /2+ 11= 25mm  

While the rigidity determined: 

 

C4= G Jp / l4      (9) 
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Finally reduced rigidities of elastic shafts by cast iron GS 60-2 (G= 5.8x105dN/cm2), are:  

 C1=1592356   C2 =1592356  C3 =1592356   C4 =1637330 [ Nm/rad]   

Reduced scheme to calculate the vibration crankshaft shown in Figure 4 (Values in parentheses are 

inertia moments for the crankshaft with counterbalance mass 3.3 kg)  

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Reduced scheme to calculate crankshaft vibrations  

3   The frequencies and free vibration forms of crankshaft   

To determine the frequency and free vibration forms, it is used today methods without forming of 

differential equations of vibration. We have chosen the method Tole-Holxer [10,13 ], which is based on 

the principle of D’Alambert, that during the free vibration of system, the sum of moments of elasticity 

forces and inertia forces must be equal to zero. In this case the equations system of free vibration 

becomes a system algebraic equations, given [10]:  

 

M(i) =M(i-1) +J(i) a(i) ω2   (10) 

     a(i)= a(i)- M(i) / C(i) 

Where:  

M (i) - is the moment of the elasticity forces   

a (i) - is the relative amplitude of free vibrations of the disc,  

ω – is the frequency of free vibrations  

Under this method it is formed function: 

 

R=M(n-1)+J(n) a(n) ω2     (11) 
 

Values of ω, for which function R become to zero, are free frequencies. For this is used iterative method 

where the function cord interrupts  the abscissa axis.  

This method provides a clear statement on the substance of the made calculations, directly gives the 

frequency and relative amplitudes of vibration and algorithm (program) is simple.  

So, frequencies and free vibration forms were calculated according to Holxer-Tole method. Below we 

analyzed only the two first frequencies, because they can operate in the area of engine speeds and the 

results of the calculations for various cases of disk inertia moments are shown in tab. 2  

Table 2. Two frequencies and free vibration forms.  

Inertia moment 

[ kg m2] 

The first free 

frequency, ω1 

Relative amplitudes The second 

free frequency, 

ω2 
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J=0.091 (-10%) 1542 1; 0.865; 0.613; 0.274; -

0.096 

4227 

 J= 0.101 1471.3 1,  0.863; 0.607; 0.268; -

0.098 

4013,5 

J=0.11  ( 10%) 1410 1; 0.861; 0.602; 0.260; -0.1 3829 

J= 0.121 (20%) 1357 1; 0.859; 0.598; 0.253; -

0.115 

3653 

J=0.125 (24 %) 1338.4 1; 0.859; 0.597; 0.251; -

0.12 

3609.5 

J=0.131 (30%) 1311 1; 0858; 0.594;  0246; -

0.125 

3564 

J=0.139 (38%) 1278 1; 0857; 0591;  0241;  -

0.131 

3526 

 

Reducing the inertia moment can be achieved by reducing the mass of the piston and connecting rod 

group.  

The frequency changes depending on the change of inertia moments is shown in figure 5  

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Change of the vibration frequency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Two forms of free vibration of the crankshaft system 

Vibration form for the first frequencies for crankshaft with and without counterbalance are given in fig. 
6  
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4   Critic speeds of engine 

The development intensity of the torsional vibration system is determined by the quantity and character 

of the excitation moment. In the case of crankshaft consists of moment of inertia forces and gas pressure 

forces.  

Harmonic analysis of inertia force by the approximation of Den Hartog [2] can be expressed in four 

harmonics:  

 

Tj= mj R ω2 ( λsin ωt /4- sin 2 ωt /2 - 3 λ sin 3 ωt /4 -  λ2 sin 4 ωt /4 )    (12) 

 

While the inertia force moment is calculated:  

     Mj = Tj R 

Harmonic analysis of the gas pressure forces moment is performed based on the principle of linear 

superposition, which means that vibrations caused by not harmonic moment can be seen as the sum of 

harmonic vibration caused by specific harmonic components of the excitation moment [10].  

 
Mg ( t)= Mo+ ∑ 𝑀𝑛

𝑘=1 gk sin ( k  ωt+ αk )   (13) 

Where: 

Mo. - average torque  

M gk - amplitude of order harmonic k  

Ω  - angular speed of the crankshaft   

kω – frequency of order  harmonic k  

α k – initial phase  of order harmonic k  

The amplitude of excitation moment depend on the indicator pressure of the engine . The average 

effective pressure for a speed regime of engine nx given [3 ], [ 8]:  

 

 pex = p ( C1 +C2 nx/n- (nx /n)2 )     (14) 

 

where: C1 =0.6, C2 = 1.4 (for diesel engine antechamber)  

Recognizing constant friction losses, pressure losses from friction calculated  

Pfx =pi ( 1- η ) 

Where η = 0.8 - mechanical efficiency of the engine (for diesel engine without distention η = 0.7, 0.82)   

Thus the ratio of the change of gas harmonic amplitudes for different speed regimes will be given:  

    Pix /pi  =1+ (C1+C2 nx/n- (nx /n)2-1)    (15) 

 

The dangerous rate of a resonance regime depends on the work carried out by the respective harmonics 

of the excitation moment. Performed work by order harmonic  k, for a vibration calculated [10] : 

 

W = π M k A k1 ∑ 𝑎𝑛
1 ki       (16) 

Where:  

Ak1 -  the vibration amplitude of the first disc under the action of harmonic k   

 ∑ 𝑎𝑛
1 ki – the vector sum of the relative amplitude of free vibration, depending on the position 

To assess the most dangerous harmonics in real work, it is used relative work 

wr = π Mk  ∑ 𝑎𝑛
1 ki       (17) 

 

The resonance phenomenon occurs when one of the frequencies of the excitation harmonics becomes 

equal on frequency of free vibration. Thus resonance speeds caused by  i-th frequency will be 

determined [10]  

    ni,k= nf /k  

where  

 nf = 30ωi /π 

 k= 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2,..- excitation harmonic order for  engine with 4 time 

In working speeds n <1500 rpm, free vibration of crankshaft on first frequency ω1 = 1471.3 rad/sec 

(1338.4), are excited by the order harmonics over 9. Second frequency ω2 is very high from work speeds. 

Excitation power falls by increasing the order of the harmonics, so it is used to 24 harmonics .  
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Most dangerous critical speeds are determined by the relative works of these harmonics which are given 

in tab. 3  

Table 3.  Relative works of  harmonics .  

K 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 

Wr 23.99 32.6

6 

154.73 30.97 25.4

3 

28.67 140.37 

 

From table 3 shows that the most dangerous critical speeds are those harmonics 10 and 12. So most 

dangerous critical speeds n10, n12 depending on the change of inertia moments are given in table 4  

Table 4.  Most dangerous critical speeds n10, n12.  

ΔJ -10% 0   +10%    +20% +24%  +30% 

n10 (rpm) 1473 1405 1347 1303 1278 1253 

n12 (rpm ) 1227 1170 1127 1087 1065 1044 

5   Vibration amplitudes 

Loading condition in torsion of the crankshaft  is determined by the level of forced vibration amplitudes. 

The method chosen for determining the amplitude is  energy method, which is used for regimes within 

and outside the resonance zone [13]  

According to the energy method the forced vibration amplitudes in the first disc excited by order 

harmonic  k, is defined:  

 

Ak1 =Ak0 β      (17) 

 

Where: 

Ak0 –  is balance amplitude  proposed by Ker Willson [4,13], which is calculated: 

   Ak0 = 
𝑀𝑘 ∑ 𝑎𝑘𝑖

𝑛
1

𝜔𝑖
2 ∑ 𝐽𝑖 𝑎𝑖

2𝑛
1

      (18) 

β - is the dynamic factor, which is calculated : 

 

   β =1 / (1- (ωk / ωi) )     (19) 

 

ωk  - frequency of exciting harmonic of order k (ωk =k ω).  

For resonance areas (0.9<k ω  / ωi <1.1), forced vibration form is very near with free vibration. 

Discrepancies grow by increasing the resistance forces [ 13]. The resistance coefficient  is taken the 

same for all cylinders and calculated:  

 

  ζ= ζ’ Fp R2      (20) 

where: 

     ζ’ - specific resistance coefficient (for diesel engine given  0.04-0.05 dN sec/cm3)  

   Fp – the piston surface  

Finally the real vibration amplitude of the first disc  caused by excitement harmonic of order k is 

calculated:  

 

Ar
k1 = Ak1/ ζ      (21) 

 

And other amplitudes  

 

Ar
ki= Ak1 ai      (22) 
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The values of the resonance vibration amplitudes of the first disc calculated for the critical speeds caused 

by order harmonics 10 and 12, by changing the inertia moments of discs are given in table 5  

Table 5. Resonance vibration amplitudes of the first crank.  

Change   ΔJ -10% 0 +10% +20% +24% +30% 

A10,1x10-5 ( 

rad) 

369 390 405 425 434 444 

A12,1x10-5 ( 

rad) 

314 337 354 374 384 395 

 

While the impact of the inertia moment on critical speeds and resonance vibration amplitudes in the 

first disc are shown in Fig 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Critical speeds and resonance vibration amplitudes  

 

While the vibration amplitudes of the first crank of crankshaft without and with counterbalance  (ΔJ = 

24%) calculated in the resonance area  and outside are given in tab. 6  

Table 6. Vibration amplitudes of the first crank of crankshaft .  

Crankshaft 

system 

without  counterbalance   with counterbalance 

n ( rpm) 1450 1405 1300 1300 1278 1200 

A10,1 x10-5 ( rad) 0.248 390 0.108 0.39 434 0.13 

n ( rpm) 1200 1170 1100 1100 1065 1000 

A12,1 x10-5 ( rad) 0.164 337 0.078 0.33 384 0.12 

6   Discussion 

The construction of the equivalent system for study of crankshaft vibration has accepted approximation 

of the value of the inertia moment, therefore the values of frequencies and vibration amplitudes 

calculated will be approximate.  

Holxer-Tole method is a simple method that gives accurate results in determining the frequency and 

relative amplitude of crankshaft vibration  .  

The obtained results from the calculations given in fig. 5 shows that the free vibration frequencies of 

crankshaft, by increasing of the inertia moments are reduced almost by linear law. While the  form and 

relative amplitudes of vibration have very small changes. For the  crankshaft with 4 counterweights 

frequencies are about 10% smaller than those for the crankshaft  without counterbalance.  
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The change of vibration relative amplitude of discs for the first frequency is small and the more charged 

sector remains the node to shaft 5. By placing of counterweights the change is not sensitive. The change 

of the relative amplitude for the second frequency is greater and the more charged sectors remain 2 

nodes on shafts 1 and 4, but these are irrelevant, because the vibration with second frequency are only 

free. Comparing the results shows that the variant with the counterweights ( 3.3 kg), will have a increase 

of inertia moments of discs  up to 24%, which decreases the first frequency  to 10%.  

The results given in table 5 show that the most dangerous critical speeds are those caused by the 

excitations of order harmonics 10 and 12. The values of these speeds decreased with increasing of inertia 

moments. For the crankshaft with counterweights (ΔJ=24%) critical speeds are reduced by 10%. 

Increasing the inertia moment over 30% creates  the risk from the impact of the order ha rmonic 8 of 

excitation moment. The results given in table 6 and fig. 5 shows that the resonance vibration amplitudes  

increases by linear law, with the increase of inertia moments.  

The resonance vibration amplitudes of order 12 reduced  more, than those of order 10. This shows that 

the dangerous by torsional vibration in critical regimes decreases with increasing the order of excitation 

harmonics and this confirms what is given in the literature [10 ], that for calculation  enough up to 24 

harmonics. Results show that for the crankshaft with counterweights resonance vibration amplitudes of 

the first crank increase 14% compared with  the crankshaft  without counterweights.  

The results given in table 7 shows that the vibration amplitudes of the crankshaft  system away 

resonance regime are negligible compared with the resonance regimes, where the vibration amplitudes 

increase over 2000 times for order harmonic 10 and over 1500 times for order harmonic 12. This shows 

that during study of torsional vibration of crankshaft should be calculated only vibration amplitudes in 

the critical speeds, corresponding to the resonance regimes. For the crankshaft with the counterweights  

the vibration amplitudes  away resonance regime  excited by order harmonic  10, increase 2 time, and  

excited by order harmonic 12, increase 1.4 times. While vibration amplitudes in critical speed n 10 = 

1278 rpm   created by order harmonic 10 increase 11%, and in critical speed n 12 = 1065 rpm created by 

order harmonic 12, increase 14% . So, vibration amplitude in critical speed regimes are important for 

solidity of the crankshafts and  should be performed calculation of crankshaft vibration, if  their mass 

change [11] 

The increase of the counterweight mass  that creates the inertia moment add over 30% crea tes the 

possibility of large increase of vibration amplitude, due to the introduction of smaller excitation 

harmonics, which are dangerous. So increasing  the mass over 3.3 kg,  leads to increasing the loading 

state of the crankshaft  and this makes, that its solidity results uncertain.  

An effective intervention that reduces the dynamic tension of torsional vibration is the introduction of 

flexible joints in the crankshaft system, which creates the  change of frequencies  and free vibration 

forms .  

 

 

7   Conclusions  

Increasing the counterweight mass placed in crankshaft, leads in the reduction of free vibration 

frequencies of crankshaft, while the vibration form and  the relative amplitudes remain the same level. 

Increase of inertia moment  24%  reduce the first frequency  10%. Part more charged  remains shaft 5.    

Increasing the  counterweight mass leads in reducing of  engine critical speed values   and can create a 

excitation from lower harmonics, which are more dangerous. For crankshaft with counterweight  critical 

speeds reduce with the same rate as the first frequency.  

Forced vibration amplitudes away critical speeds are not sensitive compared with those in critical speed 

regimes.  

Vibration amplitude in critical speed regimes are important for solidity of the crankshafts. They grow 

with increase of inertia moments and should be performed calculation of crankshaft vibration, if their 

mass change. For the crankshaft with counterweight vibration amplitudes excited by the order  harmonic 
10, increase 11% and those by order harmonic 12, increase 14%. 
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Abstract: Statistic states that 285 million people are estimated to be visually impaired 

worldwide: 39 million are blind and 246 have low vision. About 90% of the world's 

visually impaired people live in developing countries. Taking in consideration that 

Mechatronics is a methodology used for the optimal design of electromechanical 

products, and by combining technologies that are available to us we can develop a very 

useful tool that blind people and people with sight problems can change their lives. 

Combining smart phones and digital camera there are possibilities to build smart glasses 

which will give information to blind people. In this paper definitely a new approach for 

making peoples life easy is proposed. Initially the results are reached from simulation 

using Matlab/SIMULINK package which will lead this research to real time experimental 

results.  

 
Keywords: Visually impaired, mechatronics, blind people, smart phones and digital 

camera 

 

1   Global Positioning System (GPS) 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based satellite navigation system that provides location 

and time information in all weather conditions, anywhere on or near the Earth where there is an 

unobstructed line of sight to four or more GPS satellites. The system provides critical capabilities to 

military, civil and commercial users around the world. It is maintained by the United States government 

and is freely accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver. [3] A GPS receiver calculates its position by 

precisely timing the signals sent by GPS satellites high above the Earth. Each satellite continually 

transmits messages that include [3] 

 the time the message was transmitted 

 satellite position at time of message transmission[3] 

 

The current GPS consists of three major segments. These are the space segment (SS), a control segment 

(CS), and a user segment (US) [3] GPS has become a widely deployed and useful tool for commerce, 

scientific uses, tracking, and surveillance. GPS's accurate time facilitates everyday activities such as 

banking, mobile phone operations, and even the control of power grids by allowing well synchronized 

hand-off switching. [3] 

1.2 Navigation System  

A navigation system is a (usually electronic) system that aids in navigation. Navigation systems may be 

entirely on board a vehicle or vessel, or they may be located elsewhere and communicate via radio or 

other signals with a vehicle or vessel, or they may use a combination of these methods.[3] 

Navigation systems may be capable of: 

 containing maps, which may be displayed in human readable format via text or in a graphical 

format 

 determining a vehicle or vessel's location via sensors, maps, or information from external 

sources 

 providing suggested directions to a human in charge of a vehicle or vessel via text or speech  

 providing directions directly to an autonomous vehicle such as a robotic probe or guided 

missile 

mailto:bulaines@hotmail.com
mailto:eb20428@ubt-uni.net
mailto:muzafer.shala@ubt-uni.net
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 providing information on nearby vehicles or vessels, or other hazards or obstacles  

 providing information on traffic conditions and suggesting alternative directions [3] 

Types of navigation systems 

 Automotive navigation system 

 Marine navigation system 

 Global Positioning System, a group of satellites and computers that can provide information  

on any person, vessel, or vehicle's location via a GPS receiver.[3] 

GPS navigation device, a device that can receive GPS signals for the purpose of determining the device's 
location and possibly to suggest or give directions. [3] 

Surgical navigation system, a system which determines the position of surgical instruments in relation 
to patient images such as CT or MRI scans.[3] 

Inertial guidance system, a system which continuously determines the position, orientation, and velocity 

(direction and speed of movement) of a moving object without the need for external reference.[3] 

Robotic mapping, the methods and equipment by which an autonomous robot is be able to construct (or 
use) a map or floor plan and to localize itself within it.[3] 

Web navigation 

XNAV for Deep Space[3] 

1.3 Mobile phone tracking 

Mobile phone tracking refers to the attaining of the current position of a mobile phone, stationary or 

moving. Localization may occur either via multi lateration of radio signals between (several) radio 

towers of the network and the phone, or simply via GPS. To locate the phone using multilateration of 

radio signals, it must emit at least the roaming signal to contact the next nearby antenna tower, but the 

process does not require an active call. GSM is based on the signal strength to nearby antenna masts. 

[4] Mobile positioning, which includes location based service that discloses the actual coordinates of a 

mobile phone bearer, is a technology used by telecommunication companies to approximate the location 

of a mobile phone, and thereby also its user (bearer). The more properly applied term locating refers to 

the purpose rather than a positioning process. Such service is offered as an option of the class 

of location-based services (LBS). [4] 

Localization-Based Systems can be broadly divided into: 

 Network-based, Handset-based, SIM-based, Hybrid, Wifi from all possible system for product that 

we are developing the sim based location system sames the easiest and cheapest 

 

1.4 SIM-based 

Using the SIM in GSM and UMTS handsets, it is possible to obtain raw radio measurements from the 

handset. The measurements that are available can include the serving Cell ID, round trip time and signal 

strength. The type of information obtained via the SIM can differ from what is available from the 

handset. For example, it may not be possible to obtain any raw measurements from the handset directly, 

yet still obtain measurements via the SIM.[4] 

1.5 Digital Processing 

The general digital image processing system may be divided into three components: 

The input device (or digitizer), the digital processor, and the output device (image display). 

1. The digitizer converts a continuous-tone and spatially continuous brightness distribution f [x, y] to 

an discrete array (the digital image) fq [n, m], where n, m, and fq are integers.[1][2][6] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roaming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GSM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_strength
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Location_based_service
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Approximate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_phone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Location-based_service
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2. The digital processor operates on the digital image fq[n, m] to generate a new digital image g q[k, c], 

where k, c, and g Q are integers. The output image may be represented in a different coordinate system, 

hence the use of different indices k and c. [1] [5] [6] 

3. The image display converts the digital output image g q[k, c] back into a continuous tone and spatia lly 

continuous image g [x, y] for viewing. It should be noted that some systems may not require a display 

(e.g., in machine vision and artificial intelligence applications); the output may be a piece of 

information. [1][2][5][6] 

 

 

2   The Impact of Technology in Orientation Aid  
 

Given the current technological findings and by joining them we can create a tool which can help blind 
people to orient them in space more easily. 

If we take in consideration that The majority of the world’s 8 million service robots  are toys or drive in 

preprogrammed patterns to clean floors or mow lawns, while most of the 1 million industrial robots 

repetitively perform  preprogrammed  behaviors to  weld cars, spray paint parts, and pack cartons [9]. 

To date, the vast majority of academic and industrial efforts have tackled these challenges by focusing 

on increasing the performance and functionality of isolated robot systems. However, in a trend mirroring 

the developments of the personal computing (PC) industry [10], recent years have seen first successful 

examples of augmenting the computational power of individual robot systems with the shared memory 

of multiple robots. In an industrial context, Kiva Systems successfully uses systematic knowledge 

sharing among 1,000 individual robots to create a shared world model that allows autonomous 

navigation and rapid deployment in semi structured environments with high reliability despite economic 

constraints [11], [12]. Other examples for shared world models include research on multi agent sy stems, 

such as RoboCup [13], where sharing sensor information has been shown to increase the success rate 

of tracking dynamic objects [14], collective mapping of autonomous vehicles [15], [16], or distributed 

sensing using heterogeneous robots [17]. 

However, in most cases, robots rely on data collected once in a first, separate step. Such pooled data 

have allowed the development of efficient algorithms for robots, which can then be used offline without 

access to the original data. Today’s most advanced pers onal assistant robots rely on such algorithms for 

object recognition and pose estimation [18], [19]. Similarly, large training data sets for images and object 

models have been crucial for algorithmic advances in object recognition [20]–[21]. 

The architecture and implementation of RoboEarth is guided by a number of design principles, centered 

around the idea of allowing robots to reuse and expand each other’s knowledge. To facilitate reuse of 

data, RoboEarth supports and leverages existing standards. The database is made available via standard 

Internet protocols and is based on open-source cloud architecture to allow others to set up their own 

instance of RoboEarth, resulting in a truly distributed network. The code generated by the RoboEarth 

Consortium will be released under an open-source license, and will provide well-documented, 

standardized interfaces. Finally, RoboEarth stores semantic information encoded in the World Wide 

Web Consortium (W3C) - standardized Web Ontology Language (OWL [24]) using typed links and 
uniform resource identifiers (URIs) based on the principles of linked data [22]. 

 

3   Architecture 

RoboEarth is implemented based on a three-layered architecture (Figure 1). The core of this architecture 

is a server layer that holds the RoboEarth database [Figure 1(a), the “Architecture: Database” section]. 

It stores a global world model, including reusable information on objects (e.g., images, point clouds, and 

models), environments (e.g., maps and object locations), and actions (e.g., action recipes and skills) 

linked to semantic information (e.g., properties and classes), and provides basic reasoning Web services. 

The database and database services are accessible via common Web interfaces . 

As part of its proof of concept, the RoboEarth Consortium [23] is also implementing a generic, hardware-

independent middle layer [Figure 1(b)] that provides various functionalities and communicates with 

robot-specific skills [Figure 1(c)]. The second layer implements generic components. These components 

are part of a robot’s local control software. Their main purpose is to allow a robot to interpret 
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RoboEarth’s action recipes. Additional components enhance and extend the robot’s sensing, reasoning, 

modeling and learning capabilities and contribute to a full proof of concept that closes the loop from 

robot to the World Wide Web database to robot. 

The third layer implements skills and provides a generic Interface to a robot’s specific, hardware -

dependent functionalities via a skill abstraction layer . 

 

Fig. 1.  RoboEarth’s three-layered architecture. [8] 

 

3.1 Database 

RoboEarth stores CAD models, point clouds, and image data for objects. Maps are saved as compressed 

archives, containing map images and additional context information such as coordinate systems. Robot 

task descriptions are stored as human-readable action recipes using a high-level language to allow 

sharing and reuse across different hardware platforms. Such action recipes are composed of semantic 

representations of skills that describe the specific functionalities needed to execute them. For a 

particular robot to be able to use an action recipe, the contained skills need to have a hardware -specific 

implementation on the robot. To reduce redundancy, action recipes are arranged in a hierarchy, so that 

a task described by one recipe can be part of another more complex recipe. In addition, database 

services provide basic learning and reasoning capabilities, such as helping robots to map the high -level 

descriptions of action recipes to their skills or determine what data can be safely reused on what type 

of robot. 

The RoboEarth database has three main components (Figure 2).  

First, a distributed database contains all data organized in hierarchical tables [Figure 2(a)]. Complex 

semantic relations between data are stored in a separate graph database [Figure 2(b)]. Incoming 

syntactic queries are   directly passed to the   distributed   database   for processing. Semantic queries 

are first processed by a reasoning server. Data are stored in a distributed database based on Apache 

Hadoop [45], which organizes data in hierarchical tables and allows efficient, scalable, and reliable 
handling of large amounts of data.  
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Fig. 2.  The three main components of the RoboEarth database [8] 

Second, a centralized graph database holds semantic information encoded in the W3C-standardized 

OWL [24]. It stores the following data and their relations. 

Objects: The database stores information on object types, dimensions, states, and other properties as 

well as locations of specific objects a robot has detected and object models that can be used for 

recognition (Figure 3). Figure 3(a) describes a recognition model for a certain kind of object (defined 

by the property providesModelFor), giving additional information about the kind of model and the 

algorithm used. The actual model is linked as a binary file in the format preferred by the respective 

algorithm (defined by the property linkToRecognitionModel). Figure 3(b) describes the recognition of 

a specific object. An instance of a RoboEarthObjRec- Perception is  created,  which  describes  that  the 

object  Bottle2342 (linked  through  the  property objectActedOn)  was detected at a certain position 

(linked through the property eventOccursAt)  at a  given  point  in  time  using  that  recognition  model 

(defined by the property recognizedUsingModel).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  The object description, recognition model, and one particular perception instance of the bottle 
used in the second demonstrator [8] 

Environments: The database stores maps for self-localization as well as poses of objects such as pieces 

of furniture (Figure 4). The semantic map combines a binary map that is linked using the linkToMapFile 

property with an object that was recognized in the respective environment. The representation of the 

object is identical to the one in Figure 3. This example shows that both binary (e.g., occupancy grids) 

and semantic maps consisting of a set of objects can be exchanged and even combined. The given 

perception instance not only defines the pose of the object but also gives a time stamp when the object 

was seen last. This can serve as a base for calculating the pos ition uncertainty, which increases over 
time.  
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Fig. 4.  The environment map used in the second demonstrator [8] 

Action Recipes: The stored information includes the list of subaction recipes, skills, and their ordering 

constraints required for executing an action recipe as well as action parameters, such as objects, 

locations, and grasp types (Figure 5). Action classes are visualized as blocks, proper- ties of these classes 

are listed inside of the block, and ordering constraints are depicted by arrows between the blocks. The 

recipe is modeled as a sequence of actions, which can be action recipes by themselves, e.g., the 

GraspBottle recipe. Each recipe is a parameterized type-specific subclass of an action such as 

Translation. Atomic actions, i.e., actions  that are not composed from subactions, represent skills that 

translate these commands into motions. Third, services that provide advanced learning and reasoning 

capabilities at the database level. A first type of service is illustrated by RoboEarth’s reas oning server. 

It is based on KnowRob [25] and uses semantic information stored in the database to perform logical 

inference. Services may also solely operate on the database. 

RoboEarth’s learning and reasoning service uses reasoning techniques [26], [25] to analyze the 

knowledge saved in the RoboEarth database and automatically generates new action recipes and updates 

prior information. For example, given multiple task executions, the database can compute probabilities 

for finding a bottle on top of the cupboard or on the patient’s nightstand. Using the additional 

information that cups are likely to be found next to bottles, the service can automatically create a 

hypothesis for the probability of finding cups on top of the cupboard. Such cross correlations between 

objects can provide powerful priors for object recognition and help to guide a robot’s actions.  

Additionally, if there are two action recipes that reach the same goal in different ways, the learning and 

reasoning service can detect this, fuse the recipes, and explicitly represent both alternatives. For 

example, if robot A was equipped with a dexterous manipulator but robot B only with a tray, the 

component could create a single action recipe “serve drink to patient” with two branches depending on 

the robot’s abilities, which would have different requirements:  the first branch would require a 

graspable bottle, whereas the second branch would require the availability of human or robotic help to 

place the bottle on the tray. 
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Fig. 5.  The action recipe used for the second demonstrator [8] 

Taking this as inspiration and applying technologies used for developing Smart Robots and using there 

ability to orient them self in there surroundings and ability to learn and to share the learned we tuck the 

liberty to apply and combine other technologies such as Smart phones who very often have already 

installed GPS and Navigation systems with whose help we can tell a persons location and can be used 

to guide us to reach a designated location. But for blind people it is also essential that you tell them the 

obstacles which may appear on the road to the given location.  By means of a digital camera which 

records objects that are before us  at a certain distance. The picture is then send sent  to  an application 

installed on the smart phone, this new application  which is connected to a central data- base which one 

containing the list of possible objects that could be faced  along the way, b ut with enlargement  

opportunities ,that means  if the user  saw an unknown object that is not registered in the database, the 

object will be recorded saved , analyzed and registered in the database, and when we encounter it on the 

road again, it will be registered  in the database and it will be available to users. All objects that are 

registered in the database must be encoded in advance and each of them is given a code to identify them 

, therefore all new objects which we encounter and are not encoded , are recorded by the digital camera 

which then sends the picture to the application which then notifies the database for an object unknown, 

the user of the  tool is then automatically notified even though   we don’t know what kind of object are 

we talking about of an potential risk in certain distance and size of that object. 

Our task is to enlist and to give an identity code to all unknown objects which we may encounter in the 

environment so in the future it may be to the users disposition. 
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The new application will embody on it self functions of GPS, Navigational system and all the registered 

date in the central data base all input about the environment will be delivered via digital camera. 

Thanks to GPS and Navigational System the user needs just to put the  desired destination and the 

installed new application will calculate the fastest and safest route given the users location. The camera 

will record full time all objects and potential risks who are in front of the user it will send them to the 

application who will check with the data base and hopefully identify and notify the user for example: 

1 meter from the user is the sidewalk 1 meter to his left there are 3 people walking and to his right in an 

unknown object (whose picture will be send to the data base as an unknown object which is to be 

identified and given an id code so in the future it can be useful). The dimensions of the digital camera 

have to be small enough so it may fit on sun glasses and record the objects and send them to the 

application who contacts the data base where the identification is being done and through the same route 

information will be sent back to the user who will receive them verbally via headphones.  

Users of the tool will be informed to all the objects which are 180 degrees around them, but we need to 

be aware that this tool should not recognize every thing  around because that will create confusion and 

total de concentration  to the user. It should therefore describe only objects that could cause injury to 

the users who is unable to see. 
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Abstract.  With  the  upcoming  of  cloud  computing  technology,  the  robots doesn’t  

have  to  act  anymore  on  their  own  but  they  can  learn  from  the experiences of other 

robots. The main idea of this proposal is how to share knowledge between  heterogeneous 

robots and  how to  move the processing power  from  robots  to  the  cloud  via  cloud  

computing.  A  demonstration  is thought to be realized using clean robots and the services 

of cloud computing platform RoboEarth. The orientation and position coordinates of the 

cleaner robot can easily be calculated by using the encoder and electronic compass. The 

ultrasonic distance sensor will scan the environment for obstacles and for the borders of 

the unknown environment. All this information will be transferred to the cloud platform 

which then uses the path planning algorithm for the coverage of the complete 

environment for cleaning task. The processing power of the cloud technology enables the 

low cost production of the cleaner robot. The path planning algorithm based on small 

area segmentation will be used to control the robot motion and to cover the complete 

environment. 

 

Keywords: autonomous robots, cloud robot, share knowledge, path planning algorithms 

 
 

1   Introduction 

 
Cleo robot is design to handle all kind of the requests to finish the job description, his task is to clean 

the surface and keeps clean the environment, using intelligent algorithms and working hard into 

artificial intelligent to calculate paths, Cleo should be enough intelligent to handle his operation. Cleo 

special feature is to create its own world how he sees it through its sensors, and operate starting from 

decisions and movements independent from human support. Meantime to improve its features a 

services Cleo will be able to connect to Cloud services and interact with it to solve processing power 

versus cost of Cleo implementation. 

The Internet gave advantages of sharing knowledge between people but this opportunity didn’t have 

the robots until now. The idea of having a remote brain for robots is not something new [1], but the 

amount of computer power that robots have when  connecting  to  the  cloud  is  something  that  came  

together  with  the  new technology generation. 

While humanoid robots needed to carry heavy computers and large batteries instead of powering 

them,  with the new cloud computing technology the processing power is moving into the cloud which 

makes robots even lighter, cheaper and smarter [2]. In cloud robots have the ability to access large 

amount of data while processing them without problem. The advantage of Cloud robotics is that 

robots could off-load the Compute-intensive jobs and even download new skills that are required 

while operating in a real-time manner. For the start the robot can possess locally the basic skills and 

if in any case the robot faces any new object that doesn’t have locally or even never faced it before, 

the robot for the start can identify the new object as an obstacle  and   by  the  aid  of  ultrasonic  

distance  sensor  the  robot  can  send  the dimensions of the unknown object to the cloud, where cloud 

uses the intelligent algorithms  to  recognize  and  store  the  object  in  the  database  and  responds  

the necessary commands to  the  robot  in  order  to  interact with  the  environment. In traditional 

robots instead of providing one task they needed previously to be reprogrammed, so this drives us to 

the idea that we previously needed to know what the robot was supposed to do. Nowadays, the robots 

has the opportunity to offload CPU heavy tasks to remote servers so the robots requires less 

processing power in onboard computers[6,7]. So, robots could communicate with cloud in case of 

mailto:@ubt-uni.net
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recognizing new objects and navigating the environment. The continues advantage of cloud is that it 

is not limited only to one kind of robot, so instead of robots to share their knowledge they should 

follow standards no matter if it is a large or small robot, humanoid or not[8]. 

 

 

2   Related Work 

 
2.1  RoboEarth 

 
One  of  the  most  successfully  projects  on  cloud  robots,  RoboEarth  [3,4],  is  a repository of 

information where different robots could share the information of their experiences. “The goal of 

RoboEarth is to allow robotic systems to benefit from the experience of other robots, paving the way 

for rapid advances in machine cognition and behavior, and ultimately, for more subtle and 

sophisticated human-machine interaction.”[3]. Roboearth has three different databases which has 

information about action, object and environment. Data i these databases are stored in OWL ontology 

language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of RoboEarth [roboearth] 

 

In figure 1 is presented how a robot could learn new action. In RoboEarth robots could learn new 

action through teleportation. Human operator controls the robot whereas the signals from sensors and 

motors are received through ROS, which has a RoboEarth component. 

 
2.2   DaVinci Framework 

 
DaVinci is a platform as a service which provides a framework for providing parallel processing and  

scalability. In  Figure  2  is  presented  the  architecture of  DaVinci showing the communication 

from the machines until the backend of the framework. DaVinci framework it is a UML based Toolkit 

for modeling DaVinci applications [5]. 
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Fig. 2. Architecture of DaVinci Framework [5] 

 

2.3  A proposed Framework 

 
Instead of creating this remote brain the communication is done through machine to cloud and vice 

versa. 

 
Fig. 3. The communication between CLEO and the RoboEarth framework 
 

So  our  robot  Cleo,  will  have  the  initial  software  which  will  provide  the  basic information to 

the cloud. 

We selected RoboEarth framework for communicating in the cloud . So the initial software  will  be  

part  of  RoboEarth  Cloud  Engine  layer  which  acts  between RoboEarth Databse and our cleaner 

robot. 

 

3   Decision system handling 

 
There are cloud and local intelligent decision making mechanism. 

 

3.1  Decision making mechanism 

 

 Decision making mechanism 

 Could 

o Storage information 

o Behavior analyses of the tasks done 
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o Prediction 

o Analyses of movement obstacles 

 Local Intelligent 

o Intelligent to avoid obstacles 

o Battery life 

o Communication unit 

 

3.2  Graphical User Interface features and System developing technology 

 

Cloud Service offers some features through User Interface for robot owners. In case when we need to 

monitor or to handle certain propose of the robot than we can use Graphical User Interface (GUI). 

Those features includes in itself monitoring the robot behavior and giving some basic commands to 

robot like: Start cleaning Job, stop cleaning, redefine the cleaning map, new cleaning location, 

monitoring batteries, monitoring cleaning paths and  shows all  improvements during the  time on 

path optimization, monitoring working hours ect. Those information makes able to manage better the 

service and robot owner is closer to its robot and know all necessary data for behavior of the robot in 

its house, merchant, trade center etc. 

User Interface is developed in Asp.NET and .NET technology mainly in Visual Studio C# using 

MCV technology. GUI architecture handle all security issues starting from user level in meaning that 

each user in system has certain level of user rights where are predefined all access policy. And second 

step of security is securing the communication from user devices to cloud servers and database. 

Cloud database is combination between private Cloud and Public Cloud, in order to increase security, 

reliability and efficiency. Development technology of database is in MS SQL server 2012 for Private 

Cloud and MS SQL Azure in Windows Azure for Public Cloud. In database we make all high level of 

the intelligent transactions and calculation, starting form data collection to data mining, and Business 

Intelligent. 

 
The population of the data in database is in two ways: 

 
1.   Manually (Users put data in system, especially in cases for parameterization and new users and 

robots in system) and 

2.   Robot through its sensor gathering data sends to Cloud through Arduino 

Microcontroller using WiFi communication. 

 

4   Design of the environment 
 

     Detect the position of the Cleo 

o Encoder 

o Angle sensor 

     Detect obstacles 

o Ultrasound 

     Define the environment for cleaning 

o intelligent algorithms 

     Interaction with system center 

o Control Unit 

 

4.1  Detect obstacles and position of the Cleo 

 

 Ultrasonic  distance  sensor  connected  to  stepper  motor  for  180  degree obstacle 

scanning. 

 Encoder is used to take information for robot displacement. 

 Angle sensor for orientation. 

 RF Transceiver for robot computer communication. 
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 Control Unit (uC) for transferring the sensory information to the system 

database, and for receiving the necessary commands to control the robot movement. 

 

4.2  Define the environment for cleaning 

 

Main  advantages  of  the  Cleo  robot  is  offering  the  feature  to  create  its  own environment 

not by putting the cleaning map as input information necessary but, it will create the  map 

by using artificial intelligent and input information from its sensors. 

We will receive from Cleo three variables from which we are able to construct the cleaning 

area. First variable is angle of the Ultrasonic sensor, then it is distance measurement from 

Ultrasonic sensors and last information data is robot movement distance. Through these three 

information we are able to construct cleaning surface area. This information for our Cloud is 

in real time interaction even in cases when Cleo have done for one time cleaning the surface 

and knows the area through Cloud Storage, it updates the obstacles positions. 

 
 
Fig. 5. Coordinate system 

 

Definition of the surface will be in square parts 4m2 and all analyses will be handle on this 

subsurface. 

4.3  Interaction with system center 

 

     Control Unit Arduino base 

     RF transmitter and receiver 

 

 
 
Fig. 6. Hardware design and control system 

 

5   Surface cleaning algorithms 

 
Information that we are gathering from sensors which are putted in robot, we are able to creating area 

that should be cleaned. This area is created within creating obstacles in environment, creating so called 

movement obstacles. And on top of these creations we need some kind of algorithms for optimization, 
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which algorithms will support us to be more efficiency and save battery energy and cleaning process 

to be shorter and better. Path optimization handle also the process of cleaning entire area without 

forget any part of surface, object or place where should be cleaned. 

 

5.1  Cleaning defined area and recreating obstacles within environment 

 

To clean the surface in proper way, we should make able to 

 Know the obstacles 

 Construct surface (area) to clean 

 Know which area has been cleaned 

 
 

Fig. 7. Coordinate system and Obstacle definition 

 

In this case Cleo will start from left part and going in right direction when finishes the line or when it 

have any obstacles in front of it. Since Ultrasonic sensor moves in 1800 we  have all  in  front 

information, this data  will  gives  us  better and  faster construction of the surface and know obstacles 

before we are stuck on it. 

 

5.2  Path optimization 

 

The  cleaning  subsurface  is  divided  to  smaller  parts  for  better  analyses  and optimization 

behavior of the robot. The algorithm working like: 

 These parts are divided in other smaller part in order to be able to check which parts are 

cleaned, 

 Robot goes from current part to part in right side, then left part this way until it is finished all 

closed area of the current floor 

 Second cleaner time compare detected real time parts with information that is stored in database 

(Cloud task) 

 

 
Fig. 8. Surface analyses and subsurface definition 

 

Cleaning  process  within  the  subsurface  place  will  be   manage  through  two dimensional 

vectors that makes able to know each subsurface and each small area 

with an ID. On top of this information we will have some kind of flag status for each of them and if 

robot finishes with any of them then Cloud updates the flag and we will have necessary information 
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for statement of the surface. 

 
Fig. 9. Path optimization and dividing subsurface into smaller area parts 

 

 

6   Conclusion 

 
In order to be able to gain enough processing power to handle different types of algorithms for 

artificial intelligent and makes our robot cost cheap and intelligent enough for its own features we 

solution of moving the processing power from the robot to Cloud. In this case we engage lots of 

benefits, like: 

 

Cheaper cleaner robot for market 

 

 If we have cheaper robot than it makes able to produce robots for wide area of market, 

meaningful financial aspect as well as geographical one 

 Cloud  Cleaner  service  analyses,  offers  analyses  for  broad  families  or business even 

the robot producers from single point to manage and collaborate. 

 

Since we have Could service in place then intelligent development are easier achievement for complex 

algorithms to Cloud rather than to Robot system itself. Storage issues are near to infinite in Cloud 

which makes possible to evolve the behavior of the robot and optimizations algorithms. Through Data 

Mining development in Cloud which is in higher level, we avoid the bottle neck of hardware in robot 

and are able to plug and play our robot in all spaces needed. 

Due these benefits and features that our robot has, it is easier to create the robot world even that is so 

private for current robot or are some robots that collaborate with each other in same place, Cloud will 

take care for creating the surface area for these group of robots and exchange the data between. This 

is what makes system intelligent and robot behavior on it. 
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Abstract. As proposed in various studies, educational facilities hold a high potential yield 

for improvement of room utilization. The goal of the project “MoreSpace” at Vienna 

University of Technology (TU Vienna) was to develop a hybrid modeling approach which 

helps to increase the efficiency of the university’s space utilization. Besides coupling of 

Discrete Event Simulation (DEVS), Agent-based (AB) methods and Cellular Automata 

(CA), successful deployment of such a model requires a thorough integration within the 

peripheral system. Which in turn leads to preconditions that have to be met, (e.g. by input -

data, visualization of results, dissemination, etc.). This paper covers the methods applied 

for analyses of the model and the peripheral system, which enable model integration. For 

this is necessary to also focus on the psycho-social layer of the institution, as it is this 

layer that often leads to rejection of otherwise “good” solutions by the people within 

institutions. The paper further describes a deployment matrix which puts the simulations -

models mode of operation (i.e. one time utilization for consulting, recurrent and frequent 

utilization) into context with met preconditions and the required depth of system 

integration. This allows it to estimate whether a model can be deployed as intended or 

not; with alternatives being either a transformation of the system, reformulation of the 

question(s) towards the model or - in the worst case - abortion of the deployment process. 

In the latter case the value of the deployment matrix lies within an early judgment of the 

situation saving resources that would have been spend otherwise. In addition it is possible 

to use these for developing alternative solutions in support of the intentional goals. 

 

Keywords: Mobile data traffic, Wi-Fi offload, data optimization 

1   Introduction 

Over the last few years “sustainability” has become a frequently used catch -word – not without 

controversy, as it is often used misleadingly or in a subjective manner. Nevertheless nowadays it is 

commonly accepted that the lifestyle (especially that of developed countries’ populations) needs to be 

more responsible in order to achieve the goal of a balanced ecological footprint. 

Looking at this challenge it becomes clear that such an ambiguous objective cannot be achieved only 

through scientific improvement and utilization of “new technologies”. For example does a newest 

generation-car consume less fuel and produce less greenhouse gases, but still it is more efficient to use 

an already built car instead of trading it for one that needs yet to be produced: Increasing efficiency of 

the already existing has to play an essential part in the struggle towards a sustainable lifestyle. To the 

authors’ knowledge efficient utilization of buildings – spare highly specialized industrial buildings (e.g. 

real estate in production & logistics, airports, etc.) – has not been subject of optimization-approaches 

based on modeling and simulation until now. This is quite surprising  seeing that especially for large-

scale buildings and building-complexes (for instance educational institutions or office blocks) an 

efficient management can significantly increase the utilization of given (room-) resources, as shown in 

[1]. The present paper focuses on improving space management in order to increase space utilization 

(lecture room utilization). As it has the power to drastically in- but also decrease efficiency, proper 

management is crucial. The complexity of defining good space management  lies within the problem 

definition – in most cases it is unfeasible if not impossible to test and evaluate management strategies 
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in vivo. A key to the task of finding efficient management strategies lies within simulation, as it 

overcomes this problem. A simulation-based approach for evaluation – which subsequently allows 
improvement – of space management strategies, is presented in this paper. 

 

Fig. 1. Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) of the model input-data. 

2   Problem Setting 

A model for simulation of various (lecture) room-management strategies of course needs to incorporate 

the control strategies that are to be simulated. Further the type of use of the space has to be represented 
by the model. This directly leads to questions such as: 

 Who are the users? 

 (How) Are they affecting utilization? 

 How do space (lecture rooms) requirements look like? 

 Which rooms are available? 

 

Some of these questions can be represented by (input) data while others are to be captured by the model-

structure. 

In order to combine the control strategies as well as user behavior a hybrid model was set up. The core-

model consists of a Discrete EVent Simulation (DEVS)-framework (implemented in Enterprise 

Dynamics) with agent-based elements in order to incorporate the individual (student-) behavior. For 

this an appropriate mapping, in order to transfer the server-resource-definition onto the given problem 

of space allocation, had to be found. Walking times are either presented via a look-up table with average 

times between two locations or via a sub-model, based on Cellular Automata (CA). The CA within this 

sub-model are again extended by agent-based methods to capture the individual (student) behavior. Last 

but not least Business Process Modeling (BPM) is utilized to firstly analyze and secondly coordinate 

the interrelationship of the system’s stake holders. Within the course of the project it was found that the 

used technique (IBM’s Business Process Modeling Notation) did not satisfy the demands and was thus 

modified. 
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3   Utilizing and Adapting the Methods 

As stated above the methods applied within this simulation project had to be modified or extended prior 

to their combination within the hybrid model. In this section the methods are described and the 
modifications explained briefly. 

3.1   Discrete Event Simulation (DEVS) 

The roots of discrete event simulation can be traced back to the middle of the last century [2]. Over last 

decades DEVS has become a standard tool for the analysis and improvement/optimization of resource -

utilization in various areas. Among those are such broad fields as for example supply chain 

management, production and logistics but also specialized areas as hospital management.  DEVS’ 

theoretical basis is the Entity-Resource- or Entity-Flow-Concept. Entities are searching their way 

through processes to the according resources, while this way is controlled or influenced by events. E.g. 

patients inside an emergency department resemble the entities that are routed through diagnostic and 

treatment processes to the respective resources (X-ray, doctor diagnosing fracture, etc.). The way of the 

patients is depending on events (for example a finished diagnoses or nascent resources). Within facility 

management or more generally within management of the resource “room” – in terms of spaces inside 

a building – DEVS have not been utilized until now, as explained in section 1. Thus a proper definition 

or mapping of the DEVS-concept had to be found: while resources can be identified unequivocally with 

rooms, several projections are possible for the entities. Room is generally reserved/booked for a certain 

demand. This demand can be identified in two ways: as groups of people that want to carry out certain 

work or tasks or as tasks/work that needs room – and is associated with specific persons. For the present 

model the first approach has been chosen. This required to break down the systems onto the individual 

users, as the groups – which carry out work (i.e. lectures) within the rooms – are changing. Individuals 

can be “members” of several groups, which again can be “acting” at the same time. In this case the 

respective individual can of course not participate in both groups and consequently – in the worst case 

scenario – a group could represent a null set and thus not require space at all! From this it follows, that 

although the entities of the DEVS-concept are represented by the groups, individuals are playing a key-

role (at TU Vienna roughly 20.000 individual students need to be considered). These individuals are 

implemented as a combination of DEVS-atom and agent-based (AB) element. In such a way each of 

them can be assigned an individual controller logic - the “schedule”. Thus these agents or atoms are 

acting in response to events (lectures) but also goal-oriented as they decide how to proceed when 

conflicts arise – a feature that adds much to the dynamic system behavior as well as it brings it closer 

to reality. The next obstacle that needed to be overcome was the adaption of the model to a changing 

system. The implementation of DEVS models usually takes place using simulation environments 

(Enterprise Dynamics in the present case) that offer model-libraries and support drag-and-drop model 

creation, which offers a certain amount of flexibility and ease of use. Still it becomes hard to manually 

create a model consisting of several thousand entities (lectures taking place) and several hundred 

resources (rooms). Even more as those are subject to change – e.g. changing building plans during 

construction, blocked rooms due to repair or maintenance, changing curricula, etc. The complexity of 

the necessary input-data is displayed by the Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) in figure 1. To conquer 

this obstacle a module for database-driven model generation has been developed (see [3] ). It enables 

the model to be created automatically and fast out of (room-)databases. Subsequently the model 

becomes highly flexible and can represent virtually any room structure – given the necessary database. 

Another advantage of this structure is the ability to modify rooms themselves. If necessary two adjacent 
rooms (with the appropriate infrastructure) can be combined to create a bigger one and vice versa.  

3.2   Cellular Automata (CA) 

To model walking times between (lecture) rooms cellular automata have been used. CA are – as DEVS 

is – a fairly old modeling technique with origins reaching back to the middle of the past century. Its 

modeling base lies, as one could expect by the name, within individual cells. This base is independent 
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of the various different types of cellular automata: the states of their cells are subject to change, 

depending on the influence of neighboring cells and transition rules. Further they are very simple to 

describe (and thus to implement) but are still capable of reproducing very comp lex systems with 

unpredictable behavior (see [4]). Cellular automata are especially suitable for modeling walking times 

as their structure bases on a spatial grid that can be easily translated into any spatial context - though a 

problem lies within the individualism of the entities that are to be simulated. This is again overcome by 

an agent-based extension of the cellular automata. With this approach each individual can be clearly 

identified and thus passed forth and back between the DEVS-model and the CA-model in order to 

compute its walking times (see [5] for a detailed description of the model and [6] for further information 
on the combination of CA and AB-methods). 

 

Fig. 26. Monte Carlo simulation of walking times (y-axis, time in seconds) vs. number of moving agents 

(x-axis) with average time (blue), maximal (green) and minimal (red) time consumed. 

As previously mentioned the walking times can be either simulated on the fly for higher precision or 

approximated by lookup-tables. As real-time simulation of walking times is consuming a high amount 

of processing power when utilized for the whole university campus, the CA is used in order to compute 

sound approximations for the walking times. Figure 2 shows the correlation between walking times and 

the number of simultaneously moving agents. In order to increase the computational efficiency the 

university campus is not depicted by a single CA – which would inevitably consist of many “white 

areas” which do not need modeling. Instead the buildings are broken down to hallways and corridors 

which are mapped onto individual CA. This does not only result in slender automata but also allows to 
parallelize their computation. 

3.3   Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) 

The BPMN was standardized by the Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI) and released in 

2004. Its primary goal was to provide a notation that is readily understandable by all people involved 

within a business process  – from the business analysts to the technical developers. This is achieved by 

an appealing graphical notation, which basic flow elements are extremely easy to understand and grasp 

(from [7], [8] ). 
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Fig. 37. Comparison of original (left) and modified (right) version of a BMP (view on same section of 

business process). 

For interdisciplinary projects the use of such techniques is almost indispensable. Business Process 

Modeling (BPM) is especially valuable at the starting phase of project when a common language needs 

to be established: With only a short period of vocational adjustment all team-members can understand 

and use it. Despite BPMN’s benefits it was found in the course of the present project that it has some 

shortcomings as well. The regulations and specifications of the notation are increasing the complexity 

of the depicted systems beyond the level necessary for this project. Thus the notation was modified to 

better suit the specific needs and subsequently does not equate with IBM’s BPMN-specification. Figure 

3 does visualize the effect of the modification undertaken. It is a side-by-side comparison of the original 

(left) and modified (right) notation, both displaying the corresponding section of the same business 

process. While the conventional notation requires special symbols for every action and decision these 

have been omitted for the modified version to further increase readability by simplification. A flow-

item for the handover of data has been introduced to achieve an even bett er grasp. Utilization of BPM 

made it possible to model the business processes in use for the room-to-event-assignment (allocation of 

lecture rooms for courses) at Vienna University of Technology for the first time ever. Based on this 

system-analysis new processes and associated preconditions for a more efficient space management 

have been developed.  

3.4   Coupling of the Model 

While for technicians it is tempting to focus on the (DEVS-) core of the simulation-model in order to 

produce results, only the coupling of all previously described elements allows to fully exploit the 
available potential. 
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Fig. 48. Comparison of room reservation (left) and lectures held (right) in hours  

The development of business processes made it possible not only  to find a huge gap between the amount 

of held lectures and the time for which rooms have been reserved (see fig. 4) but also the reason for 

this: a bug within the reservation system. Through lack of control and coordination between departments 

this bug was not noticed before, as course-data did not undergo any (central) supervision but was taken 
as valid by all stakeholders. 

 

3.5 Deployment Matrix 

Tab. 1: The deployment matrix as a guideline to the feasibility of modes of operation. 

                                                                                                       Recurrence 

Preconditions frequent infrequent non-recurring 

all met possible possible possible 

some met not possible 

without 

transformation 

eventually with 

workaround 

likely, based on 

workaround 

none met not possible 

without 

transformation 

not possible 

without 

transformation 

unlikely. transformation not 

reasonable & workaround  

costly 

 

Model preconditions are deduced from the implementation and thus from its features. Hence, as a good 

model itself cannot be reduced any further, so cannot its requirements and thus its preconditions. 
Business process models and entity relationship models can be used to check whether: 

 the preconditions of the model are met, 

 the business process of the peripheral system is adequate, and 

 if the necessary (input) data can be provided by the stakeholders (identified  via stakeholder 

analysis and in the BPM). 

If the requirements cannot be fulfilled, the model cannot be deployed as intended. Instead of aborting 

the project, in such a case it is also possible to pursue two alternative strategies: Reformulation of the 

question towards the model in order to abate preconditions or adaption of the system’s business 

processes. Adequate reformulation of questions, leading to a less demanding model means that the 

original questions will remain unanswered — which will often be undesirable.  If on the other hand 

changing the business processes is too costly (especially in relation to the expected gain of the 

simulation project), a compromise between the two options might become interesting.  As previously 

noticed, the depth of integration is connected to the model’s levels of detail and its requirements, which 

hints that changing the mode of operation might open the option for model deployment. Naturally such 

a change influences the quality and/or amount of information derived from the model. The converse 
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argument holds as well: different simulation goals can be achieved through differing levels of system 

integration. 

 

2   Simulation Results 

2.1   Units for Quality-Measurement 

The goodness of a certain assignment of events (lectures) to rooms greatly depends on subjective 

criteria. A senior lecturer might favor one which grants him to use “his” or “her” traditional room while 

students might appreciate short walking distances between consecutive lectures. As it is impossible to 

generate solutions that oblige every bodies wishes “hard”, objective measurement units need to be 
found. 

 

Fig. 59. Utilization (x-axis) of lecture rooms (y-axis) during the day, semester average (lecture rooms 
decreasingly sorted by increasing capacity). 

In the present case the number of erroneous entries, the room utilization and room usage were chosen 

to be the main evaluation units. An erroneous entry denotes one room request (for a single, specific date 

and time slot of an event) that cannot be met. The room utilization is defined as the fraction of (core) 

time during which a room is used by events and the room usage expresses the extent to which the 

capacity of a room is exhausted (the fraction of people within the room, compared to the capacity of it).  

2.2   Control through Expert-Decisions  

Because of the complex structure of authority – at least at TU Vienna – and the huge search space the 

control of the room-allocation-procedure is subject to expert-decisions, with the results of the simulation 

runs being an auxiliary tool. 

Due to the amount of data produced during simulation runs (round about 20.000 single events need to 

be coordinated during each semester at TU Vienna) the results need to be filtered and preprocessed 

(semi-automated) in order to be useful to the experts in charge. This is done in several steps. 

Via a graphical user interface (GUI) database-internal (based on Access-reports) data-processing 

routines can be triggered that produce rudimental diagrams. In a second step the data is processed by 

external tools (currently MATLAB, will be replaced by license-free code) in order to fabricate more 

sophisticated visualizations. Figure 5 represents such a diagram in which the room utilization is 

depicted. Based on the information obtained by these two steps manual investigations are conducted in 

directions promising an improvement of the room-assignment control. 
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2.3   The Influence of Space Management 

Based on currently implemented space management strategies and input -data from previous semesters 

first conclusions can be drawn. Opposite to the “felt” situation of insufficient room resources the actual 

system does – by far – not reach its limits. The diagram in fig. 6 does show the utilization of rooms -

categories. Even the categories “auditorium” (left) and “seminar room” (2nd from left), which are used 

by far more frequently than the rest, are not close to the practically achievable limit of 60% to 80%. 

Insufficient room could generally be identified as either temporal collisions during peak times or as 

reservations of rooms without authorizing event/lecture. Hence the solution is as  simple as a re-

scheduling of some courses and introduction of the previously mentioned improved business processes.  

But at the same time it becomes apparent that the currently implemented space management 

combinations (25 totaling: 5 booking-rules and 5 priorizations) are not differentiated enough and need 

to be refined, which can be seen in figure 7. 

The diagram shows the number of unsatisfied room requests (on basis of single and specific dates of 

events) for 15 scenarios that have been tested. Although a certain influence, especially of the chosen 

rule-set L123 (blue), L23 (green) and L3 (orange), can be observed, the differences are not dramatic. 

The rule-set defines the priorization order of room-assignment to events. The three basic options are: 

rooms are assigned to events if the capacity fits perfectly, 

rooms are assigned within the building of the organizing department  

rooms are assigned as soon a category- and capacity-requirement is met. 

 

Fig. 6. Utilization of rooms by category (representative scenario) 

3   Conclusion and Outlook 

Based on the results and insights gained so far a positive course might be expected for the project. Until 

the present point the data used was only “historic” (from prev ious semesters) hence the upcoming 

interface-development for simulation with current data is likely to bring results interesting for the 

experts controlling the room-allocation procedure. The presented results from section 2 showed that the 

created model still needs refinement (which is already planned). The control-capabilities for the space 

management with the improved model are to be tested subsequently. As explained in section 3.4 the 

project strongly benefited from the introduction of BPM for the analysis of the system and interrelations 

between stakeholders. With many IT-projects failing because the developed software does not blend 

into the surrounding system, the use of BPM should be considered to improve this situation. BPM is 

also helpful when defining (business) processes to identify bottlenecks and define preconditions. 

While the model is currently being tested in order to aid the control of space management it could be 

extended in the future in order to evaluate building design prior to construct ion. In such a way the 
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control-mechanism could be improved and adjusted together with the building plans according to the 

intended building’ usage. 

 
 

Fig. 7. Unsatisfied room requests of 15 simulation runs with differing space management strategies. 

Generally speaking a building with a more efficient space utilization can house more units of use. On 

the one hand this leads to reduced costs per unit, as the fixed costs for rental, heating, maintenance, etc. 

are divided on more usage. On the other hand it benefits the environment, as it results in a reduced 

ecological footprint per unit. Another potential area of research is the adaption of the CA model. With 

proper modifications it could be used to control pedestrian flow through buildings. For example routing 

blind people or those unfamiliar with the building complex from one point to another with respect to 

the current state (e.g. avoiding overcrowded hallways, get around broken elevators) or even for 

intelligent partitioning and guidance of people during evacuation. 
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Abstract. Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET) are self-configured and infrastructure less 

networks with autonomous mobile nodes. Due to the high flexibility, these kind of 

networks are heavily used in rescue operations, military missions etc. Many routing 

protocols for this kind of networks exist. This article presents a comparative and 

quantitative performance study of DSDV, AODV and DSR routing protocols using 

different simulation models in NS2. Performance metrics like PDR, E2E Delay and 

Throughput are analyzed under varying network, traffic and mobility parameters like 

number of nodes, traffic flows, mobility speed and pause time. Results show that AODV 

outperforms DSDV and DSR in all the performance metrics. DSDV performs better than 

DSR in terms of PDR and E2E delay. DSR gives 20-30 higher Throughput than DSDV. 

Performance metrics are highly influenced by network topology parameters like number 

of nodes and number of traffic flow connections. Mobility parameters like speed and 

pause time have slight impact on performance. 

Keywords:  Mobile  Networks,  MANET,  DSDV,  AODV,  DSR,  routing protocol 

1   Introduction 

MANETs are networks with nodes that are mobile and can be connected dynamically and arbitrarily 

making the topology very flexible. The communicating devices are auto configurable and there is no 

need for extra infrastructure. Each of the network activities such as discovering the topology, sending 

messages or routing messages is performed by each node. Typical examples of these networks are 

research of rescue operations, military operations etc. [1]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Examples of MANETS   

 

MANETs need efficient algorithms in order to properly depict the network topology, route packets and 

adopt to the many changes. Many routing algorithms have been designed. They usually fall in two 

categories:  

 

1. Table-driven routing algorithms 

2. On-demand routing algorithms  

 

DSDV (Destination-Sequent Distance Vector) is a Table-driven (proactive) routing protocol wears 

AODV (Ad hoc on-demand Distance Vector) and DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) are examples of On-

demand (reactive) routing protocols. The main goal of this paper is to present a quantitative performance 
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comparison of the above protocols for MANETs. Three performance metrics have been analyzed: PDR 

(Packet Delivery Ratio), Average End-to-End delay and Throughput. The performance analysis is done 

simulating networks with different topology (number of nodes), traffic (number of connections) and 

mobility (speed and pause time) parameters. The simulations are performed using NS-2.35 in Ubuntu 

13.04 Linux. NS2 which is one of the best known discrete event network research simulators that 

supports many MANET routing protocols like AODV, DSDV, TORA, DSR etc. [2]. NS2 instructions 

are used to define the topology and traffic model of the network and motion of mobile nodes. The 

generated trace files are further processed with AWK scripts to get the values of performance metrics. 

The results show that AODV outperforms the other two protocols in every simulation. DSDV is better 

than DSR in terms of PDR and Average E2E delay. DSR gives better throughput than DSDV (20-30 % 

higher). AODV gives stable performance results wears DSR is highly influenced by the varying network 

parameters. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes related works about 

MANET routing simulations, Section 3 describes the MANET routing protocols that are further 

analyzed, section 4 presents some of the most important network performance metrics, section 5 

describes the simulation models for the varying parameters that are used, section 6 presents the 

simulation results wears section 7 concludes.  

2   Related Work  

Routing performance simulations for Ad hoc networks have been subject to different research papers. 

In [3] Yinfei Pan presents a qualitative and quantitative performance analysis of routing protocols, 

comparing AODV and DSR using NS2 simulations. He uses fixed values for number of nodes and speed 

(low values) and varies number of sources and pause time. Very high values of pause time are used in 

order to have very little mobility and mimic sensor networks. He concludes that AODV outperforms 

DSR mainly in stressful situations (high traffic load). In [4] the authors perform a similar survey (the 

same protocols). They simulate the protocols varying the number of sources (for traffic load) and the 

pause time (for mobility) keeping number of nodes and speed constant. They conclude that AODV and 

DSR perform better than DSDV in in high mobility scenarios and that AODV outperforms DSR in 

higher load scenarios.  In [5] and [6] the authors analyze the performance of AODV protocol only. The 

first paper shows results of PDR, End to End delay, Normalized Routing Load and Throughput metrics 

wears the second measures PDR, End to End delay and Packet loss. The simulations are performed 

under varying network size (varying number of nodes) scenarios keeping the other parameters constant. 

The authors of [5] conclude that AODV performs better in larger network sizes. In [6] the tabular results 

presented show that there is a nonlinear change (ups and downs) in the values of the measured metrics.  

S. S. Tyagi and R. K. Chauhan conduct a similar study [7]. They evaluate the protocols by means of 

PDR, Average E2E, packet loss and routing overhead. Varying number of nodes (10-200), speed (10-

100 m/s), pause time (0-1000 seconds) and simulation time. They conclude that AODV performs better 

than DSR in dense environments and both AODV and DSR perform better than DSDV. 

In this paper I try to study AODV, DSDV and DSR under more realistic scenarios. In case of 

MANETs every network parameter can change, thus I perform simulations varying all modeling 

parameters like number of nodes (for different devices in the network), number of traffic flows (for 

different traffic loads in the network), speed (for different mobility speed of devices) and p ause time 

(for different pause time of the devices). I also use sensible varying values for these parameters in order 

to have realistic simulation scenarios and results and I focus on the effect this parameters have on the 

different performance metrics. 

 

3   Manet Routing Protocols  

Based on the rouging techniques they implement, routing protocols for MANETs may be categorized 

into two types, Proactive (table driven) and Reactive (on-demand). Other category of MANET routing 

protocols which is a combination of both proactive and reactive is referred as Hybrid. Proactive routing 

protocols require that each node of the network keep and maintain up-to-date routing information stored 
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in one or more tables that represent the entire topology of the network. These t ables are updated 

regularly so that when a route is needed it is already known. Having and maintaining available routes 

in advance for every possible request is the main characteristic of proactive protocols.  

Reactive routing protocols, also called on-demand protocols, collect routing information, establish and 

maintain routes only when they are needed. Route discovery mechanism is used to find paths from the 

source to the destination. When a node (source) needs to send data to another node (destination) it 

invokes the route discovery mechanism which consists of sending route request packets. This gives a 

high latency, however there is no transmission of unnecessary control messages through the network. 

The discovered route is kept in a table or cache which is updated according to the many network 

changes.  

Hybrid protocols tend to combine the pros of proactive and reactive routing protocols. These protocols 

organize nodes into zones based on their location and distance from each other. Inside a certain zone  

routing is performed using proactive protocols while on-demand protocols are applied for routing 

between different zones. 

3.1   DSDV 

DSDV is a well-known proactive protocol based on Bellman-Ford algorithm with certain adaptations 

[8] and is considered to be successor of distance vector in wired networks. It calculates and chooses the 

shortest path (with minimal distance) among multiple paths to send packets from source to destination. 

Each of the mobile nodes keeps a routing table which lists all the reachable destinations, the number of 

hops to the destination and the sequence number originated by the destination node. The sequence 

number is used to distinguish stale routes from new ones and thus avoid the formation of loops. Routes 

with recent sequence number are the ones used wears those with older sequence number are discarded. 

The tables store information for routing and are updated by control packets exchanges between the 

nodes. Each node transmits updates periodically to maintain the consistency to th e changes in topology 

of the network. These periodic small updates are also called “incremental” updates. When there are 

significant changes in the network (hence in the table) the nodes transmit the entire table to their 

neighbors performing the so-called “full dumps”. When the network is relatively stable, incremental 

updates are sent to avoid extra traffic and full dump are relatively infrequent. In a fast -changing network, 

incremental packets can grow big so full dumps will be more frequent. 

3.2   AODV 

AODV is a reactive protocol that belongs to the class of Distance Vector Routing Protocols. It starts a 

route discovery process only when a node has data packets to transmit and there is no route path (or 

when the route is stale or broken) towards the destination node [9]. The routing table of each node 

contains the necessary information about the route from source to destination and sequence numbers to 

avoid loops (in this aspect it is similar to DSDV). AODV operation is based on Route Request (RREQ), 

Route Replay (RREP) and Route Error (RERR) packets. First it broadcasts query packets (RREQ) to 

its neighbors. If a neighbor has a route to the destination it replies with route reply packet (RREP), 

otherwise the neighbor rebroadcasts the RREQ packet to its neighbors until some query packets reach 

the destination. At this time a RREP packet is transmitted back the route or RREQ packet to the source. 

Now the source has a route to the destination and can start transmitting data packets. If a line break 

occurs while the route passing through it is still active, the node upstream (from source to destination) 

of that break sends a RERR packet to the source. After receiving this packet, the source will start 

generating RREQ messages to find a new route. 

 
3.3   DSR 

DSR is a reactive source routing protocol, which means that the sender knows the complete route to the 

destination. The routes to any given node are stored in a route cache at the source and are part of every 

transmitted packet, thus routing loops cannot be formed as they would be immediately detected. A route 

discovery mechanism takes place when the source does not have any route to the destination. The source 

broadcasts a route discovery packet to all its neighbor nodes. This request packet contains the address 
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of the destination host which is referred as the target of route discovery, the source’s address, a route 

record field and a unique identification number. Each node receiving a RREQ packet rebroadcasts it, 

unless it is the destination or it has a route to the destination in its cache. In the latter case it sends a 

route reply (RREP) message to the initiator. Both RREQ and RREP packets are also source routed. The 

broadcasting goes on until the destination is found. The RREQ builds up the path traversed across the 

network and RREP routes itself back to the source by traversing it backward. The route carried back by 

the RREP packet is cached at the source for future use. If any link on a source route is broken, the source 

node is notified using a route error (RERR) packet. The source removes any route using this link from 

its cache. A new route discovery process must be initiated by the source if this route is still needed. 

 

4   Performance Metrics 

There are many network performance metrics which can be evaluated in order to get an overview of the 

performance of routing protocols [10]. In this paper, AODV, DSDV and DSR performance is analyzed 

and compared using the metrics described below. 

4.1   Packet Delivery Ratio 

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is the ratio of all the data packets successfully received by the destinations 

to those generated by the sources. It describes the delivery capabilities of the network. Higher values of 

this metric means better performance of the protocol.  

 

PDR = (Packets Received / Packets Sent)*100 (1) 

4.2   Average End-to-End Delay 

Average End-to-End Delay is defined as average time taken by data packets to propagate from source 

to destination across the network. This includes all possible delays caused by buffering during routing  

discovery latency, queuing at the interface queue, and retransmission delays at the MAC, propagation 

and transfer times etc.  Higher value of end-to-end delay means that the network is congested and hence 

the routing protocol does not perform well.  It is  calculated as follows: 

 

End to end Delay = Σ (arrive time - send time) / No. Delivered Packets   (2) 

4.3   Throughput  

Throughput is the average rate at which the total number of data packet is delivered successfully from 

one node to another per unit time. It is calculated as follows: 

 

Throughput = (No. delivered packet * packet size)/total duration of simulation. (3) 

  

Higher Throughput means better performance of the protocol. 

5   Simulation Model  

In the following sections I present the models (network, mobility and traffic models) and the parameters 

used in the simulations. 
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5.1   Network Model  

The physical network of a MANETs consists of mobile nodes such as laptops, PDAs and wireless 

phones. It is self-configuring and there is no need for other infrastructure. The communicating devices 

have routing capabilities and operate both as hosts and routers to forward data packets to each other. 

They move freely in a random way and usually multiple hops are needed to exchange data between each 

two nodes. To model the network I used a rectangular and constant simulated area of 900x600 meters. 

I also used typical NS2 parameters like the standard Two-Way-Ground as a radio propagation model 

for the Wireless channels and Omni-Directional Antenna model. The network interface type is the 

standard IEEE 802.11. To observe the effect of increasing the number of communicating devices I use 

a varying number of mobile nodes (6 values) from 8 to 53 in step of 9. The default value   for the number 

of nodes (number of nodes in simulation in which this parameter doesn’t change) is 30. 

 
5.2   Mobility Model  

The mobility model describes how speed, acceleration and direction of the node changes over time. It 

is very important as it changes the characteristic of the mobile nodes and thus effects network and 

routing protocol performance. In order to check the performance of a protocol for an ad hoc network, 

the protocol should be tested under realistic conditions such as limited transmission range, limited buffer 

space for storage of messages and realistic movement characteristics of mobile nodes. There are various 

mobility models [11] such as Random Walk Mobility Model, Random Waypoint Mobility Model, 

Reference Point Group mobility Model etc. CMU Scenario Generator (setdest execu table) is a tool that 

implements in NS2 “Random Waypoint” model (algorithm) which is the one used for these simulations. 

It randomly generates the positions and the movements of the mobile nodes and writes them in a  

mobility scenario file which implements  the desired mobility model.  

Speed of nodes play an important role in MANETs and is a parameter that can be set to reflect the 

degree of mobility and the dynamicity of the topology. As the transmission range of each node is limited 

it causes many connection breaks (many others became possible) and thus affects the performance of 

the protocol.   In this model, for the nodes’ speed I use 6 values from 6 m/s to 51 m/s in step of 9. The 

default value of speed (when it doesn't change) is 28 m/s. After reaching the destination, the node stops 

for some time which is called the “pause time”.  It is another parameter which affects the network 

topology and consequently the performance of the routing protocol. For pause time 6 values are used, 

from 3 seconds to 48 seconds in step of 9. The default value for pause time is 25 seconds. The mobile 

node randomly selects the next destination in the simulation area and chooses a speed uniformly 

distributed between the minimum speed and maximum speed. It travels with a speed v alue uniformly 

chosen in that interval. As soon as the mobile node arrives at the destination, it stays again for the 

indicated pause time before repeating the process [11]. 

 

5.3   Traffic Model  

Traffic density is another key parameter that affects the overall network and protocol behavior in 

MANETs. In other words, number of connections between the mobile nodes and other parameters like 

packet size, packet rate etc. influence the performance metrics we are interested in. I have used CBR 

(UDP) traffic as it doesn’t vary in the different simulations. Using CBR for comparison purposes is 

important in order to get fair results. Varying traffic (i.e. TCP) could make the load unpredictable and 

corrupt the simulation results. I have used 512 Bytes constant packet  size and 4 packets/sec packet rate 

(16 kbps traffic flows). To have a good modeling of the traffic flows the source-destination pairs must 

be chose and spread randomly over the network. To facilitate this NS2 provides cbrgen.tcl tool as a 

generator of CBR and TCP connections between wireless nodes, written in traffic pattern files. The 

generated file contains all the traffic flow information the simulation needs. To model the behavior of 

the protocols in different traffic densities of the network I vary the maximal number of connections 

(number of source-destination pairs) between the nodes, using 6 values, from 7 to 52 with step of 9. The 

default number for the maximal connections is 29. 
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5.4   Simulation Setup  

The goal of all the simulations in this paper is to present a quantitative relation between network 

performance metrics such as packet delivery ratio, throughput and e2e delay and other varying network 

parameters like the number of nodes, number of connections, mobility speed and pause time. There is  

a total of 24 simulations (4 parameters x 6 values each) for each of the three routing protocols. To gather 

fair comparison results of the three protocols, identical mobility and traffic scenarios are used for each 

of them. Also for a better estimation of the performance metrics I ran 3 simulations for every combined 

scenario for a total of 216 simulations (and .tcl files). Using the above discussed models and setdest and 

cbrgen.tcl tools I generated the mobility and traffic scenario files. Traffic and mobility files are included 

in the simulation at the time of execution [12]. Every simulation is run for 200 seconds. To run the 

simulations I have used NS-2 version 2.35 built on Ubuntu 13.04 Linux. Figure 2 shows a simulation 

screenshot taken from NAM. I used AWK scripts to process the trace files and plot the graphs of the 

metrics for each protocol. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Simulation Screenshot 

 

6   Analysis of Results 

The trace files generated by the simulations were processed using AWK scripts [13]. The following 

graphs were plotted using the average values of PDR, Average E2E delay and Throughput under varying 

number of nodes, connections, speed and pause time. 

6.1   PDR 

The graphs clearly reveal that AODV outperforms the other two protocols. AODV achieves PDR values 

that are higher than 60 % in all measurements. DSDV comes second with PDR values at around 50 %. 

In terms of PDR, DSR is the worst with delivery rates lower than 40 %. 

 

 
 

      Fig. 3. PDR vs. Number of Nodes                      Fig. 4. PDR vs. Number of Connections 
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It seems that PDR is highly influenced by number of nodes for each of the protocols (Fig. 3). The 

monotony of the graphs is similar for each protocol. For a low number of nodes PDR is also low, 

probably because in a sparse network there are not enough intermediate nodes to route the packets. The 

best values of PDR come for 26-35 nodes. For more nodes PDR starts to decrease slowly for each of 

the protocols. Fig. 4 shows a slight influence of the number of connections on PDR. PDR decreas es 

gradually in the case of reactive protocols like AODV and DSR. DSDV presents a slight increase of 

PDR values and stabilizes at around 43 %. For high number of connections PDR doesn’t change much.  

 

 
 

             Fig. 5. PDR vs. Speed                                                 Fig. 6. PDR vs. Pause Time 

 

Speed has no significant effect on PDR values for AODV and DSR (Fig. 5). In case of DSR, PDR drops 

considerably as soon as the speed goes up. AODV gives 93 % delivery for very low speed values and 

stabilizes between 80 – 90 % even when the speed goes up. DSDV starts with 60 % delivery for low 

speed and submits a slight and gradual decrease. On the other hand DSR starts very good at 60 % and 

then drops at around 10 %. Pause time doesn’t influence much on PDR either (Fig. 6). In case of AODV 

the delivery rate is within 84 – 93 %. DSDV achieves 46 – 58 % delivery and DSR 8 – 55 %. In all the 

cases there is a slight increase of PDR. This is something normal as high values of pause time mean less 

mobility (and more stability) in the network.  

 
6.2   Average E2E 

In terms of Average End-to-End delay, DSDV and AODV perform very similarly never exceeding 1.5 

seconds boundary. DSR performs worse and is highly influenced by the varying network metrics. 

 

 
 

 Fig. 7. E2E vs. Number of Nodes                            Fig. 8. E2E vs. Number of Connections  

 

Fig. 7 shows a high negative effect of number of nodes on the delay of DSR. It starts with moderate 

values (1.7 seconds) and keeps staying within 1.5 seconds boundary for low and medium number of 

nodes. For more than 35 nodes it rises significantly. AODV and DSDV present moderate delays and are 

less influenced than DSR. For nodes up to 35 their E2E is lower than 0.5 seconds. For even more 

congested networks E2E rises above 1 second even for both AODV and DSDV. Number of connections 

has a very similar impact in the E2E of the three protocols (the monotonies are very similar). In all the 

cases it tends to rise (more traffic means higher delays). DSDV and AODV present identical behavior 

with E2E rising up to 0.65 seconds, then falling down to 0.3 and then rising again. In the case of DSR 
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E2E amplitudes are much higher. It goes up to 2.6 second for 25 connections. Then it falls to 1.6 s econds 

and rises again exceeding 3 seconds. 

 

 
  

  Fig. 9. E2E vs. Speed                                                  Fig. 10. E2E vs. Pause Time 

 

Speed also presents different delay impact in the protocols (Fig. 9). In all the cases the delays rise 

gradually for higher speeds. It has a similar effect on DSDV and AODV which start with very low 

delays (around 0.1 seconds) and go up to 0.3 seconds. In the case of DSR the impact is worse. First it 

rises rapidly from 0.5 to 2.4 seconds. Then it stabilizes within 2 - 2.5 seconds boundary. Pause time also 

presents a significant negative impact on DSR delays (Fig. 10). E2E of DSR is highly variable with no 

clear tendency (random ups and downs). It is within 1.2 – 2.6 seconds with considerably different values 

for each pause time value. AODV and DSDV are very stable and similar. There is almost no impact of 

pause time on their E2E. Their E2E never exceeds 0.3 seconds. 

 
6.3   Throughput 

The results show that AODV is still the best protocol even in terms of Throughput. However DSR is 

very close and shows similar behavior. They both outperform DSDV which never passes 125 kbps.  

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Throughput vs. No. of Nodes                       Fig. 12. Throughput vs. No. of Connections  

 

Fig. 11 shows that throughput is highly influenced by the number of network nodes (Fig. 11). For few 

nodes (sparse network) Throughput is very low for all the protocols. It grows rapidly and reaches 160 

kbps in case of AODV. The best values are for 35 – 44 nodes. More network nodes does not change 

Throughput values in the case of AODV and DSDV. DSR starts decreasing gradually for more than 35 

nodes. Number of connections has the same impact (Fig. 12). Throughput is very low for 7 traffic flows. 

It rises gradually and stabilizes for medium number of connections. It keeps rising a little and then it 

stays at around 185 kbps for AODV, 150 kbps for DSR and 120 kbps for DSDV. 
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Fig. 13. Throughput vs. Speed                                    Fig. 14. Throughput vs. Pause Time 

 

Fig. 13 and shows that speed of mobile nodes has a negative influence over throughput. Throughput 

decreases for low until medium speed values. Then it stabilizes at 155 – 85 kbps. Increasing pause time 

has a positive impact on throughput especially in the case of AODV and DSR (Fig. 14). It increases 

gradually for all the protocols and reaches it maximum for 39 seconds of pause time. Further increase 

of pause time exhibits a slight decrease. 

 

7   Conclusions   

The results show that AODV outperforms the other two protocols giving better values for all of the tree 

metrics. DSDV is better than DSR in terms of PDR and E2E Delay. On the other hand DSR outperforms 

DSDV in terms of Throughput (20-30 % better). The three protocols usually show similar performance 

behavior (tendency) under the effect of the network parameters. DSR is highly influenced by the varying 

network parameters, wears DSDV and AODV tend to be more stable. Performance is highly influenced 

by number of nodes (usually positively) and number of traffic flows (usually negatively). Speed and 

pause time present slight and contradictory impact on performance metrics as they increase (the former) 

and decrease (the latter) the overall mobility in the network. 
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Abstract. Emotion perception is the process of perceiving other people’s emotions. It can 

be based on their facial expression, movement, voice and other biosignals people emit. 

The evaluation of human’s emotion is one characteristic of emotions. One of the research 

areas in Robotics is adapting humanistic behavior in robots. Today many robots are 

constructed. Some of them can even perceive emotions. In this paper a custom built 

emotion aware robot that perceives emotion evaluation is used to investigate the similarity 

and differences of the robot's and human's emotion perception. Voice signals from real 

human were recorded and the information for the emotion evaluation was obtained from 

our robot, but also from a set of human evaluators. This paper presents the results of the 

experiments done. The experimental results show the difficulty of the problem of emotion 

evaluation perception in general. The significance of human voice signals in emotion 

evaluation is also investigated.  

Keywords: emotion, evaluation, robots, human 

1   Introduction 

Human’s interaction with robots in the future should be based on natural conventions like natural 

language or social rules (facial expression, mimic and body movements). So, robots would no longer 

be just indifferent logical machines. They could become capable of understanding human’s feelings, 

needs and desires.  In this paper we are considering emotions as one of the most important information 

robots should understand. In human-to-robot interaction emotions are especially significant because 

emotion perception can facilitate communication between these two subjects. Machine learning and 

more precisely classification algorithms are implemented in robots that perceive emotions. Examples 

of applications that use emotion classification are video and computer g ames, human-to-robot 

interaction systems and even more call centers ([2], [7], [4], [13]).  In general, information from speech 

([1], [3], [9], [12]), facial expression [14] and brain activity has been used for emotion classification so 

far. Here, only sound signals are considered. In [7] the justification for using sound features for emotion 

classification is found. Further, the results in [6] show that certain emotions are correlated with the 

values of some sound features extracted from human speech.Frameworks for automatic emotion 

classification are created in [4] and [14]. In [4] online emotion classification is also considered. These 

can be used in real life applications. Some researches aim at finding new sound features [9] or extracting 

the best combination of existing sound features [6]. Many different classification algorithms like 

decision trees [10] neural networks [11] and SVM [16] are being used. Still, there isn’t a satisfactory 

accurate classifier built and there is not a standard set of sound features that is used.  

Today, robots that perceive emotions have been constructed. But, unfortunately there is not an attempt 

made yet to compare the robot’s perception of emotion with the human’s perception. This is exactly the 

final goal of this paper. We would like to explore the natural and artificial emotion preceptor system. 

The research presented in this paper will be exposed in the following sections. The following section 

describes the robotic system built and used for this research. In Section 3 we present the experimental 

results for comparison of human’s and robot’s emotion perception. In the end, the future work and the 
conclusion for this paper are given. 
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2   Presentation of the human-robot interaction system used for research 

In [15] and [17] a robot that perceives emotion evaluation based on human speech was presented. Its 

intelligence was based on a custom built emotion classification algorithm. The robot used for this 

application is the robotic arm, Lynx 5, developed by Lynxmotion.  

As in many cultures, when someone is in need of help i.e. has negatively evaluated emotion, the 

robotic arm gives him/her a hand. The robot should straighten the hand, go in a handshaking position 

and put the arm back in the starting position when the speaker has  negative emotions expressed by his 

speech. This actually simulates the giving hand gesture.  

The automatic emotion evaluation system built in the robotic arm gives the most probable emotion 

evaluation (positive or negative) from the features extracted. As  explained in [17] sound features used 

in our research here are found important in some psychological researches. In the next section, the model 

for our human-robot interaction system will be explained in more detail. 

2.1   “Wordless call for help” application 

The robotic system built for the “Wordless call for help” application is schematically shown on Figure 

1. It can be divided in two bigger parts. One concerning the emotion perception (upper part of Fig. 1) 

and other concerning the robot’s behavior in human-robot interaction (lower part of Fig. 1). We created 

a human-robot interaction application called “Wordless call for help”. 

The procedure for emotion evaluation perception is conducted in a few smaller steps. First the sound 

signal is captured and digitalized (Fig. 1A). Next, the sound signal is analyzed with an algorithm for 

preprocessing and sound transformation (Fig. 1B). In the next step, form the preprocessed sound signal 

the sound features are extracted (Fig. 1C). Feature selection is done next. It is the process of selection 

valuable features for a given classification problem. This step is only conducted during the training 

phase. We introduced a novel approach for feature selection in [17]. It is used in the research presented 

in this paper. With this process, the most valuable features are extracted, so in the test phase only few 

features are calculated (Fig. 1D). The final step is the classification of emotion evaluation from the 

selected sound attributes. It is shown on Fig. 1E. These 5 steps finalize the emotion classification model.  

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the robotic system built. 

In order to build the model, a training of the emotion classification algorithm is performed. In this 

research a custom built database was used for training. The database contains 25 sound signals that 

represent a spoken sentence of only one person. This person, called an actor, spoke the same sentence 

25 times, acting 25 different emotions.  

The classification model used here is evaluated and trained using the Weka software [8]. For creating 

the database, sound features were extracted using the PRAAT software [5]. As stated previously, a 

custom built method for feature selection was used in order to extract the most valuable sound features 

for emotion perception [17]. More about the classification model and the results are presented in Section 

2.2. 

Human-

robot 
interaction 

А         B            C                  D                   
E 
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Given the emotion classification model the robot acts based on the classification. It can move it servo 

motors for making the hand shaking gesture if the estimated emotion is evaluated negatively. These 

elements consists the second part of the model, called the behavior model (lower part of Fig. 1).  

The behavior model was built using direct serial manipulator’s kinematics. Indeed, the application sends 

signals to the robot describing the next motor movement. The composition of the movement of all 

motors, represent the robot’s movement. 

2.2   Building and evaluating the classification and behavior model 

For building the classification model of the robotic system, first a database is build. Some sound features 

are extracted using the PRAAT software to build a sound feature database. For feature selection first 

every feature is ranked, and using its rank the best fitting sound features are selected. In [17] a new 

approach for ranking the sound features based on linear classifier and psychological researches. Using 

this approach a set of features was selected. These features include pitch range, minimum amplitude 

and voice brakes.  After selecting the features, the classification model was now trained with the new 

set of features. Linear classifiers were used for the classification model. Indeed neural networks were 

used as a linear classifier. Using Weka, the model was trained and evaluated. For the evaluation of the 

classification model the 10-fold method was used. The precision of the classifier built is 85%.  

The precision given gives only partial information of weather this classifier is proper for human -robot 

interaction. On the other side, the classifier should be similar to human perception of emotion 

evaluation. This presented the need for another research that compares the emotion perception of the 

robot with human perception. The goal of the next section is to display the results from this research. 

3   Experimental results for comparison of robots and humans emotion evaluation 

perception 

The primary goal of this  paper was to investigate the dependencies between the human and robot 

emotion evaluation perception. We would like to check how close their perception for other human 

emotions is. 
In the next sections the results gained in our research are shown.  

3.1   Comparison of our robot emotion perception with the perception of humans  

More important for robots that can perceive emotion evaluation is weather their evaluation is similar to 

human evaluation. Indeed, emotion perception is a complex task even for humans.  

Usually, a human can perceive emotions on another human more precisely if they know each other. 

Evermore, no matter how similar emotion expression by humans may be, there are still slight differences 

between emotion expressions of two different humans. This can be due to different cultural, social and 

other diversity issues. The idea of this research is to find the correlation between human evaluator’s and 

robot’s emotion evaluation detection. Experiments are done with the “Wordless call for help” 

application.  For these experiments a new test database was build. It contains sound signals form one 

speaker, who is different from the human from which the training of the classifier was done. The idea 

was to test the classification of the robot when a different person is in question. In the first experiment 

both the evaluator (who doesn’t know the speaker) and the robot were given to classify the sound signals 
from the test database. The comparison of their evaluation is given on Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Emotion evaluation of the evaluator with respect to the robot classifier.  

On the x-axis the classification of the robot is given (positive or negative). From the first column in Fig. 

2 it can be seen that 58% of the negatively evaluated emotions by the robot were classified the same by 

the evaluator. This percentage is 76% for the positively evaluated emotions. This implies the similarity 

of the classifiers: the automatic classification system implemented in our robotic system and the real 

one by birth obtained by the evaluator. In the next experiment more evaluators were included. These 

evaluators also did not know the speaker. The general precision of the evaluators given the true emotion 

evaluations went from 50% to 90%. This describes that also for humans, the emot ion evaluation 

problem, is a difficult problem that has a great imprecision. From the results obtained from this 

experiment the percentage of equally qualified sound signals by the evaluators and our robot were 

calculated. The histogram of the percentages is given on Fig. 3. As shown, most evaluators have more 

than 80% (0.8) coincidence with the robot classification. Only a few evaluators had less than 60% 

coincidence. This shows the similarity of the evaluators’ perception on emotion evaluation with the 
perception of our robotic system. 

This in general shows some evidence that making emotion aware robots that function like humans is 

possible and applicable. 

 

Fig. 3. Histogram of the percentage of equally qualified sound signals by the evaluators, given the  

robot’s classification. 

3.2   The significance of the robot’s learning phase 

In this section the significance of the robots learning phase is stated. When the robot is interacted with 

a new speaker it uses the classifier built based on a different speaker, so the classifier is not adapted. 

Indeed, because of the diversity of all people, the emotion evaluation classification must be adjusted. 
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Therefore, we investigated the change in the robots classification precision during the learning phase. 

The learning phase includes the adjustment of the classification model previously built. 

On Fig. 4 the learning phases given in increasing order are given on the x-axis. On the y-axis the 
percentage of the precision of the classification model is shown. 

 

 

Fig. 4. The precision of the robot classification model during the learning phases.  

In the 14th learning phase the precision of the classifier goes up to 90%. This states the importance of 

adaptation on the classifier model. This adaptation is similar to learning or getting to know the speaker 

the robot is “talking to”. Humans also would give better classification on the emotion evaluation for 
people they know. In the next section the future work is given along with the conclusion of our work. 

 

4   Future Work and Conclusion 

Proper differentiation on emotions is very important. As a consequence, peop le with psychological 

background knowledge should be included in feature research. In the future, emotions differentiation in 

more categories would be essential for getting more precise information. Important sound features for 

the new categories of emotions can be investigated as well.  

The training and testing phase should be done with databases built from voices of different speakers. 

Also, more evaluators should be included in the research.  In this research the problem of emotion 

classification based on sound features of a human voice is considered. Emotions, based on evaluation, 

are classified in two classes: positive and negative emotions. We also used information from 

psychological studies to make a classification algorithm with more humanoid propert ies. The robot’s 

emotion perception deduced from sound signal processing that is biologically driven showed great 

precision of 85%.  Results showed great similarity of the ability of both robot and human to perceive 

positive or negative emotions. As a conclusion, biologically driven classification algorithm 

implemented in human-robot interaction, has a positive influence of the similarity of the robot’s and 

human’s perception on emotion evaluation. This result can be used in the future for building 
classification models used in human-robot interaction.  
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Abstract. During the years, the people are more hungry for faster doing processes and 

works. There always is high possibility for loss business and markets by different attacks 

in different layers. In this paper is presented which are the challenges faced with 

information security on businesses during the rapid development IT and Telnet. This 

challenge requires stable technology, the standard platform and especially policies and 

rules for implementation security steps through those rapid changes in technology. In the 

paper are presented some of statistical review about the causes of information damage, 

which are advantages and weaknesses using new information technology.  At the end is 

presented a model with seven attributes which has impact in information system security 

for every kind of the business.The paper has descriptive-narrative, statistical and 

inductive nature. 

Keywords: Developing technologies, telnet security, computer threats, policies, rules  

 

1   Introduction 

The communication is old as the human bitch existing. For businesses is essentially the clear and 

effective communication. For faster and effective communication is necessary using the information 

technology. Using the newest information technology have consequences in increasing the risk in 

security. Using the equipment (computer, etc.) as intermediate medium for communications between 

the peoples or businesses is the reducing the time and money. Every information which is need for 

communications between individuals or between businesses, is done by calling through telephone; text 

and instant messages, e-mails (electronic mails); chatting or videoconferences. All this advances were 

used for faster delivery or exchange information, also for reducing money (paper, etc) and time.  The 

other revolution in information technology is social media.  With this kind of networking the people 

can communicate between them, and to post a comment about work or their life, make new friends, 

make new relationship with anyone from the used sites. Through websites present your business fields, 

communicate with your client online, e-buying, e-marketing.  

 Other advantages using and implementing new information technology is the calculations and 

processing different processes and services. In this point of view, today we have more applications in 

different area for drawing or plots, design or construction with tools.  

 Although there, exist many of advantages of using information technology, always is challenge the 

security of this information. When we talk about the security information, it means the security assets 

in physical and intellectual property. While the information must carry through a transmission medium, 
there always exist the risk for stealing, missing, violence, bad handling and deformation the same. 

 

2   The history of development Information technology 

The development of information technology is old as old or long has been discovered computers.  

The computers are described from ENIAC by year 1940. Those computers are builder as series of 

machines by Harvard and Bell.  During the most of years the computers are developed and transferred 

in machines and systems for easy handling information.  The researchers and specialist has developing 

a many prototypes of computers and machines for handling and processing information by year 1970 

and late. Many of computer museums were prepared and archived (Computer Museum in Boston, etc.)  
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The past two decades were a heaven activity about researches and development computers and 

information technology in generally. There, mostly of focuses and emphases were in discoveries and 

inventions in specialized fields and disciplines.  

 In other side, except the hardware development there were developed many software applications  and 

operative systems in different fields of information technology and in different countries. 

Today computers are using in many technical, medicine, social and economical contexts, in calculating, 

in handling and processing information the different nature and scope. 

In 1981 IBM released Personal Computers. After this, was developed the mainframe computers for 

calculating the big data in shorter times. As its range of using those features has grown, the developing 

information technology was rapidly, so too difficulties are grown for understanding and controlling this 

rapid growth.  Researches and experiments were made by many manufactures and developers in 

computer networking (ARPANET). Advanced research Projects Agency was created by the U.S 

.Department of Defense (DoD) in 1969 for reliable networking between universities and military 

research. After this is developed internet with high speed traffic. Last years is developed internet2 also 

called Next Generation Internet (NGI) with speed up to 2Gbps, and to transmit data at 100 Mbps. 

Later in 1990 the computer industry has evolved in more complex and functional structure. The 

Microsoft and Intel has the power over market in the world. 

 Parallel with the hardware industry is developed and software industry (tracks are by year 1949). 

“Computers (whether free standing or embedded in consumer electronics) have replaced  

Record player, walk men, analog television receivers and videocassette recorders. Books, newspapers, 

and conventional telephones now appear endangered. In the office they have replaced typewriters, 

adding machines, bookkeeping and billing machines, duplicating machines, letters, memos and carbon 

paper. Videotext systems swept the western world.  

File cabinets are vanishing, and in recent years the amount of paper used in American offices has finally 

begun to diminish. Computer networks are central to every kind of business operation, and play an 

increasingly vital role in our social lives and personal communication. Databases, automatic data 

capture, modeling, and statistical analysis capabilities have transformed practice in almost every area 

of science”.  

There exist many of operation systems such as: Windows (XP, Vista, 7,8, Mobile, Embedded); Mac 

OS; Mac OSX; Unix; Solaris; Linux; Red Hat Linux;  Palm OS etc. 

 

 

3   The advantages of using the information technology  

The Computers become a very important kind of technology embedded in digital technology. This 

technology field named widely as information technology is a space for intellectual people who are 

interested in application of computer technology in interdisciplinary fields. In many fields have been  

applications microcontrollers-e electronic chips which are with memory and programmability available. 

In many enterprises and institutions are build the microprocessors (minicomputers), supercomputers, 

operating systems, computer communications, information systems or other types of virtually 

computers connected through networks. Networks are different types, depending in it how secure must 

be network – nature of security point of view, or how the enterprise is large and in geographical distance 

(LAN, MAN, WAN, International Networks, Mesh). In cases where request for security is very high, 

then equipments which are connected the between two ends is -VPN- modem. The last case often is 

used in banks or institutions where sensitive data are in high level of s ecurity. Although there have exist 

some kind of VPN-s equipment and kind of networks, the security is very challenge issue of integrity 

data and assets in enterprise.   The other revolution in information technology is social media. . With 

this kind of networking the people can communicate between them, and to post a comment about work 

or their life, make new friends, make new relationship with anyone from the used sites.  Advantages 

using and implementing new information technology is the calculations and processing different 

processes and services. In this point of view, today we have more applications in different area for 

drawing or plots, design or construction with tools. Applications are in schools in different area, in 

administration, in businesses. The other field of using the information technology is, in military use, in 

determine the climatic conditions, prediction the earthquakes.  
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The advantages implement the technology is in health (detection different viruses, ills), implementing 

in detection or finding DNA. Using DNA will help to solve the crime. Using finger print will help to 

find the thief or killer. 

Today are developed many wireless communications protoco ls which are defined by the IEEE 802 

series standards. In many countries in the world, is in use the 3G and Wireless Communications .This 

technology allow global roaming with a single handset. This standard provide  2-4 Mbps speed and 

enable VOIP mobile multimedia, video telephony and interactive gaming. 

 Also in testing and using is 4G Wireless Communications. This is named and LTE 

Now days, the mobile telephony is developed faster more than ever. Emphases, is in equipment for end 

users. This is happen due to increase possibility for better and advanced communications.  

Based in report by company for market research-IDC, the smart phones have exceeded the number in 

compare by simply phones, tablets expected to exceed the number in compare with personal comp uters. 

The delivery for tablets expected to exceed personal computers at the end of the year 2013, reported by 

IDC. This research company provided that this year will be sold 227.3 million units, until personal 

computers will achieve number of 315.3 million units (180.9 million from this number are laptops) 

The smart phones expected to be sold 1 milliard units . 

In the world are going deeply in improvement operation systems for phones in different platforms. 

 The new version of operation system by Google, Android 5.0 Key Lime Pie also will be a great success 

for Google which is ready to be released this autumn. This kind of operation system will be in able to 

work with older phones (phones which have no less than 512 MB RAM). In this case is very challenged 

issue how is security level when you not have enough memory for installing other security application?  

In now days is present and news that in the future will be communications between smart phones without 

mobil network. Based on Telegrafi, soon will be communication smart phones without mobile network. 

It is possible by support or through named Project Serval, open software which will give possibility the 

smart phones to communicate with one each other without mobile network. Based on this paper or 

announcement the communication will be done through equipment which is similarly with router, 

through which will be access. Also in this chain every smart phone will be any equipment for connection 

with other mobile smart phones, creating the WI-Fi Network (“mesh” network), through the operative 

systems Google-Android. This application can be downloaded free. The new mobile application 

WeChat is known in Asia, soon will be distributed and in other part of world. It will be as substitution 

for applications by Face book Messenger, Skype, or Viber (Telegrafi.com /23.06.2013). This 

application is developed by Chinese company Tencent, which in China is known as Weixin. WeChat 

has and some other functions except messages and telephone calls, which are important for users (Time 

Magazine). This application is presented for the first time in public by year 2011, and has attract more 

than 400 million users /Telegrafi.com/. Viber is known program for “smart phone” users through which 

the call cen be done free. 

(The example for loss profit impacted by Viber is PTK-Vala, where the inputs or profits in this company 

were less in this year for 12 million euro (Tribuna/Telegrafi.com). 

This kind of technology implementation has impact in decreasing the number of employment in 

businesses which are working in telecommunication companies. 

http\\: www.telegrafi.com (date 14.07.2013). The communication smart phones without mobile network 
will be soon. 

 

4   The security (non security) business information 

 
Every enterprise have sensitive data, regardless it is small or large enterprise. In many cases until the 

enterprise grows, there exist possibility for diverse or disparate organizations in security technology, 

approaches or accesses in work documentations, different policies etc. Those changes require more care 

about security assets and data. For organizations (institutions or enterprise) is very easy to secure 

physical assets, but for the data security is very complicate issue, regarding the rapid development 

information technology. 

When there occurs security incident for enterprise is very difficult position, regarding the loss of 

productivity, loss of image, loss of commitment in competitive market. 
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With your data in enterprise you can communicate, relationship with customers, control of cash flow 

and economical and technical infrastructure. 

 When you are handling the sensitive data, it is unjustified to not protect data and care about their 

handling and by whom. There are possibility risk of managing the data anywhere, by people inside  of 

the company, outside of company, and through transmit and receiving data. Every change or renew the 

policies and rules, new technologies, new people or different access in data must provide right secure 

information, with right people. The secure information means the secure business, to avoid risks by 

access the others in your data. 

The key role in your IT data or in generally business data for your business is IT Manager or IT staff in 

your company. Until the company is small not necessary to have IT manger, but when your business 

grown, there need following the news about technology, about operative systems (OS), about updates, 

about antivirus program, antimalware and anti spyware programs for protecting your data.  

In order to protect data by bad handling or missing data , you must coordinate the level of access for 

every employment, which is appointed for handling the data. 

There also is very important keeping secure your PAN, LAN, MAN or WAN network. In order to 

protect data in use through MAN or WAN network there is very important using VPN connections. The 

challenge issue is to secure data in International Network and Mesh Networking. 

In order to manipulate or store the data in right way, there are some of possibility to have attention in 

those: 

 Which data would be break the company if they are lost or stolen (supply chain with 

relationships; e-commerce, e-banking, vital documentation for alone machine in production or 

services.) 

 Which data would be dangerous in high level for company if they are los t or stolen(financial 

data,  email (outlook) by different Internet Service Providers, intranet access) 

 Which data are useful for product( processes) or services  but not are critical for company (, 

sales, support desks, internal data for access, servers, supply chain, call centers) 

 Which data are important for developing in the future in company.( research and development, 

supply chain, financial, portal, legal, marketing issues) 

 Which data are important only for consumers, or for employment, not in generally. 

 Types of special order (prescript) products, web servers, price in different countries with 

different level of market, price in huge amount, price for subcontractors etc. 

 Which data are open for marketing issue.( all of this data aren’t, important in  time occurs , but 

for the future are sensitive depending by  the way of  their distributing, and in which media) 

In order to avoid lost data or stolen, you must create a excellent information systems with clearly access 

for everyone and to have an updated operative Systems. Make protect for viruses (Antivirus program), 

make protect against spyware (or in generally Malware or Gray ware) 

The very important issue for protection data through servers and other ends equipment is to keep in 

secrets , which type of server enterprise have, which kind of other equipment are installed and which 

are IP addresses.  

 Today is possibility to buy equipment by different manufacturers and by different countries. Very 

delicate is to select from who you buy  some IT equipment or some electronic machines who are using 

software application. This stand is because you don’t have knowledge about this software in which 

platform is used, or  you have little knowledge about it. In this case is better to employ somebody who 

is suitable for this issue, and also contract training course with supplier.  

In some cases the supplier have intention to stole data from your servers or computers. This intention 

often happen through selling Network Interface Cards (NIC) for computers. In this way exist possibility 

to be stolen your physical address of your equipment (computer),and then after a period to make  access 

or  attacks in sensitive data.  

To avoid those things, your decision must take in consideration: 

 

 Who is the supplier?;  

 Which are relationships with his country and your country?  

 Which are economic and political relationships between two countries?   

 Which are your competitors and in which country they operate? 

 Which are relationships between your competitors and your suppliers? 
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After those questions and answers from yourself (data collection), you will decide who is more 

responsible to supply you with the defined equipment (hardware) or software applications. 

 Of course this, which i remind above, is very crucial for medium or big enterprises, where the economic 

power and sensitive data is high. Except power in economical point of view there is very sensitive data 

when will exist very strong competitions in the market.  

 Another problem is storing data (create backup data), but in which place you save those data. Are this 

data stored in backups with standards and policies? Who have access in those data? All of those 

questions require answer. 

Although you have some of the security attributes in enterprise, there always will exists the possibility 

for attack by hackers or cyber criminals. 

The one kind of market in illegally is black market, in which goods and services are traded in ilegall 

form. The information technology in many cases help this kind of technology in preparing  and 

implementing this market. Only in some cases the transfers or transactions coludn’t be in  

Illegal way. The black market is motived in order to avoid taxes, to trade contraband, or to avoid the 

price market. This is informal economy. This kind of black market often is discovered by using the 

information technology, through survivalience or through transaction. In some cases the advanced 

technology help this kind of market, based in fresh information by both seller and byer, for berhavior 

the government authority or other interest groups. 

                                      
 
4.1 Viruses, Worms and Malware- a form of attacks? 

 

The definition for Malware is done by many authors, one of them (Albert Road - Trusted Impact Pty 

Ltd.) has created this definition: 

“Malware” is a general term for malicious software, and it is a growing problem on the Internet. Hackers 

install malware by exploiting security weaknesses on your Web server to gain access to your website. 

Malware includes everything from adware, which displays unwanted pop-up advertisements, to Trojan 

horses, which can help criminals steal confidential information, like online banking credentials.  

For good protect by malware, you must take in consideration through your IT staff those actions: 

 In which way malware are distributing by hackers; which is profit of computer criminals infecting 

users; which are tools used for infecting those web servers (web pages)  

 Which are used techniques or developed techniques to infect more of websites, in which way the 

hackers distribute their code to infect websites, especially popular websites through malicious 

advertisements. The way in which the malware can be minimized is  the using firewall through networks 

at each operation systems. The intention for malware is to spread viruses, attack the computers, steal 

sensitive data, credit card number etc. Malware in generally is distributed through Web browsers. In 

this context many of website from businesses are in risk hacked by malware 

Malware Security Report: Protecting Your Business, Customers, and the Bottom Line  

Some types of Malware are presented below: 

 

 Software updates 

 Banner ads 

 Downloadable documents  

 Man in the middle. 

 DNS poisoning 

 

 Symantec is provider for security in management systems and storage, protecting against risk and 

enabling the information confidential.  

In any enterprise is very important to make a information system which is stability and security.Based 

on relevant parameters in enterprise, you need to have solution for every section to predict the business 

risk. During the plan of information security is necessary integrity, confidentiality and availability 

information. Exchanging information between employers or between the contractors or subcontractors 

is very sensitive information. Based in the confidentiality those exchange information or reports must 
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be ensuring by other viewing. Only the people who are authorized can be conducted with those 

information and have access in this information. 

The technical project or financial projects which are sensitive for a enterprise, must be confidential for 

most of people who are working in enterprise, not only for external people. The integrity of this data is 

very important issue based in entirety and accurate of this data. 

Although the information system security is mainly technical issue, often the problems connected with 

security are as result of no correct handling the data by management or employment people.  For this 

reason is required that people who handling the sensitive data, not only the sensitive, must be prepared 

and trained as policies and rules are required for a enterprise information system. Those policies and 

rules often are not prepared and not known as it enough must be.  The level of knowledge for this 

policies and rules are and today the challenges for management and IT staff, especially for stakeholders 

which often not are informed or linked about it problems. 

Although , every serious enterprise is prepared for security data through the some mechanism  for 

control such is Updated operation system, Firewalls, Antivirus and Antispyware( Antimalware) 

programs ,data encryption, different backups, IDS, IPS, etc , it is not sufficient. 

The interview with employment as IT administrator or IT manager, or  in general managers, has result 

that , all of this controls are insufficient . The many of those problems has derived by lack of 

understanding policies and rules for information systems. In other cases my opinion is that 

cybercriminals are working uninterrupted in infection and steal the sensitive data such are the credit 

card numbers, found transfers, e-commerce and other sensitive data. In sensitive data are included and 

technical specifications for different projects. In those specifications is possibility   find who are the 

suppliers and which are capacities for product processes or services. Except those information in 

technical specification are included and technology processes which are vital for enterprise.  

All of those attacks by hackers or competitors are very danger for every business small or big. 

Every business, especially banks and center for civil registration, must care about data integrity for 

business and customers. For customers sensitive issue is privacy for personal data-personally 

Identifiable Information (PII). Another sensitive data for customers is asset protection (account number 

in bank, credit card number , type and sum of transactions etc.) 

 The statistics has indicate that often this privacy is broken by employer of institutions or attacks by 

cybercriminals. Businesses which are licensed in any way they have legal framework defined by 

government in many facets, including and security of business. It not means that government is 

responsible for business attacks by hackers, but responsible for providing the secure environment for 

allowing and doing businesses. This is because the businesses pay different taxes for government. In 

some cases the enterprises didn’t know which are the policies and rules for information security and 

what is SLA ( Service Legal Agreement). The SLA is important contract between businesses and any 

Service Provider for connecting in internet or in other Services. 

For security business is necessary to provide international security standards,  

The ISO 2700 Series are standards which are developed International Standards Organization, providing 

a broad information security procedures and policies for all kinds of enterprises. 

The main standard for this issue is standard ISOO 27001 (International Organization for 

Standardization) which is released for establish for ISMSS (Information Security Management Systems 

(ISMSS).  This system is designed for planning, implementation, monitoring, and improvement 

information security. 

NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) of the US is other standards which include a set 

of requirements (Special Publication -800 series) for increasing data security   payment account. Other 

standard is PCI DSS – Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard. 

For information program security is essential encryption, application security, recover data by disaster. 

Those security issue can’t be done successfully without any good organization and  managing the 
program security. There are possibility to organize the  frameworks and rules for security program for 

every enterprise. This framework is contented by some documented processes where are defined the 

procedures, policies or rules for managing the risk in information system security and reduce the 

weaknesses in this system. One example of framework is COBIT (Control Objectives for Information 

and Related Technology) developed by ISACA. 
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How much are security those tools and standards there is a b ig challenge. Always must have 

improvement in technical aspects of control and avoiding manipulating the business data. Not only in 

technical view, but in organizing is very important to connect all management staff including and 

stakeholders. Important is a business strategy based in organizing departments and human resources 

in right way. It means everyone to have responsibility for their job, and everyone who have access in 

information system to have knowledge about privacy policies, rules and everything  was changing. 

Everyone in his place with adequate of knowledge . For businesses who have implemented multiple 

technologies, is very key thing that people who are working within it to be independent and arbiter. In 

this case IT stuff should be neutral for each platform of services. How much dependent are employs 

doing business in different platform of technologies? 

Internet is going to be more and more dark place for business and individuals. 

Many books are written for antivirus and antispyware, but little o f them or none explain the clearly the 

way of infection and hackers. It is not so for commercial issues, but it is for every day changing the 

situation and the cybercriminals are behind the government shadow . 

The people or institutions which are responsible for protecting the attacks and infection by virus, 

spyware, malware etc,  not are in correct level. The government must be more flexible about organizing  

Email from your inbox is the next story for business  challenge.  

 Is the same thing when you receive a envelope paper written for you and send at you, and email from 

inbox ? For  many reasons no! Email often you read and when answer is not ready, maybe you forgot 

to answer , or  mistake decide to delete this email. To be more efficiency with work flow, you must 

define the response time. Issue is that you should decide about important email,, important  with need 

to take action, important but not urgent, and not important.To know how much is reliable and secure is 

backup and recovery system for any business, you must ensure the best practices for high quality backup 

data. The way how backup data is taken and how it is organized will be confidential for any enterprise. 

Did this happen always?  The answer is no! 

The backup data must be more ready for run if it is required, without any much need for interaction by 

administrators. This is very ease and comfortable for people who have knowledge about it. 

Now days are possibility for data efficiency, maintenance in s ecurity issue etc. 

In the world exists many companies which deal with the security business?  One of them is ADT Pulse  

 Most of this companies offer:   Protection from burglary, Protection from robbery and intruders, 

Monitoring fees, Fast alarm response and more remotely control equipment, Arm/disarm your system, 

Video Surveillance, Electronic access control 

Do you believe in any company for those security parameters?  The answer is different and difficult 

from different people. If you wish to advance in your business or technology processes, you are forced 

willingly to be a part of this security.  

4.2. DoS and DDoS 

One form of the attack which prevents users from normal accessing services such as e -mail or web 

server is Denial of Service (DoS). This attacks is done through ping of death or through e-mail bomb 

One the newest way attacks from hackers is Distributed denial of –service attack (DDoS). 

This attack is created in such way that, they attach a single target creating a flood of incoming messages 

to the target system, make him to shut down, so denying services to the system by order users. This 

attack uses many infected computers which are called often zombias, and intention is to overwhelm 

access to the targeted server.  

This issue is treated as the biggest threats to internet security.  

 Until now there are known two types of DDoS attacks: a network layer attack and application layer 

attack. For avoiding the DDoS attacks you should carefully implement optimum configuration the 

networks, make constant update and permanent control of elements to the systems. 

Protection from DDoS and other attacks . You must put the right people in right work place, it means 

everyone to be responsible and agility for his work. Those people must be trained in his work, regardless 

the number of employers an enterprise have. Workpeople in enterprise must have enough knowledge to 

use the technology to detect and minimize those attacks. Keeping emails under control, work efficiency  

and secure with application and operation systems, emphases in opening the susceptive and doubtful sites 

and links. 
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An example of diversion or attack is San Francisko bank that was robbed of $900.000 during a DDoS 

(wrote by Warner). 

DDoS are growing every day and are being danger in many aspects of attacks in high bandwidth 

volumetric attacks, especially in the cloud computing services. One good defense and protection by 

those attacks is On-Premise DDoS Protection especially in application - layer threats. 

4.3. Some statistical review 

Based in Symantec report, the Google are included in many scandals. The first scandal was the delivery 

secret information for FBA in America. The second scandal is the flowing secrets for telephone numbers 

and emails for 6 million users. In fact Face Book mobile application Android for smart phones, has a 

big issuance about security, because the same application automatically give the phone number social 

network Face Book in which is installed. After the publication this data by Symantec, the Google asked 

forgiveness and has premise that will delete those number. Do you believe in it?  
In UK more than one –fifth firms hit by DDoS attacks in 2012, report wrote by Warwick Ashford  

 The poll of 380 IT professionals shows that DDoS attacks are threat to large and small organization in 

all sectors, yet many organizations do not have adequate protection in place. 

Key industries reported the highest levels of attack, with53 % of telecoms firms, 50% of e-commerce 

business, and 43% of retailers reporting DDoS attacks. 37% of DDoS attacks reported  lasted for more 

than 24 hours, 24% lasted for more than three days, and 22% lasted for more than a  week. It is likely 

that more than 20% have practically no protection from DDoS attacks, even though they think they are 

protected . 

Based in above mentions for DDoS, there is more important to take proceeding in avoiding this attack or 

to minimize. In different businesses exist the different ways for avoiding or minimize those attacks. 

Depending by firms size, and by capacity exchanging information there are possibility to put the especially 

policies for protection by attacks. Protection can be done in different way, but the same target for all is 

protecting data and privacy for business or individuals . 

In question: “How Secure is Your Company” Prof Chi-Chun Lo, (National Chia-Tung     

University) has gives a good answer: 

“One foot in ice water and one foot in boiling water does not mean that on average you are at room 

temperature. 

 

 Corporations are not monolithic, and all parts of the business don’t have (or necessarily need) the 

same level of security. 

 Security is not an end state, nor can it be judged by measuring any single variable at any single 

point in time.” 

 

For Security as a service Bill Malick Gartner has created a good definition: 

 “Selling the security is still Challenge 

 Is the glass half empty or is it half full? 

 Security is like the brakes on your car.(Their function is to slow you down, but their purpose 

is to allow you to go fast)” 

 

 In Fig. 1 are presented the Causes of Information Demage created by Prof. Chin- Chu Lo: 
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Fig. 1  The Causes of Information Damage (The source: Prof Chi-Chun Lo, National   Chia-Tung, 

University, 2006 

 

5   Advantage of the fiber optic and security issue 

Although the information technology is going deeply in nanotechnology, in other side the use of fiber 

optic is very important field for developing the new medium with high traffic capacity. Before many 

years is used a conventional fiber optic, but now days are in developing and researching for new fiber 

optic which can carry more information by following(carrying)  multiple light beam. This achievement 

is potential solution in next generation high speed communications and in carrying biomedical image. 

This research also impact in developing transmission systems for fiber higher capacity. 

The information carrying capacity of conventional optical fibers self is  not utilized fully due to the 

transmission equipments and system limitations. Now we learn about new achievements to increase the 

information carrying capacity of optical fibers. The new developments in fiber optics will push 

researchers to develop transmission systems that can tap the hidden potential of optical fibers more. 

(Today we have 640Gbit /sec or billions bit/sec.). (The electronic devices can operate up to 

approximately 40Gbps.)  

 The other way of increase capacity fiber optic is twisted Light Signals which can carry high capacity 

data in optical fiber. 

The market research data by Tele Geography says that the demand for bandwidth grew at a rate of 57% 

annually between 2007 and 2011.  

The optical fiber deployment is growing more than other access technologies  

Broadband Forum's report points to a significant surge in ultra-fast broadband, utilizing the data 

carrying capacity of optical fiber. FTTX (including: FTTH, FTTB, FTTC, FTTP, FTTN etc.) 

traditional DSL and hybrid technologies such as VDSL2 contribute to this high growth. These 

deployment technologies together are supplemented to achieve a 8.6% annual growth . 

Last years is developed a transmission and networks through fiber optic as medium for transmission 

information (voice, data, video, convergence services) for high capacity and nonimpact in 

electromagnetic field. Although there existing the trust and confidence for this type of transmission 

through countries in the world, the last of time the doubt begin to introduce through governments in 
some states or nations. The reason for this is presented in next fragments . 

“After hearing the shocking news of sharing individual communication data by internet giants with 

Federal agencies, now it is the turn of fiber optic cables being tapped by authorities to what they say 
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'surveillance'. When it is put under the 'National security' and 'Surveillance' people can virtually excuse 

even private secrets being disclosed in public. Now the reliability of fiber optic networks is under the 

shadow of doubt. How safe is a fiber optic Network?. Is it totally immune to tapping”?  

Computerworld, one IT magazine, in April 2003 wrote "Fiber optic cables can be easily intercepted, 

interpreted and manipulated using any standard off-the-shelf equipment that can be obtained throughout 

the world. Most important, the vast majority of public fiber networks do not incorporate methods for 

detecting optical taps, offering an intruder a relatively safe way to conduct corporate espionage." Now 

they have an article on how to run your own NSA spy program! It was known in 2001, when NSA 

former technicians revealed that they used special submarine to tap in to undersea fiber optic cables in 

the mid of 1990s. IEEE reported; "Evidence of the ability of NSA to tap into undersea fiber optic  cables 

and its intention to go on doing it – is a $1B project at Electric Boat in Groton, Connecticut, to outfit a 

new Navy submarine, the USS Jimmy Carter, with a special 45-meter-long section. The Navy has never 

disclosed the exact purpose of the expens ive addition to the $2.4 billion submarine, but most observers 

believe it is to tap undersea fiber-optic cables. 

 

 

Fig.2. Presentation in the simply mode for Eavesdropping in fiber optic. 

“Not only of US or UK, the defense, intelligence, law enforcement, financial and security data of many 

countries flow through fiber optic cables.  

Fiber optic cables are faster and carry huge amounts of data. Fiber optic networks were thought to be 

safe and secure networks. With the advancement in technology, eavesdropping equipment have also 

been developed. Ten years before, there was an corporate espionage case on  

Verzion’s fiber optic networks” 

“The conclusion is: fiber optic cables are not exempted from eavesdropping and equipment are available 

in the market” 

 

Based in those all above I designed the model for business security as in fig.2: 
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Fig.3. Model “Seven Impact Attributes in Business Security” The source: (The Author) 

 

6   Conclusion and Recommendations 

 
Finding 1: Update and improve continuously security policies and rules for creating   and   handling the 

IT resources. 

Finding 2: The Human factor (employment) has crucial role in business security  informations. 

Finding 3: Implement policies in right way by professional staff, and verify for the same implementing. 

Finding 4: The information systems are “back bone” for business enterprise progress. 

Finding 5:  IT Staff must be accomplished with professional knowledge continuously in orders to 

recovery, create  the backups and avoid data damage.      

Finding 6:  Security is not in high level without coordinating both, professional and the organizational 

staff. 

Finding 7:  Investing in secure information systems is profitable issue, ROI will be always in positive 

side. 

Finding 8: The strong enterprise is that have, the stronger and the secure information systems.  
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Abstract. Hybrid Modelling is getting more and more important in
technical and natural sciences. In these fields very complex systems and
processes have to be simulated and therefore proper models must be de-
veloped. For complex systems different model structures for dynamical
systems are available. One of the important model structures regarding
complex dynamical systems are hybrid models. A hybrid model consists
of several dynamical models and a state diagram where each state is
described by a differential algebraic equation (DAE). This paper deals
with benchmarks out of different fields of applications of this modelling
approach. The first benchmark is an electrical circuit with linear de-
vices and a diode as a nonlinear component. This example will show the
influence of a simple model to the state space description or the corre-
sponding differential algebraic description. The different models for the
nonlinear behaviour of the diode influences the states of the state dia-
gram. It is remarkable, that the different models for the diode results in
a different hybrid model. The influence from these models on the diode
can be observed. Another benchmark is the rotating pendulum. It is also
described by a state diagram, in this special academic example a state
diagram with two states. The two examples are representative, one out
of the field of electrical engineering, one typical mechanical scenario. In
the article two aspects will be considered. On the one side the modelling
process of the electrical circuit will be observed in detail, especial the
influence of different diode models on the structure of the states, and the
state transition between the two states of the mechanical pendulum. On
the other side also the need of a mathematical notation and description
of the states and their transition will be discussed. In the end of the
article some comments to the simulation of hybrid systems will be given.

Keywords: hybrid models, finite automaton, hybrid automaton, state–space
models, benchmarks for simulation, modeling and simulation

1 Introduction and Concept

The paper mainly deals with benchmarks for hybrid modelling. This first section
illustrates the organisation of the paper, gives a small introduction and explains
the aims of the article. There are two main subjects who are focused in this
paper:
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1. hybrid modelling approaches
2. benchmarks for simulation software regarding hybrid models

The following section will introduce the surroundings of hybrid modelling.

2 Hybrid Modelling

First of all the necessary definitions as in [1] will be given.

2.1 Continuous–Time State–Space model

Let x ∈ Rn denote the state variables and w ∈ Rq the external variables related
by a mixed set of differential and algebraic equations of the form

F (x, ẋ, w) = 0. (1)

Solutions of (1) are all sufficient smooth time functions x and w which are
satisfying (1). In technical context the definition is adapted to an continuous–
time input–state–output system of the form

ẋ = f(x, u),
y = h(x, u).

(2)

Therefor the vector w is splited into a subvector u ∈ Rm and a subvector y ∈ Rp,
restricted by the condition m + p = q. u is called the input vector or input
variables and y the output vector or the output variables. In representation (2)
the differential part is related to the state and input variables, the algebraic part
to state, input and output variables (see Fig. 1). In representation (1) are more
additional algebraic constraints on the state space variables x.

Fig. 1. Representation of a continuous–time input–state–output system

2.2 Finite Automata

A finite automaton is described by a triple (L,A,E). L is a finite set called the
state space, A is a finite set called the alphabet whose elements are called symbols.
E is the transition rule represented as a subset of L×A×L and its elements are
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Fig. 2. Example of a finite automaton

called edges, transitions or events. A sequence (l0, a0, l1, a1, . . . , ln−1, an−1, ln)
with (li, ai, li+1) ∈ E, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, is called a trajectory or path.

Typical some finite automata are represented by a finite graph. A certain
example of a finite automaton is shown in Fig. 2. Therefor the set of states
consists of L = {l0, l1, l2, l3} and the alphabet A = {a0, a1, a2, a3}. A can be
interpreted as label on the edges of the graph and the elements of L are denoting
the nodes.

Also in context of finite automata there can be devepoped an input–output
automaton. Therefor two symbols, namely an input symbol i and an output
symbol o, has to be choosen in the finite automaton. Deterministic input–output
automata can be represented by eqations

l] = ν(l, i),
o = η(l, i).

(3)

The symbol l] in equation (3) denotes the new value of the state after the
event takes place, resulting from the old discrete state value l and the input i.
An alternative formulation in this situation could be given: If tk is the time step
before the event takes place and tk+1 the time step after the event the relations
for the output state can be considered as l = l(tk) and l] = l(tk+1). Thereby
l : Z→ L is the time evolution of l.

Often the definition of a finite automaton includes the explicit specification
of a subset I ⊂ L of initial states and a subset F ⊂ L of final states. A path
(l0, a0, l1, a1, . . . , ln−1, an−1, ln) is called a successful path if the condition l0 ∈ I
and ln ∈ F is added.

In contrast to the continuous–time system the solution concept of a finite
automaton with or without initial and final states is completely specified because
the behavior of the finite automaton consists of all paths respectively successful
paths.
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2.3 Hybrid Automata

The combination of the previous given definition of a continuous–time state–
space system and a finite automaton leads to the definition of a hybrid automa-
ton. A hybrid automaton is described by a tuple (L,X,A,W,E, Inv,Act). Each
of the Elements is defined as follows:

– L is a finite set, called the set of discrete states.
– X is the continuous state space of the hybrid automaton in which the contin-

uous state variables x take their values. Typically X fulfills in applications
X ⊂ Rn, but also n–dimensional manifolds are imaginable.

– A is a finite set of symbols which labels the nodes.
– W = R

q is the continuous communication space in which the continuous
external variables w take their values.

– E is a finite set of edges, called transitions or events. Every edge is defined
by a tuple (l, a,Guardl,l′ , Jumpl,l′ , l

′), where l, l′ ∈ L, a ∈ A. Guardl,l′ is
a subset of X and Jumpl,l′ is a relation defined by a subset of X × X.
The transition from the discrete state l to l′ is called enabled, when the
continuous state fulfills x ∈ Guardl,l′ . The continuous state x jumps to a
value x′ if (x, x′) ∈ Jumpl,l′ .

– Inv is a mapping from the locations L to the set of subsets of X so that
Inv(l) ⊂ X, ∀l ∈ L. Whenever the system is at location l, the continuous
state x must satisfy x ∈ Inv(l). Inv(l) for l ∈ L is called the location invariant
of location l.

– Act is a mapping that assigns to each location l ∈ L a set of differential–
algebraic equations Fl, relating the continuous state variables x with their
time–derivatives ẋ and the continuous external variables w by

Fl(x, ẋ, w) = 0. (4)

The solution of these differential–algebraic equations are called the activities
of the location l.

The illustration of a certain example is displayed in Fig. 3. Each node repre-
sents a state and a corresponding DAE system. For the transition (l0, a3, l1) the
sets Guard and Jump is also illustrated.

A continuous trajectory (l, δ, x, w) associated with a location l consists of
a nonnegative time δ, the duration of the continuous trajectory, a piecewise
continuous function w : [0, δ]→W and a continuous and piecewise differentiable
function x : [0, δ]→ X which fulfill

1. x(t) ∈ Inv(l) for all t ∈ (0, δ),
2. Fl(x(t), ẋ(t), w(t)) = 0 for all t ∈ (0, δ) except for points of discontinuity of
w.

A trajectory of the hybrid automaton is an (infinite) sequence of continuous
trajectories

(l0, δ0, x0, w0)
a0→ (l1, δ1, x1, w1)

a1→ (l2, δ2, x2, w2)
a2→ . . . (5)
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Fig. 3. Example of a hybrid automaton

such that at the event times

t0 = δ0, t1 = δ0 + δ1, t2 = δ0 + δ1 + δ2, . . . , (6)

the following inclusions hold for the discrete transitions

xj(tj) ∈ Guardlj ,lj+1
,

(xj(tj), xj+1(tj)) ∈ Jumplj ,lj+1

(7)

for all j = 0, 1, 2, . . ..

3 Benchmarks

This section is about the two academic benchmarks to apply the theory of hybrid
systems introduced in the last section. The idea of ARGESIM benchmarks [2] is
to use the hybrid modelling approach to create models for technical systems or
processes out of natural sciences. For this reason two Benchmarks are introduced:

1. hybrid electrical circuit

2. rotating pendulum

The benchmarks work on several case studies which are defined to find out
the potential and constraints of different simulation software. Also the ability to
work with common mathematical model description is included in the focus.

The following subsections will show the way to model such hybrid system
descriptions.
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Fig. 4. Benchmark hybrid electrical circuit

3.1 Hybrid Electrical Circuit

The observed circuit is an ordinary series resonant circuit combined with a diode.
The circuit is illustrated in Fig. 4.

To find the whole description of the circuit the different sates have to be
defined. Therefor the two states of the diode have to be considered. The used
model of the diode is given by the relation of voltage uD and current iD of the
diode. The link is given by the so called Shockley–equation

iD(uD) =

IS
(

e
uD

UT −1

)
for uD > 0,

0 for uD ≤ 0.
(8)

The Parameter IS , UT > 0 are characteristic for the diode and the influence can
be investigated by several parameter studies. For the modelling process we will
not focus on these parameter studies. The two states of the diode lead to observe
two different subsystems which will be combined in the whole hybrid system.

The first subsystem is represented by a series resonant circuit. The equations
for the inductance L and the capacity C

uL(t) = L
d i

dt
and i(t) = C

duC
dt

(9)

according to the Kirchhoff law of voltages

u1(t) + uL(t) + u2(t) + uC(t) = u0(t) (10)

results the two equations

d

dt
uC(t) =

1

C
i(t),

d

dt
i(t) = − 1

L
uC(t)− R1 +R2

L
i(t) +

1

L
u0(t). (11)

A sketch of the circuit for this subsystem and the quantity to be measured is
illustrated in Fig. 5.

The state–space description is known as

ẋ = Ax+Bu, (12)
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Fig. 5. Subsystem 1 of the hybrid electrical circuit

where x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rd as well as A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×d. For the considered
series resonant circuit follows from the above

d

dt

(
uC(t)
i(t)

)
=

(
0 1

C

− 1
L −

R1+R2

L

)(
uC(t)
i(t)

)
+

(
0
1
L

)
u0(t). (13)

For the second state of the hybrid electrical circuit the ordinary system can
be adapted without doing the modelling process again from the beginning. The
subsystem 2 is not really a subsystem but the first subsystem can be used for
formulating the model equation as follows. The equations for the inductance L
and the capacity C according to the Kirchhoff law of currents and voltages

i(t) + iD(t) = iC(t) and u1(t) + uL(t) + u2(t) + uC(t) = u0(t) (14)

results the equations
d

dt
uC(t) =

1

C
i(t) +

1

C
iD(t) (15)

and
d

dt
i(t) = − 1

L
uC(t)− R1 +R2

L
i(t) +

1

L
u0(t)− R2

L
iD(t). (16)

This equations lead to the description of the hybrid electrical circuit for the state
uD > 0 as

d

dt

(
uC(t)
i(t)

)
=

(
0 1

C

− 1
L −

R1+R2

L

)(
uC(t)
i(t)

)
+

(
0
1
L

)
u0(t) +

(
1
C

−R2

L

)
iD(t). (17)

But this (nonlinear) state–space description is not enough because in the ordi-
nary differential equation appears the algebraic variable uD. Therefor an addi-
tional equation is needed. Together with equation(8) and the Kirchhoff law for
voltages in the second loop the algebraic equation for uD can be derived as

u2(t) + uC(t) + uD(t) = 0. (18)

The condition uD > 0 is equivalent to u2 + uC > 0 and the algebraic equation
is given by

R2i(t) + uc(t) +R2IS

(
e
uD

UT −1

)
+ uD = 0. (19)
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This algebraic equation is of the form

g(x, z, p) = 0, (20)

where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, z ∈ Rr is the vector of the algebraic variables
and p ∈ Rq a parameter vector if necessary. For this academic example apply
z = uD and p = (R1, R2, C, L, IS , UT )T .

The condition uD > 0, or equivalent u2 + uC > 0 defines two states of the
hybrid electrical circuit. The corresponding graph for the hybrid automaton is
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Graph of the hybrid automaton of the hybrid electrical circuit

3.2 Rotating Pendulum

The second considered example is the rotating pendulum. On the basis of the
definition given in [3] the benchmark deals with a mass working as a pendulum
on the one hand side and as a mass in the gravity field on the other hand side.
The geometrical relation and the two states are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Illustration of the geometry and the possible states of the rotating pendulum
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The equations for the description of the two states of the pendulum is the
outcome of first principal modelling, as introduced in [4], in the two scenarios.
This scenario is quite different to the electrical circuit with diode, because the two
states of the rotating pendulum use different coordinate systems. The movement
on the trajectory of a pendulum with tight rope is described in polar coordinates
by the differential algebraic equations

ϕ̈+ k
m ϕ̇−

g
m sinϕ = 0,

F = −mg cosϕ+mlϕ̇2.
(21)

Thereby ϕ is the polar angle and (k,m, g, l)T represents the parameter vector
of this system. The second state of the rotating pendulum is defined for the
case that the rope is no longer tight. Therefor the mass of the pendulum acts
like a punctiform mass in the gravitation field. The common description for this
process is formulated in Cartesian coordinates by the differential equations

mẍ = −kẋ,
mÿ = −mg − kẏ. (22)

The interesting point of view in this situation is to distinguish the two states.
This cannot be done via one condition as in the case of the electrical circuit,
in the case of the rotating pendulum one condition defines the transition from
the state ”circular movement” to ”free fall” and another condition describes the
transition backwards. For the hybrid model of the rotating pendulum a graph
representing the states and their transitions is shown in Fig. 8. In this graph
also the transformation of coordinates is denotet as well as the state variables
in each nodes to focuses the size of the state space.

Fig. 8. Graph of representing the two states of the rotating pendulum
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4 Summary and Outlook

In section 3 the modelling process of the two academic examples – hybrid elec-
trical circuit and rotating pendulum – were presented. The next step is to create
out of these models several tasks for simulation software. As mentioned in the
introduction the model will be used for benchmarking different simulation soft-
ware to outline their pros and cons. To focus on several minimum abilities of
simulation software some common tasks will be formulated like the calculation
of eigenvalues of some subsystems in different scenarios, or the implementation
of the differential and algebraic equations with different initial values. In the
benchmark of the rotating pendulum special attention has to be given to the
transformation on coordinates. Some simulators are not able to transform coor-
dinates and so the users solve this problem by calculating the representations in
both simulators which is not appropriate.

The benchmarks focus also on some numerical considerations. One example
is the condition of the Jacobian matrix. In this context the addressed Jacobian
matrix is formulated as follows. The description of a certain state is formulated
through the introduced equation (1). This represents a equation for the differen-
tial variables but also the algebraic variables are covered. So the Jacobian matrix
in this context is simplified to a gradient and the singular points are derived by

gradF = 0. (23)

Several tasks will be formulated for the benchmarks, also focusing on the
modelling approach. The resulting benchmark emphasis on the ability of simu-
lating hybrid systems. The final definition of the benchmark will be offer several
assignments and will be published on [2].

Further work will be to adapt these models in this way that the model ap-
proaches offer the possibility for a wider range of simulation software, for example
block or graphic oriented simulation software.
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